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Abstract

Rapid advances within the Internet of Things have increased the capabilities
of embedded software on industrial products. Software-intensive industrial
products have enabled integration into larger Cyber-Physical Systems, which
are hybrid systems providing computation and services to support physical
processes. This development provides completely new opportunities for devel-
oping industrial ecosystems. A paradigm shift can be made from a situation
where development of customized systems required deep ties between organi-
zations or dedicated hardware components to a situation where customized
functionality can be provided in open software ecosystems through software
development and integration. However, it requires that product manufac-
turers transition from providing value solely with mechanical and hardware
components to continuous innovation through software and new services. This
transition to hybrid industrial products gives rise to new research challenges
that need to be addressed.

This thesis addresses a number of software challenges resulting from the
transition that are faced by companies. It develops methods and tools to
support two key quality attributes of cyber-physical ecosystems: integrability
and maintainability. The presented research was conducted experimentally
in collaboration with industrial partners. By working towards the quality at-
tributes, it provides value for different actors in industrial ecosystems: system
installers, system builders, service providers and end-users.

This work proposes tactics that utilize context-awareness of industrial sys-
tems, domain knowledge codified by domain experts or collected from previ-
ous experience and reasoning using rules and machine learning. The tactics
provide novel approaches in order to achieve and optimize the two quality at-
tributes. The work further introduces and develops novel tools and methods
to realize the tactics.

The developed tools use Augmented Reality and Visual Programming to
enable experts leverage context and domain knowledge to seamlessly integrate
customized software applications in industrial systems. Another tool focuses
on common maintenance operations and enables reuse of trained models for
activity recognition using “transfer learning” in order to retain the ability to
recognize usage and maintenance activities when the sensed context changes
due to the maintenance operations. The tools were developed with feedback
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from experts at industrial companies and evaluated using real-world applica-
tions, using sensor data collected from simulated maintenance operations, and
in studies with domain experts.

The developed tools and tactics support future software ecosystems for
Cyber-Physical Systems by enabling a more seamless experience, as well as
reducing required effort and time for common integration and maintenance
tasks performed by system installers and end-users of industrial systems.



Resumé

De hastige fremskridt indenfor IoT har kraftigt forøget mulighederne for at
integrere software i industrielle produkter. De industrielle produkter kan
dermed også indgå i større såkaldte Cyber-Physical systemer, der er hybride
systemer, der leverer software funktionalitet og services til at supportere fy-
siske processer. Denne udvikling skaber helt nye muligheder for at udvikle in-
dustrielle økosystemer. Der kan laves et paradigmeskift fra en situation, hvor
tilpasninger skal styres i tæt kobling mellem virksomhederne og deres hard-
ware udvikling, til en situation, hvor de fleste tilpasninger kan laves i åbne
software økosystemer gennem softwareudvikling og integration. Det forudsæt-
ter dog, at industrivirksomhederne skifter fra at alene at skabe værdi alene
med mekaniske og hardwaremæssige komponent til at skabe løbende innova-
tion gennem software og nye services. Denne omlægning til hybride indus-
trielle produkter giver anledning til flere it-mæssige udfordringer, der kræver
en forskningsmæssig indsats.

Denne afhandling adresserer en række af disse softwaremæssige udfor-
dringer for virksomhederne. Dette gøres gennem udvikling af metoder og
værktøjer til at understøtte integration og vedligehold, som de centrale kvalitetsparame-
tre (quality attributes) for Cyber-Physical økosystemer. Forskningen er gen-
nemført eksperimentelt i samarbejde med industrielle partnere. Med fokus
på de to kvalitetsparametre, er der udviklet metode- og værktøjsstøtte til
en række forskellige aktører indenfor industrielle økosystemer: system instal-
latører, produktudviklere, service udviklere og slut-brugere.

Der introduceres en række overordnede taktikker, der udnytter context-
awareness omkring industrielle installationer, domæne kendskab formuleret af
domæneeksperter, formaliserede tidligere erfaringer, samt beslutningsstøtte
ved hjælp af regler og machine learning. Taktikkernes formål er at optimere
på de to kvalitetsparametre. Der er endvidere introduceret og udviklet nye
værktøjer og metoder til at understøtte og realisere taktikkerne.

De udviklede værktøjer omfatter Augmented Reality og visuel program-
mering til at støtte eksperterne i at udnytte konteksten og den nødvendige
domæneviden til systemmodellering, der kan føre til sømløs og smidig in-
tegration af tilpassede software applikationer i industrielle økosystemer. Et
af værktøjerne har specielt fokus på vedligeholdelsesopgaver, hvor såkaldte
activity recognition modeller trænes og udvides gennem “transfer learning”,
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således at brugs- og vedligeholdelsesaktiviteter kan genkendes i mange forskel-
lige kontekster. Alle værktøjerne er udviklet med feedback fra eksperter fra
industrielle virksomheder, og de er evalueret i virkelige brugssituationer, med
sensor data indsamlet fra simulerede vedligeholdelsesoperationer, og gennem
studier med domæne-eksperter.

De udviklede værktøjer og taktikker understøtter fremtidig software økosys-
temer til Cyber-Physical systemer gennem muliggørelse af en mere smidig inte-
grations, samt en reduktion i de nødvendige ressourcer og tid til at gennemføre
integrations og vedligeholdelses opgaver for systeminstallatører og slutbrugere
af systemer.



Video Figures

Tools developed in this work contain visual aspects that are well illustrated
using videos. The following link contains videos presenting user interaction
with an augmented reality-based tool for modeling industrial systems, a visual
programming-based tool for creating application orchestration rules, and a
demonstration of activity recognition using sensor boards used in this work:
http://matus.tomlein.org/phd/videos/.

Snapshots from the videos are shown in Figure 1.
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(a) Video showing a developed augmented reality-based smartphone app being used to create
a 3D model of an industrial system.

(b) Video showing development of orchestration rules for configuration of a demo installation
using using a developed visual programming-based tool.

(c) Video by Laput et al. [147] showing activity recognition using general-purpose sensors
that were used in this work on supporting maintainability of the activity recognition.

Figure 1: Snapshots from videos available at the above link that illustrate the
developed tools.
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Structure of Dissertation

This dissertation is divided into two parts. The first part summarizes and
gives an overview of the work carried out. It is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces and motivates the work in this dissertation. It poses
research questions addressed in this work, sets the context for the research
and introduces domains that the work addressed.
Chapter 2 discusses background that the work is built upon and summarizes
related work and identified challenges and gaps that were addressed.
Chapter 3 presents the overall research approach used throughout the work
on the project. It discusses collaboration with industrial partners and methods
used during prototyping and evaluation of prototypes.
Chapter 4 describes an industrial software ecosystem that this work aims
to support using a Software Ecosystem Architecture framework. It further
presents the challenges, addressed quality attributes of the ecosystem and
proposes tactics followed to achieve the quality attributes.
Chapter 5 motivates and discusses variability management using structural
context of systems. It fills a research gap in enabling the use of structural
context to derive software variants of customized applications. It discusses
an underlying configuration model and a visual language, GIMLE, that were
developed and evaluated to support the variability in software ecosystems for
Cyber-Physical Systems.
Chapter 6 presents and compares tools developed to enable system installers
build semantic models of physical configuration of industrial systems. It re-
flects on the lessons learned throughout the iterative development of the mod-
eling tools.
Chapter 7 is concerned with the maintenance of activity recognition in smart
spaces in the face of common maintenance and expansion operations. It analy-
ses the problem and proposes and evaluates a novel transfer learning approach
to enable reuse of training data after such operations.
Chapter 8 concludes by summarizing the main contributions, answering re-
search questions identified in the introduction and proposing directions for
future work.

The second part includes four papers that this dissertation is built upon.
The contribution of each paper is described in the following:
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Paper A (Tomlein et al., 2016) Short conference paper, 6 pages.
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Paper B (Tomlein et al., 2017) Full conference paper, 9 pages.
M. Tomlein and K. Grønbæk, “A visual programming approach based on
domain ontologies for configuring industrial IoT installations” 2017 7th
International Conference on the Internet of Things (IoT). ACM. Linz,
2017. doi: 10.1145/3131542.3131552
This paper proposed and evaluated a visual programming language,
GIMLE, that enabled domain experts create expressive rules on physical
properties of industrial systems. The rules described requirements of ap-
plications and were used to recommend relevant applications to system
installers. The language was evaluated in a study with three domain
experts. Furthermore, the scalability to larger problems was evaluated
using requirements for a real-world industrial system for monitoring
cooling circuits.

Paper C (Tomlein et al., 2018) Full paper, 15 pages. The paper is under
review.

M. Tomlein and K. Grønbæk, “Augmented Reality Supported Modeling
of Industrial Systems to Infer Configuration”
This paper proposed and evaluated an approach for building models
of physical properties of industrial systems using augmented reality on
smartphones. It built upon the previous paper to process created models
and recommend configuration applications. The proposed approach was
evaluated in a study with 16 domain experts. The paper discussed
their reflections, observations and quantitative feedback on usability,
usefulness and potential of the approach.

Paper D (Tomlein et al., 2017) Journal paper, 33 pages. The paper is
under review in the second round for a journal.

M. Tomlein, S. Boovaraghavan, Y. Agarwal and A. Dey, “Supporting
Maintenance Operations for IoT based Activity Recognition using Trans-
fer Learning”
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Improvements in processing power, device miniaturization and ubiquitous con-
nectivity enable software to take on roles in industrial systems that previ-
ously required mechanical solutions. In return, software-driven products pro-
vide clear benefits for the development and operation of industrial systems.
The malleability of software enables faster innovation and development-cycles.
Software-driven services open new opportunities that couldn’t be supported
with mechanical solutions. Furthermore, configurable software can save hard-
ware costs by reducing the number of required hardware variants of industrial
products and eliminating the need for certain hardware products (e.g., exter-
nal controllers).

However, adoption of software-driven innovation by original equipment
manufacturers has been slow [86, 182]. It is challenging due to factors such
as lack of competencies for IoT development, integration with legacy systems,
complex supplier relations and ways-of-working. This work aims to support
software-driven innovation and customization of industrial systems and deals
with challenges that stem from three realities of such systems that complicate
its adoption: (1) distribution of development and integration effort among
different actors in industrial ecosystems, (2) complexities in integration of
software in multi-purpose industrial products due to its dependence on under-
lying physical processes, and (3) change to a continuous relationship between
customers and product-service companies, which requires maintaining systems
as they evolve over time.

The life-cycle of industrial systems involves a large ecosystem of differ-
ent actors, such as original-equipment manufacturers, strategic and niche de-
velopers, system integrators and service providers. To address different use
cases and niches, the actors commonly customize industrial products through
deep ties with their manufacturers or using external hardware controllers that
integrate with the products externally. Software-intensive products can sig-
nificantly simplify the contribution of customized functionality and lower the
barriers for entry for external developers by opening software ecosystems [47].
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Enabling third-party customization through software has obvious benefits,
but it also brings up new challenges, such as in integration of the externally
developed software components.

Supporting a seamless integration of customized software from different
parties is one of the success factors of software ecosystems. Future industrial
systems can be viewed as Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [64] that provide
deep links between physical and software components, making the integration
of customized software challenging. Software developed for industrial appli-
cations tends to address concrete use cases of systems and support concrete
physical processes. Seamless integration of customized software in industrial
systems requires that the targeted use cases and physical processes are con-
sidered and reasoned about automatically. Compared to mechanisms used in
software ecosystems and software product lines [35], integration of software
variants in Cyber-Physical Systems requires novel tools that can acquire and
reason with more expressive, contextual models of physical systems.

The transition to industrial products that can be continuously improved
through software and can report their usage data enables product manufac-
turers to provide services in addition to selling products [198]. However, this
means that in addition to getting products installed, the product-service com-
panies become responsible for their maintenance and upkeep. Issues regarding
supporting the post-factory life of products become relevant. Maintenance of
customized context-aware systems is challenging due to common changes that
such systems undergo over time. For instance, sensors break down and are re-
placed with different types of sensors, systems are extended or moved. These
maintenance or expansion operations change the context in which the systems
operate and may therefore invalidate assumptions made earlier in their life-
time. Novel techniques are required to adapt the customized context-aware
behavior.

This dissertation presents a body of work that addresses challenges in inte-
gration and maintenance of software customizations made by different actors
in industrial cyber-physical ecosystems. To address the challenges, it builds
on a diverse set of domains, such as context-awareness, software engineer-
ing, knowledge representation and reasoning, visual programming languages,
augmented reality, machine learning, and activity recognition.

1.1 Research Questions

Discussions with experts at our industrial partners and study of literature
surfaced the mentioned challenges in integration and maintenance of software-
customized cyber-physical ecosystems. However, in order to tackle the chal-
lenges, several gaps in the related work need to be addressed. This dissertation
addresses the gaps by focusing on the research questions listed in Table 1.1.

Our analysis uncovered a potential of using structural context of industrial



1.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 5

Table 1.1: An overview of the research questions addressed in this thesis.

Research Question No. Chapter Paper
How can rich contextual variability of
applications in software ecosystems for
cyber-physical systems be modeled?

(RQ1) Chapter 5 Paper A

How to support system builders without
programming knowledge build contextual
variability rules for industrial systems?

(RQ2) Chapter 5 Paper B

How to support acquisition of structural
context of systems at installation sites?

(RQ3) Chapter 6 Paper C

What are the effects of common mainte-
nance and expansion operations on the
performance of trained activity recogni-
tion models?

(RQ4) Chapter 7 Paper D

How to transfer trained activity recogni-
tion models after common maintenance or
expansion changes in systems with mini-
mal retraining from end-users necessary
and with an acceptable performance of
transferred models retained?

(RQ5) Chapter 7 Paper D

systems to identify their use cases and support a more seamless selection
and integration of applications in Cyber-Physical Systems. Structural context
of systems relates to the topology of devices, flows of liquids among them,
connections of devices and more. However, in order to achieve this potential,
several research gaps need to be addressed. First, an expressive specification
of contextual variability of applications that is compatible with the distributed
development of applications in software ecosystems is needed (RQ1). Next,
system builders need to be enabled to define rules using the specification as
they have the most intimate knowledge about the physical configurations of
industrial systems and processes that they are involved in (RQ2). Finally,
acquisition of the structural context of systems at heterogeneous installation
sites needs to be supported (RQ3).

In order to explore issues with maintenance of customized context-aware
cyber-physical systems over time, we had the opportunity to work with recog-
nition of activities demonstrated by end-users using wall-mounted multi-sensor
packages. We identified several maintenance and expansion operations that
have not been well addressed in the related work and which effects on perfor-
mance of activity recognition needs to be investigated (RQ4). Next, a method
that can mitigate the effects of such maintenance while requiring minimal re-
training from end-users and retaining an acceptable performance of activity
recognition needs to be proposed and evaluated (RQ5).
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These research questions have been addressed through; (1) building on top
of the current state-of-the-art and working in close collaboration with indus-
trial partners, (2) building working prototypes using industrial systems with
increasing levels of fidelity and closeness to real-world systems, (3) evaluating
the prototypes using industrial applications inspired by real-world cases, (4)
evaluating the prototypes in studies with domain experts, (5) conducting data
collections of simulated maintenance operations used for experimentation and
evaluation of proposed methods, and (6) synthesizing findings from the design
process and evaluations to inform future design and improvements.

This work proposes tactics to support selected quality attributes of cyber-
physical ecosystems (integrability, variability and maintainability) and con-
tributes tools and methods that support the tactics and provide novel ways to
achieve the desired quality attributes. The aim of this work is to help future
design and development of ecosystem platforms for Cyber-Physical Systems to
provide architectural support, improve processes and provide tools for achiev-
ing the quality attributes.

1.2 Context of Research: MADE

This work is done as part of a project called “MADE SPIR Platform for Future
Production”. The overall goal of the MADE project [4] is to strengthen manu-
facturing in Denmark by working in collaboration with companies, universities
and advanced technology groups. MADE consists of nine work packages that
focus on different themes with interest in value chain & business systems,
integrated production systems and enabling technologies. In each work pack-
age universities, Advanced Technology Institutes as well as large and small
companies work together.

Out of the nine work packages within the platform, this project is part of
work package six entitled “Lifelong Product Customization via ICT Services”.
The work package focuses on enabling technologies and its vision is to develop
methods, models, and tools for the production of ICT based services as an
integrated part of production lines. The work package consists of one academic
institution, Aarhus University, and two industrial partners: Grundfos and
Alexandra Institute.

The project was done in collaboration with Grundfos as an industrial part-
ner. Grundfos [3] is a leading pump manufacturer and water solution provider.
It builds solutions focusing on movement of water in various types of systems,
e.g., providing drinking water, treating and removing wastewater, irrigation,
heating or cooling. Throughout the work on the project, the collaboration
enabled us to analyze the current state, challenges in the real-world, discuss
the work with domain experts across the whole organization, use industrial
products, systems and platforms in our prototypes and organize user studies
to evaluate developed prototypes with the targeted users. The industrial col-
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laboration supported the validity of this work by grounding it in a realistic
context and enabling continuous reflection with experts.

1.3 Primary Domains
The work was done within two IoT domains that influenced the challenges
that I focused on.

Liquid Movement Systems

Liquid movement systems are solutions for movement of liquids in different
physical processes. Cyber-physical systems involved in liquid movement con-
sist of industrial products like different types of pumps, heat exchangers, fil-
ters, sensors (e.g., temperature, pressure, pH, flow), valves, sprinklers, pro-
grammable logic controllers (PLCs) and more. They are built from multi-
purpose components, i.e., devices contained in the systems can be applied in
different types of systems addressing different use cases. Such systems may be
installed in the infrastructure of commercial or residential buildings, in chemi-
cal labs or production lines, outside in the open or in other environments. They
are controlled using distributed control algorithms deployed on end-devices or
on external controllers and executed under real-time constraints. The exact
control algorithms, their set-points or the system-wide logic depends on the
use case.

Activity Recognition using General-purpose Sensors

Activity recognition is a key requirement in the vision of smart or IoT-enabled
environments. Detecting human activities and events of interest (e.g., actions
of workers in production lines, operations done during maintenance of systems,
condition and usage of systems) is an enabler for further customization and
programming of Cyber-Physical Systems. Activity recognition makes use of
contextual data produced by sensors of different modalities, such as wearables,
smartphones or single-purpose sensors embedded in building infrastructure. In
this work, we make use of a novel modality—general-purpose sensors [147].
General-purpose sensors are multi-sensor packages, often mounted on walls,
that can sense a wide variety of indoor activities thanks to the range of sensor
channels that they provide. Their appeal is in ease-of-deployment, since they
only require a single sensor package to be deployed per instrumented space.

1.4 Structure of Part 1 of the Thesis
The first part of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents
the background of this work and motivates the addressed challenges. It also
frames the identified research gaps and gives an overview of the related work.
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Chapter 3 presents the research approach and methods used throughout my
work. Chapter 4 introduces the addressed software ecosystem using a Software
Ecosystem Architecture framework [63], characterizes the addressed challenges
using quality attribute scenarios and proposes tactics to achieve the quality
attributes that were followed in this work. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 summarize and
synthesize the outcomes of four main papers that constitute this dissertation.
They address the main research questions in this work as shown in Table 1.1.
Chapters 5 and 6 propose and evaluate tools to enable seamless integration of
applications in cyber-physical ecosystems using the liquid movement domain.
Chapter 7 explores the maintenance of customized context-aware systems us-
ing activity recognition as a case and proposes and evaluates a transfer learning
approach to support it. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes by summarizing the main
contributions of this work, reflecting on the research questions and suggesting
directions for future work.



Chapter 2

Background and Related
Work

This chapter presents the theoretical background that guided the work on the
project. The current state as well as future visions of software ecosystems in
Industrial Internet of Things are explored. Challenges in achieving the future
industrial software ecosystems are identified. The problems addressed in this
thesis are motivated using gaps in related work.

2.1 Enablers and Visions of Internet of Things

Internet of Things and Cyber-Physical Systems will enable millions of con-
nected and legacy devices to interconnect, provide and consume information
from each other as well from the global network and exchange capabilities and
services in order to collaborate and reach common goals [64].

Internet of Things is supported by a collection of new developments from
ubiquitous connectivity, miniaturization to the rise of cloud computing [205].
Regarding connectivity, in addition to local (e.g., WiFi) and personal-area
(e.g., Zigbee, Z-Wave, Bluetooth) networks, things can connect to wide-area
networks (e.g., LoraWAN) and cellular networks (e.g., 5G). The use of ex-
isting infrastructure enables service-level agreements that allow companies to
rely on operators for providing the connectivity of their IoT solutions [187].
Furthermore, communities can easily set up multi-kilometer networks with
a small number of gateways [32]. Using IP-enabled protocol stacks, such as
6LowPAN (or 6lo), low power devices can be integrated into the Internet [18].
By running lightweight Web-like servers, things can provide their own services
to be accessed from other things as well as the cloud [144]. Together with the
current computing economics, miniaturization and advances in cloud comput-
ing [205], smart objects provide rich context-awareness with intelligent data-
processing on the cloud [147]. Finally, semantic technologies enable smart
environments to self-organize and intelligently adapt to goals of users [164].

9
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These advances enable several visions of the IoT. Atzori et al. [18] cat-
egorized the visions into three perspectives on IoT. The thing-oriented per-
spective is focusing on the identification, tracking and context-awareness of
smart objects. The Internet-oriented perspective enables the connectivity and
interoperability of things and the cloud. The semantic perspective enables
the organization and automated reasoning about things and the data they
produce on a large scale. When combined, these visions suggest the potential
of IoT, which is that of heterogeneous context-aware objects interacting with
local and remote services in a self-organized way.

Internet of Things further enables the development of Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems (CPS). CPSs are integrations of computerized physical things that pro-
vide computation to support physical processes [149]. They monitor and con-
trol the physical processes and often provide feedback loops where the com-
putations are affected by physical processes and vice versa. By physical pro-
cesses, we refer to sustained phenomena with clearly noticeable gradual change
through series of states [109]. There are multitude of potential applications
of CPS such as high confidence medical devices and systems, assisted living,
advanced automotive systems, process control, energy conservation, critical
infrastructure control, defense systems, manufacturing, smart structures, and
many more [149].

2.2 Engineering of Industrial Systems

In contrast with consumer IoT, industrial IoT (iIoT) builds on a history of
systems with machine to machine communications performing automation or
monitoring [187]. Such systems often constitute isolated islands that commu-
nicate locally with proprietary protocols and are built on proprietary archi-
tectures. Until recently, manufacturers of the products focused on mechanics
and electronics to innovate in the market. However, this has opened ground
for new entrants focusing on software to disrupt existing players by meeting
customer needs that the existing players didn’t identify [44].

The problem can be partly traced back to the traditional development of
the industrial embedded systems. Eklund et al. [86] defined it using these
characteristics: deep integration between hardware and software, strong focus
on manufacturing, strong supplier involvement, safety-critical functionality
and mass-production. These constraints mean that software development for
industrial embedded systems hasn’t been able to keep up with the advances
in continuous development available on the Web and other platforms.

Advances in ubiquitous connectivity, cloud computing and miniaturiza-
tion [205] can uplift some of the constraints of software development for indus-
trial platforms. Continuous integration and delivery of software will increase
the speed of deployment of new functionality to customers and therefore the
innovation in the platforms [44]. Interoperability through IoT protocols and
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standards will enable industrial systems to transition from isolated and stan-
dalone solutions to more cooperative systems [64]. The system intelligence
will no longer be provided by a few large and monolithic applications, but
will be composed from ecosystems with large populations of small, networked,
embedded devices [136]. Internet of Things will also provide major benefits
in intelligent monitoring, control, optimization and autonomy of such systems
using data-driven methods [197].

Fulfilling the promise of software-intensive products requires rethinking
of how software engineering is done [52]. Development of products needs to
shift from mostly mechanical engineering to an inter-disciplinary engineering
process that draws from mechanical, electrical, computer and software engi-
neering [198].

This work explores the opportunities and challenges of new software ecosys-
tems in industrial Cyber-Physical Systems. The following section gives an
overview of the current ecosystems in development of industrial systems and
new software ecosystems enabled by the IoT.

2.3 Ecosystems in Industrial Cyber-Physical
Systems

Industrial Cyber-Physical Systems constitute of heterogeneous products with
software and hardware built by multiple vendors [26]. Thus, they provide
ecosystems that enable vendors build upon solutions provided by other ven-
dors and customize them for new use cases, niche markets or other opportu-
nities. The introduction of Internet of Things into CPS enables new types of
ecosystems that customize industrial products through software. This section
gives an overview of the current and upcoming ecosystems in the industrial
domain.

Legacy Ecosystems

Current industrial control systems consist of a hierarchy of devices with dis-
tributed control. They are heterogeneous (in technologies used and data se-
mantics) and complex systems of systems that together provide a greater
value than the sum of their parts [64]. The major hindrances provided by the
systems are a large number of incompatible systems, static binding of func-
tionality, varying overarching views on how they should be configured and
used and technologies coexisting for long periods of time [64]. Due to the
low cost, reliability and wide use of parts of the legacy architecture, replacing
it with modern IoT standards is expected to be an iterative and long-term
process.

Devices have a hierarchy of roles. At the lowest level are field devices,
such as sensors, valves and other actuators. They are connected with analog
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point-to-point cabled connections (4–20mA current loop) or through fieldbuses
(e.g., Modbus, Profibus) to Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) or some-
times Remote Terminal Units (RTUs). PLCs provide closed-loop control with
hard-real time execution. They are generally programmed using IEC 61131-3
logic operations. Although some bus connections are standardised, the data
exchange protocols on top of them are often proprietary leading to vendor lock-
in [26]. Some systems may add another level in the hierarchy consisting of
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. SCADA systems
may have Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs) and computers for monitoring
and gathering data and control. They may be connected to PLCs using Open
Connectivity via Open Standards (OPC or OPC-UA) communication, which
defines common information models for communication and data represen-
tation. Some complex systems (e.g., production systems) have another level
of devices with global control and monitoring (e.g., ERP and MES systems),
however this is less common in the targeted water control applications.

In order for third parties to customize industrial systems, they most fre-
quently follow two options. The major players (strategic developers [47]) may
establish partnerships with the original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) [192]
that enable them to integrate with the main platform on their products. How-
ever, without support for independent development of components, these inte-
grations are costly and not scalable. Alternatively and more commonly, third-
parties integrate with the industrial products using external connections (e.g.,
ModBus, Profibus) via customized Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) or
other hardware components in the installation. For many solution providers,
the additional hardware is a barrier for entry and increases their cost of de-
velopment. It also increases the capital expenditures for system installer-
s/builders and operating expenses and maintenance for the user.

Vertical Application Ecosystems

Inspired by application software ecosystems on smartphones and desktop op-
erating systems [47], original equipment manufacturers are motivated to open
software platforms on industrial products and enable external companies de-
velop customized applications. This is enabled by two advances in ubiquitous
Internet connectivity and embedded software platforms [86]: decoupling of
software and hardware life-cycles in time and decoupling between applica-
tions.

Decoupling of software and hardware life cycles means that application-
layer software no longer needs to be deployed during production of industrial
products. It can be updated throughout their lifetime using over-the-air up-
dates. The shorter feedback cycles allow for a much faster iteration and inno-
vation, which improves customer satisfaction, retention and adoption [44].

New IoT-based software platforms enable decoupling between applica-
tions [86]. This relates to the ability to develop, validate and deploy different
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components in the system independently of each other. This provides a basis
for software ecosystems, which are platforms that can be extended with ex-
ternally developed components [47]. Because of the independent development
and deployment of applications, ecosystem providers get rid of a costly inte-
gration phase where software components developed in-house and by external
suppliers need to be centrally integrated. Software ecosystems are attrac-
tive to manufacturers since they enable mass-customization of products [47]
by letting third-parties develop applications targeting niche markets, provide
integrations with other systems or optimize the products for other use cases.

Such platforms are categorized as vertical ecosystems, where third-party
components build upon platforms of a single or a small group of partners [210].
Platform providers are motivated to be in control over all activities in their
platforms [44], which often results in vertical and proprietary IoT silos that
are challenging to integrate [165]. Nevertheless, reference architectures and
partnerships across providers can enable cross-platform functionality (e.g.,
AUTOSAR in the automotive domain [20]).

Horizontal Ecosystems

Software components in horizontal ecosystems do not have explicit builds-on
relations [210]. Components from different organizations can be combined
horizontally, similarly to the Web 2.0. Such architectures have been widely
argued for in the related work on Cyber-Physical Systems in production lines
within Industry 4.0 [64, 169, 199].

They build on service-oriented architectures (SOA), where each device is
virtualized using Web Services and all communication happens through this
paradigm. This changes the traditional hierarchical architecture discussed
above into a flat automation, control and management infrastructure [64]. It
provides several advantageous properties of the systems such as interoperabil-
ity, rapid and automated orchestration and reconfiguration. Moreover, the
flat architecture enables communication among any devices including com-
munication between IoT devices and the cloud. Through an “Automation
Cloud” [126], software applications can be installed anywhere and control the
plant remotely. New architectures that off-load some or most of the logic
to the Cloud provide advantages in updatability, ease of development and
customization [136, 144]. The ability to make use of more powerful hard-
ware enables more intelligent control of plants, e.g., using deep learning [203].
Moreover, the direct access to devices opens opportunities for customization
by third-parties.

Service-oriented architectures enable loose coupling of embedded units that
allows for reconfiguration according to user goals or changes in systems [167].
Reconfiguration is generally implemented using a self-managing orchestrator
service that uses semantic reasoning to achieve configuration goals [199]. By
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removing static dependencies, the process enables the device ecosystem to
evolve over time [165].

Legacy systems need to be integrated into the platforms using adapters,
e.g., gateways or mediators [26]. Additionally, standard SOA-based communi-
cation doesn’t satisfy hard real-time constraints of some systems [127]. It can
also be argued that use cases for rapid reconfiguration due to mass customiza-
tion in manufacturing systems are less pertinent in other industrial systems
such as those in infrastructure. Nevertheless, as mentioned, flat communica-
tion architecture provides significant benefits in ease-of-development that can
fuel innovation and third-party ecosystems.

End-user Programming Ecosystems

Bosch et al. [47] characterized end-user programming ecosystems as software
platforms “providing a configuration and composition environment that is so
intuitive . . . that the end user can create the required applications herself.”.
Dey et al. [78] argued that end-users have more intimate knowledge about
their activities and environments than hired programmers and thus are in
a better position to build context-aware applications that meet their needs.
End-user programming ecosystems (e.g., IFTTT) have been commonly used
to program smart environments. Various visual [82], augmented reality [116],
virtual reality [88] as well as tangible interfaces [123] have been proposed
that empower end-users to program context-aware automations. End-user
programming has also enabled composing diverse IoT services using mashup
editors [42, 138].

One could argue that the current practice for configuring industrial prod-
ucts provides an end-user programming ecosystem. The products have to be
configured by setting correct set-points, types of control, triggers or other pro-
gramming [208]. This is done during commissioning of systems and performed
by installers. The process is relatively complex and prone to errors or sub-
optimal configuration by installers [19]. It also differs among PID controllers
due to proprietary differences in how they are implemented [126]. Based on
analysis at industrial partner, I found the configuration may take one or more
days for more complex systems.

Although enabling installers manually configure products provides flexi-
bility of the products toward a wide range of cases, several arguments have
been made against the approach:

1. Intuitive configuration of devices or services. To enable a natu-
ral interaction for end-users or installers, higher level programming ap-
proaches supported by artificial intelligence need to be developed. The
related work investigated using natural language [229], goal-driven in-
teraction [114, 165] and programming by demonstration [77]. However,
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the abstracted interaction brings up a trade-off between flexibility and
intuitiveness of configuration.

2. Complexity and scale of IoT environments. Industrial IoT instal-
lations inherently consist of multiple systems, each with its own assump-
tions and strategies for controlling the physical world, that need to be
integrated [218]. Additionally, truly ubiquitous environments [241] will
contain sensors and actuators that users are not even aware of. There-
fore, the user will not be able to manually configure them.

3. Invisibility. The need for automated decision making which does not
require human intervention is relevant to iIoT systems due to their in-
visible nature [187]. As Olsson [184] found in a case study with IoT
solution providers, they foresee successful IoT systems as “systems that
over time require less human intervention”. In cases where interaction is
necessary, operators will not interact with individual products, but with
fleets of products or larger systems [197].

Implications and Challenges

In summary, the discussed ecosystems have shown four different approaches
for customization of industrial systems:

1. adding customized hardware controllers in legacy systems,

2. enabling deployment of third-party applications in platforms of indus-
trial products,

3. virtualizing products and enabling their horizontal integration with the
Cloud, and

4. empowering installers to configure products.

They each provide a set of trade-offs that need to be considered. Due to
the heterogeneity of industrial systems and requirements of different use cases,
it is unlikely that one type of ecosystem will dominate in the future.

Although there are different means to achieve the goal, one thing is for
sure: we are moving towards industrial ecosystems with software-driven cus-
tomization. Software-driven customization enables smaller players to enter
the market by providing software solutions [126]. Customized control that is
either embedded in the products or on the Cloud allows a degree of customiza-
tion that previously wasn’t possible or cost effective [197].

In the age of software, hardware becomes less important. As a consequence
of software customization, Porter et al. [197] predict hardware standardization.
That means a smaller variance of multi-purpose physical components that are
shared across different use cases. Such products will be produced with shared
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software platforms and software customizations will be chosen only after their
delivery to customers [86]. As an example, car manufacturers have started
manufacturing engines that are the same from a mechanical perspective but
differ in the software of the car engine controller [48].

The higher degree of customization of multi-purpose physical products re-
quires deeper integration of products with surrounding systems. In contrast to
focusing on the functionality of discrete products, manufacturers will compete
by integrating within systems of systems [197]. Therefore, interoperability and
integration with other products will be crucial. In order to maintain system
integrity for all the different configurations of such ecosystems, runtime and
automated solutions and tools will be required [48].

Integration of heterogeneous industrial products within systems is prob-
lematic even in the current practice. In discussions with domain experts work-
ing with cooling systems, I found that the increased heterogeneity of products
in industrial installations has caused the commissioning process to become
more challenging. Products have to be configured with consideration to other
products in the installations. Otherwise, misaligned control configuration will
cause them to oscillate under certain conditions. Due to this, commission-
ing has become a multiple-day process, since problems show up only under
heavy operation. Sztipanovits et al. [222] commented that existing methods
for cyber-physical system integration “simply aim at making it work somehow”
and argued for a more formal and systematic approach to the problem.

In summary, the increased configuration space due to software ecosys-
tems opens challenges in integrating Cyber-Physical Systems after delivery to
customers. Software customization after delivery to customers opens a new
discipline where final assembly of products is performed by loading and con-
figuring software at customer site instead of during production [198]. The
following sections explores this problem and approaches to facilitate the soft-
ware composition.

2.4 Context-Aware Customization of Systems at
Customer Sites

Customization after delivery to customer is common, for instance, in smart-
phone platforms. Smartphones are produced and sold with a common set of
features and users can customize them with apps after purchase. In contrast
with smartphone application ecosystems where the dependencies of applica-
tions are relatively simple [35], the underlying platform for IoT is much more
complex [218]. Applications are targeted for specific use cases and provide
external dependencies on the surrounding ecosystem of collaborating devices.
In order to support customization and integration of applications in CPS, it is
necessary to recognize their context and use it to validate assumptions, policies
and requirements of applications [174].
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Context-Awareness in Cyber-Physical Systems

Dey et al. [76] defined context as “any information that can be used to char-
acterise the situation of an entity”. Context may also characterize situations
and use cases of systems. Primary context can describe users, systems, physi-
cal environments, time, networking, things and more. Secondary context can
be computed using primary context using data fusion or data retrieval [193]
and describes related and higher-level information. There are three common
ways to acquire context: sensed by sensors, derived from other information,
and manually provided by users. The complete process of acquiring, mod-
eling, reasoning and utilizing context provides several architectural decisions
and trade-offs that depend on the type of context and needs. This requires
both supporting developers in utilizing context in their applications as well as
non-technical people to make use of context [193].

Use of context in Cyber-Physical Systems provides further challenges in
understanding the different sources of context in the systems. Although sen-
sors often enable self-identification, in order to select sensors for different tasks
it is necessary to understand what data they capture and which processes they
measure [193]. A challenging research issue that is not well supported by exist-
ing approaches is enabling a comprehensive awareness of systems using tools
that can collectively coordinate the use of sensors based on an understanding
of their roles [65].

In the studied industrial systems, an important part of context of systems
is their physical structure and configuration. This structural context describes
the physical relations between devices, flows of liquids in systems, resources
and chemicals in the flows, containers and sensors inside them and more. To
represent this context of systems, the current practice makes use of Piping
and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&ID) such as shown in Figure 2.1. Using
the diagrams, domain experts are able to recognize the use cases and roles of
individual devices which informs them of their software configuration. The
structural information is an important input for many operations during com-
missioning and maintenance of industrial systems.

Supporting Customization Using Contextual Models of
Systems

Platforms for pervasive computing applications often build on some form of
context-awareness to adapt their behavior to the context in which customers
are using them [45] The related work has made use of context data that de-
scribes proximity of objects [121], process workflows [179], social relationships
between objects and their owners [17], presence of devices in smart home [45],
smart city infrastructure [224] and more. One of the key characteristics of
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) is that they integrate cybernetic and physical
processes [107]. Because of the deep integration between physical and cyber
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Figure 2.1: Piping and instrumentation diagram used to model industrial
systems in the current practice. They show structural context of systems
including components, flows and networking of components. The diagram
represents one of the systems targeted in our experiments. (source: [Paper
C])

components, the configuration of software control is based on an understand-
ing of the physical environments and physical processes that the systems are
applied in.

As an example, in reconfigurable manufacturing systems, ontological knowl-
edge about production lines enables self-configuration of their control [161,
169, 199]. By reasoning using physical topologies and properties of produc-
tion lines and given semantic specifications of products to be manufactured,
the systems are able to autonomously derive customized plans to produce the
products.

Within Industry 4.0, digital models of production lines, referred to as Dig-
ital Twins [206] or Virtual Factories [230], support a wide range of activities
in the lifecycle of a product: documentation, production planning, optimiza-
tion, product design, system engineering and visibility of machine operations,
predictive analytics, simulation as well as integration of systems [8, 198]. Dig-
ital twins are built using expert domain knowledge as well as real time data
collected from running systems [8]. Overall, digital twins provide sufficient
awareness of physical processes and products in CPS to support their cus-
tomization.
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However, building such virtual representations of systems is associated
with a high cost of modeling that takes a large portion of engineering effort
in delivery projects [120, 126]. A high modeling cost makes them especially
problematic to apply in small to medium sized installations, outside of large
production lines. In order to replace the current practice of commissioning
industrial products, the modeling effort needs to be lower or comparable to
the current configuration effort. Supporting modeling of industrial CPS at
appropriate fidelity at a minimum engineering effort [126] is challenging and
lacks sufficient attention in the related work.

Representing Variability Knowledge

Assuming knowledge about physical processes, structure and context of CPS,
a question remains: how to use the knowledge to support the choice of cus-
tomized applications? This question relates to the problem of variability man-
agement. Variability management provides mechanisms to adapt software be-
havior based on usage contexts of products [48]. To support the adaptation,
it enables definition of constraints that specify the targeted usage contexts of
software variants. However, the constraints tend to mostly describe dependen-
cies on software or mechanical variations of products [46]. This is sufficient for
situations where services provided by products are always available and can be
used or composed without consideration of their physical context [164, 245].

On the other hand, as discussed above, applications in the studied cyber-
physical systems target specific physical processes and in order to integrate
them in the multi-purpose products, their contextual requirements need to be
fulfilled. Contextual variability has been supported by more recent efforts in
Dynamic Software Product Lines [45] that enable runtime mechanisms for re-
configuration that address the diversity of usage contexts. However, variability
models still work with more limited information compared to the rich ontolog-
ical models described above. Other approaches [70, 71, 169] that enabled con-
figuration using ontological knowledge have relied on semantic queries that re-
quire specialized programming knowledge (e.g., Notation3, SWRL, SPARQL,
Prolog).

As discussed by Mayer et al. [167] integrating industrial systems requires
transferring domain knowledge from domain experts so that it can be used by
autonomous systems. Therefore, instead of requiring programming effort in
order to integrate customized software, domain experts should be empowered
to do so. Michahelles et al. [172] recognized a lack of tools that let domain
experts codify their knowledge using ontological knowledge models. The de-
velopment of tools and methods that can autonomously reason about digital
models of systems using codified domain knowledge is an open challenge [171].
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Identified Research Gaps

Although integration of Cyber-Physical Systems of systems with customized
software provides a wide range of challenges, studying challenges identified
in the related work and in discussions with domain experts, I recognized two
problem areas that need to be addressed:

1. Lack of support for modeling industrial Cyber-Physical Systems at cus-
tomer site with minimum engineering effort.

2. Lack of support to enable domain experts develop configuration rules on
models of industrial systems.

Coverage of these challenges in the related work with respect to the tar-
geted industrial systems showed gaps in the related work.

2.5 From Product Companies to Service
Companies

Software-driven ecosystems have fueled another transition faced by manu-
facturers of industrial Cyber-Physical Systems: shift from selling products
to selling product-service systems [44]. This trend, referred to as servitiza-
tion [21], reflects the preference of customers to switch from ownership to
access of products. Instead of making long-term investments (capital expen-
ditures), they prefer to pay operational expenses over the use of products.
This is combined with outsourcing of non-core activities (e.g., maintenance
of products, management of server infrastructure on the Cloud) to other
service-providing companies, which in turn frees the time and attention of
customers [44]. Software is seen as an enabler for servitization of products
since it enables product-service providers to continuously update and man-
age products throughout their post-factory lifetime (illustrated in Figure 2.2).
Moreover, software ecosystems enable services that integrate multiple subsys-
tems and thus provide higher value [171] and intelligence [184].

Product-service providers have different incentives than purely product
providers. In contrast to maximizing the number of products they sell, they
are motivated to maximize their usage and economic life. In addition to
getting systems installed, they become responsible for maintenance and up-
keep of services [49]. This moves the competition away from price alone [197]
and involves companies in continuous and open-ended relationships with cus-
tomers [198]. The change has software engineering implications as it requires
support for continuous delivery of software to products. Furthermore, it means
that companies need to learn from the usage of their products and make sense
out of usage data [171].

This trend provides a magnitude of challenges from supporting software
architectures, continuous delivery, maintenance and preventive maintenance
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Services

Data

Figure 2.2: Software-intensive Cyber-Physical Systems will change manufac-
turing from a discrete process that ends after production to a permanent
process with evergreen hardware and continuously updated software and ser-
vices [198].

to business and other challenges. I had the opportunity to explore the chal-
lenges provided by maintaining activity recognition in evolving end-user pro-
gramming ecosystems. The rest of this section explores the problem and the
identified research gap.

Maintenance of Context-Aware Systems in Evolving IoT
Installations

It is undeniable that smart environments evolve over time. Smart products
deteriorate, break down, get replaced with their replicas or upgraded to differ-
ent types of products, their usage or behavior of users may change and their
placement or layouts of surrounding spaces may change. These changes have
an impact on customizations made during initial configuration of products.
The problem of maintaining long lived IoT-systems is an open challenge [218].

To face problems with deteriorating products, companies have aimed to
make use of usage data from the field to detect and support requirements for
maintenance [44]. The decrease in cost of collecting, storing and analysing
data has enabled companies to collect product data on a much bigger scale
than previously possible, which in turn enabled manufacturers to make de-
cisions based on the data [183]. Moreover, predictive maintenance explored
within the context of Industry 4.0 has enabled proactive decision-making to
mitigate or prevent productivity loss in production lines [150]. Similar efforts
have been explored to maintain sensor-augmented smart homes and handle
situations with dislodged or blocked sensors [177], assess the need for and min-
imize maintenance visits [135] and self-adapt sensor ensembles under certain
conditions [27, 128, 139].

However, there are still a number of maintenance scenarios not addressed
by the related work. One group of IoT applications that are prone to degra-
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dation due to changes in environments are applications that build on activity
recognition based on contextual sensor data [176, 233]. Such applications
are often customized by end-users who demonstrate activities they wish to
capture [77]. Machine learning models are trained based on sensor data from
demonstrated events and used to predict activities occurring in real-time. Due
to differences among sensors [221] and changes in the instrumentation of smart
spaces [201], the performance of activity recognition models may degrade. The
changes may cause shifts in marginal probability distributions over features
of machine learning models or changes in their feature spaces.

However, it would be annoying for users to re-demonstrate all their trained
activities whenever their environments change. To minimize this, the related
work has applied approaches in transfer learning that adapt machine learning
models to the changed domains [66]. The choice of transfer learning meth-
ods depends on the types of differences between source and target domains.
Therefore, different sensor modalities, such as wearables [145] and ambient
sensors [233], have necessitated different methods for transfer due to different
positions of wearables on bodies or different layouts and instrumentation of
spaces. However, transfer learning is not a silver bullet and in case changes
between domains are not related enough, it may lead to poor performance,
referred to as negative transfer [188].

I had the opportunity to investigate effects of maintenance operations on
activity recognition using a novel sensing modality – general-purpose sen-
sors [147]. General-purpose sensors provide integrated sensor packages with
multiple types of sensor channels (e.g., accelerometer, microphone, humidity,
EMI). Due to the possibility to instrument rooms with single sensor packages
plugged into power outlets on walls, they provide an easy-to-deploy solution
for activity recognition. Although they provide easy deployment, long-term
maintenance of activity recognition using similar sensors has not been sup-
ported.

2.6 Challenges and Potentials

Advances in the Internet of Things enable transformation of legacy ecosys-
tems in industrial Cyber-Physical Systems to software ecosystems that sup-
port third-party customization of industrial systems after their delivery to
customers. Although different ecosystem architectures have been proposed in
the related work, they share a challenge of integrating customized software at
customer site.

Context-aware digital models of Cyber-Physical Systems, e.g., Digital Twins,
have been used to support various tasks in management, operation and ana-
lytics of CPS. Related work on self-configuration of manufacturing systems as
well as our analysis of the targeted systems have suggested that the awareness
of structural context can support integration of customized software. How-
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ever, building such models is associated with high modeling cost, which makes
it problematic to apply for configuration of heterogeneous systems in the field.
I decided to address the challenge by building lightweight tools for modeling
industrial systems at customer sites. The tools are discussed in Chapter 6.

Additionally, processing such models in order to support configuration
of systems requires reasoning with domain knowledge. Existing variability
models tend not to provide sufficient expressiveness to reason using ontolog-
ical information or require specialized programming skills. To fill this gap,
I proposed a visual language that enables domain experts create expressive
ontological rules to support recommendation of software applications based
on structural context of systems. It is discussed in Chapter 5.

Software-driven ecosystems enable product companies to become product-
service providers. This transition requires increased focus on the post-factory
lifetime of products, including their maintenance. Problems with evolving
smart environments can be observed in supporting end-user customization
that build on activity recognition models. I explored these problems using a
novel sensing modality. Chapter 7 proposes and evaluates a transfer learning
pipeline that supports several maintenance operations that, to my knowledge,
haven’t been addressed by the related work.

Before addressing the individual challenges, this thesis provides two chap-
ters that introduce the research approach (Chapter 3) and frame the addressed
challenges within a coherent ecosystem framework (Chapter 4).





Chapter 3

Research Approach and
Methods

This chapter provides an overview of the research approaches and methods
used throughout the work presented in this dissertation. It explains an initial
analysis performed to formulate research directions. It discusses iteration cy-
cles performed to design, develop, evaluate and analyse prototypes throughout
the work on the project. It summarizes design of evaluation experiments and
studies that were carried out. Finally, it discusses the research approach taken
during work on maintenance of customized smart environments done during
my stay abroad.

3.1 Research Approach

The dominant research method used during the work on this thesis is that of
experimental computer science [106]. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, experimen-
tal computer science starts from an empirical analysis of real-world challenges
as well as state-of-the-art technologies, methods and approaches. Initial anal-
ysis done at the beginning of my project relied both on real-world challenges,
investigated at industrial partner, and challenges and gaps identified in the
related work. Supported by the initial analysis, selected challenges were ad-
dressed in an iterative fashion. Prototypes were designed, developed and eval-
uated iteratively. Final evaluation and analysis provided generalizable results
that extend the current state-of-the-art.

Additionally, the work borrowed from methods in action research [73, 129],
since problems were observed in their context and plans for counteracting
them were devised, implemented and evaluated iteratively. Research to solve
practical problems was done in contact with practitioners through observation
and interviews. Over the course of the project, I discussed the challenges and
prototypes with 33 different employees across a wide range of roles at industrial
partners.

25
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Generalisable results

Advanced state-of-the-art

Iteration cycles

Figure 3.1: Overview of the experimental computer science research approach.
Adapted from [106].

3.2 Methods Used in Initial Analysis Phase

Since my work aims to address a mature problem area, an understanding of the
current state, challenges faced in practice and visions for future development
of cyber-physical systems was required. In addition to studying literature, we
deemed it important to get an understanding of challenges actually faced in
practice, their context and significance. To provide this understanding, an
observational study [73] at the industrial partner was organized. The study
also aimed to enable formulation of concrete research questions to be addressed
in my work. Therefore, software-related challenges across multiple stages of
product life-cycle were investigated. The investigated areas were embedded,
cloud and product platforms, ecosystems around products, data from product
life-cycle, software deployment in production, testing, simulation, continuous
integration and continuous deployment.

The study consisted of interviews with employees at the company. In 15
semi-structured interviews, I talked to 12 domain experts with roles in engi-
neering, installation, operation and project management both in research and
development and in production of products. Before each interview, open ques-
tions were prepared to explore themes related to the expertize of interviewees.
The interviews lasted an hour each and were audio-recorded. Apart from
myself, additional interviewers took part in several meetings (Henrik Bærbak
Christensen, Jakob Langdal Jensen, Jan Ærbo Dannemand Sørensen and Kaj
Grønbæk).

After all interviews were completed and recordings were analysed, a sum-
mary of the findings was compiled into a document and sent to all interviewees
for further comments. Several corrections were received and the document was
updated. Based on the findings, five potential research directions were identi-
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fied (context-aware software product ecosystem, probes for debugging in field,
platform for software testing in production, linked analysis of production and
product usage data and internal software ecosystem for apps that bridge data
across product life-cycles). By studying gaps in the related work and through
further discussion with contact persons at the industrial partner, an idea for a
context-aware software product ecosystem was chosen as the most promising.
This idea was further iteratively developed and provides the main content of
this thesis. It is formulated and discussed in Chapter 4.

3.3 Iteration Cycles with Industrial Partner

Following the identification of research directions and having acquired an un-
derstanding of practical challenges, the work followed iterative development
cycles in experimental computer science. Iteration cycles consisted of design,
prototyping, evaluation and analysis steps. The goal of the iterations was to
continuously ensure that the system was on track for final evaluation.

To guide the design with realistic requirements of industrial systems, re-
quirements from existing solutions being used in the real world were analysed.
The requirements were studied through documentation and discussions with
employees at the industrial partner, Grundfos [3]. Furthermore, to support
generalizability of developed tools, domain experts at two other institutions
were consulted. The institutions (Slovak Association for Cooling and Air Con-
ditioning Technology [5] and ClimaCheck [2]) provided different perspectives
on challenges with industrial systems due to their involvement in different
parts of system life-cycles. The collaboration enabled us to gather and discuss
requirements for systems installed at the scale of large supermarkets. Such
requirements guided the design and evaluation of developed prototypes.

To support prototyping, various prototyping techniques used in ubiquitous
computing research [28] were utilized. Initially, storyboards using low-fidelity
prototypes (Figure 3.2) were built to test ideas and support discussion of the
system with contact persons at industrial partner. Subsequently, functional
prototypes were iteratively developed. In a “Wizard of Oz” [28] fashion, early
prototypes built on emulated installations, where virtual components sim-
ulated basic behavior of physical components (Figure 3.3(a)). In order to
demonstrate feasibility of the system in real implementations, proof-of-concept
prototypes supporting physical processes were built. They used prototypical
tools, such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi controllers, and sensors and actuators
sold for hobbyists (Figure 3.3(b)). To further demonstrate feasibility in more
real-world systems, prototypical sensors and actuators were replaced by indus-
trial products which were controlled from controllers built using Raspberry Pi
(Figure 3.3(c)). Finally, the developed tools were applied to real-world sys-
tems with realistic constraints on physical layouts of components and their
installation (Figure 3.3(d)).
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Figure 3.2: Low-fidelity prototypes created to test ideas and support discus-
sion.

Similarly to agile development practices, a continuous feedback loop [44]
with the industrial partner was estabilished. This enabled continuous con-
firmation of interpretation of requirements and formative evaluation of pro-
totypes that guided further design. Two contact persons at the industrial
partner took the role of product owners and represented business and user
community. Regular monthly meetings were set-up, where the progress and
plans were discussed and the product owners were involved in trying out and
evaluating the prototypes.

3.4 Methods for Evaluation of Prototypes
Evaluation of developed prototypes consisted both of user studies with do-
main experts as well as system evaluation of non-functional properties such
as scalability and performance of the prototypes.

System Evaluation

To prove that the technical ideas can be designed, implemented and run,
physical proof-of-concept physical systems were built. The process and level
of detail of the prototypes was discussed in the previous section.

However, as discussed by Bardram et al. [28], a stronger evaluation of ubiq-
uitous computing systems is to build end user applications using components
and infrastructures that they provide and then putting the built applications
into subsequent evaluation. In order to support the evaluation, existing real-
world applications from industrial partners were used. Support for the ap-
plications was added to developed systems and by simulating their context,
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(a) Simulated installation. (b) Prototype installation built using Rasp-
berry Pi and Arduino controllers.

(c) System built using prototypical components and industrial products.

(d) Existing real-world system with industrial components and realistic
constraints on spacing, lighting and placement of components.

Figure 3.3: Prototypes were iteratively built to work with more and more
realistic industrial system setups.
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non-functional properties of the systems were evaluated. [Paper A] imple-
mented over 100 behavioral tests that simulated different scenarios provided
by the identified applications and tested that the system reacts accordingly.

In [Paper B], in order to evaluate scalability of a visual language for build-
ing configuration rules, templates of an existing solution for monitoring cooling
circuits, ClimaCheck [2], were implemented. ClimaCheck provides 25 stan-
dard templates describing properties of cooling circuits that the software so-
lution supports. Rules in the proposed visual language were implemented that
identified whether any given system is supported by ClimaCheck and further
classified the system and generated initialization parameters for ClimaCheck.
The size and complexity of the templates required the rules to be built by
an experienced user of the visual language. Therefore, I implemented the
rules based on the specification of ClimaCheck templates. In order to validate
the created rules, they were then discussed with owner of ClimaCheck. The
owner was introduced to the visual language and was given access to the rules.
After browsing the rules offline, their feedback and reflections were collected
in a semi-structured interview. Several corrections were made to the rules
and the rules were extended based on their suggestions. The fact that they
were able to navigate and understand configuration of the size further showed
readability of the rules.

Using the created rules, further non-functional properties of the system
could be evaluated. It enabled evaluation of the scalability of the visual lan-
guage to systems with realistic constraints for the cooling domain. The eval-
uation was formative in adapting the language to this scale. Furthermore,
the performance of underlying reasoning could be evaluated using simulated
installations based on the supported templates. The performance of three
alternative approaches for translation of visual rules into semantic rules that
could be processed using semantic reasoners was evaluated. Thanks to the size
of the templates, differences in performance of the alternatives were identified
that weren’t possible with smaller examples.

User Evaluation with Domain Experts

The developed artefacts also provided user facing components aimed for sys-
tem builders and system installers. In order to evaluate usability of such
artefacts and to elicit reflections on the overall process from domain experts,
user studies with domain experts at the industrial partner were organized.
The studies aimed to evaluate ease of learning, efficiency of use and subjective
satisfaction of users with the systems. Two studies were organized:

• Study A to evaluate a visual language proposed in [Paper B],

• Study B to evaluate an AR-based modeling app proposed in [Paper C].
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The studies aimed to involve domain experts as they were the targeted
users and were in a better position to compare against the current practice
and provide more informed reflections on the process than non-expert users.
Moreover, since the tasks performed in the studies required some background
knowledge of industrial systems and processes around them, non-expert users
would have difficulties completing them. However, this also meant that re-
cruiting participants was more challenging due to the smaller set of suitable
users and their busy schedules. This reality was especially problematic in
Study A, where only three domain experts could attend the study. Having
learned from the difficulties, Study B was designed to be shorter (40 minutes)
and recruiting participants was spread in several parts of the organization. 16
participants took part in this study. Nevertheless, both studies resulted in
valuable findings and reflections that wouldn’t be possible without this target
group.

Although the studies were performed in laboratory settings at the com-
pany, they were designed to reflect field settings as much as possible. In Study
A, a physical demo installation (similar to Figure 3.3(c)) was built and par-
ticipants were involved in building rules to commission the installation. The
rules that they created were reflected on the system in real-time. In Study
B, participants were involved in modeling an existing industrial system (Fig-
ure 3.3(d)). The system reflected actual constraints of systems installed in
the real-world. Components were placed close to each other and some were
hard to reach. There was limited space around the system and limited lighting
conditions, which made the modeling process more challenging.

Because the participants had deeper experience and expertise in some ar-
eas than the researcher, the studies were intentionally designed to be obser-
vational [244], open and mostly qualitative. To utilize the expertise of par-
ticipants and enable answering a wider range and generality of questions, we
opted for less control in the studies and captured mainly qualitative feedback.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the decision using a trade-off between richness and rigor
introduced by Mason et al [162].

The studies were structured as one-on-one interviews, where I was the
researcher. The study protocols consisted of initial training demonstrations,
explanation of tasks, work on tasks by participants and final reflection. While
participants were working on tasks, the researcher aimed to elicit reflections
and encouraged participants to criticize the system in a “think aloud” obser-
vation protocol with questions such as “What are you thinking?”. Due to the
relative complexity and openness of tasks, participants were allowed to ask
for clarification in a cooperative observation by the researcher. However, the
researcher did not influence or help with the tasks other than by clarifying
them or explaining parts of the system.

The studies were audio-recorded and all actions of participants in the sys-
tems were recorded as screencasts on used devices (smartphones or desktop
computers). The final products of participants were also saved for further
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Figure 3.4: Richness vs. rigor trade-off characterized by Mason et al. [162].
The curves represent the knowledge that may be generated by different forms
of investigations. Whereas point A represent a tightly controlled experiment,
point B is a study that incorporates considerable reality. To capture a wider
range of factors from the studies with experts, we opted for less control and
more realism (i.e., closer to B).

analysis. After completing the tasks, qualitative feedback was collected us-
ing questionnaires and open-ended questions asked by the researcher in order
to explore issues more fully and elicit user views. Questionnaires contained
mostly scalar questions that were quantified across all participants.

Qualitative analysis of the sessions was done post-study. Relevant passages
of the studies were transcribed from audio and screen recordings through se-
lective transcription. The material was combined with reflections and observa-
tions by the researcher on how participants used the tools. While the number
of participants in “Study A” enabled only anecdotal analysis, Study B could
be analysed using thematic analysis [68]. First, initial codes were generated
in an inductive style and themes among codes were identified. The overar-
ching themes were reviewed, named and collected in a final report together
with selected quotes. Answers from questionnaires were analysed through de-
scriptive statistics, such as using means, deviations and histograms. Finally,
the findings were combined to interpret the meaning of themes, state further
questions and discuss them in relation to literature.
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Figure 3.5: An end-user programming interface developed to support work on
transferring software customizations between users. (source: [Paper F])

3.5 Methods Applied in Maintenance of Software
Customizations in Smart Spaces

During my visit at the UbiComp Lab at CMU led by Anind Dey, I aimed
to explore challenges in sharing customized contextual configuration between
end-users in IoT ecosystems. This research interest was motivated by a lack
of marketplaces and support for sharing configuration in IoT ecosystems that
has been identified in the related work [142, 174, 231].

Building on top of a middleware [9] being developed at CMU, I developed
a proof-of-concept interface for end-user programming (Figure 3.5). The end-
user programming environment, discussed in [Paper F], explored sharing of
context-aware home automation rules across users. It provided a concept of
virtual sensors, which abstract raw data from sensors into higher level con-
textual events (e.g., making breakfast, washing dishes). Virtual sensors were
programmed by end-users using programming by demonstration. Training
activity recognition models using demonstrations by users was viewed as an
enabler for end-users without the technical know-how to build their own vir-
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tual sensors.
However, during experimentation on how to transfer virtual sensors be-

tween different users, we came across a more fundamental problem—how to
transfer virtual sensors as environments evolve. Before addressing problems
that arise as users change, we decided to address problems that arise as envi-
ronments change. Since smart environments of different users vary, this was
a natural first step. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 2, the problem of
maintaining customized software systems over time is an area of great interest
for product-service companies as well.

Research Approach

In our work, we made use of a novel sensing modality for activity recognition in
smart environments—general-purpose sensors [147]. General-purpose sensors
are multi-sensor packages that enable instrumentation of smart environments
and activity recognition using a single device, which may be mounted on a
wall. Initially, six types of sensor packages with similar sensing capabilities
were used for experimentation: Mite [147], Matrix Creator One [163], Bosch
XDK [43], TI Sensor Tag [125], Dialog IoT Sensor [213] and Thunderboard
Sense [146]. However, three types of these sensor boards did not enable us
to reliably capture the targeted activities due to the range of sensor channels
and their reliability. Based on the initial experimentation, we selected three
types sensor boards to be used for further experiments: Mite, Matrix, XDK.

In order to evaluate methods for activity recognition, experiments tend to
be run using previously collected datasets [234]. Such datasets consist of sensor
data and labels providing ground truth for the performed activities. Methods
for activity recognition are evaluated through emulation on the collected data.
Since existing datasets for activity recognition did not use general-purpose
sensors and did not capture the changes in environments we were focusing
on, we decided to conduct a large data collection study. The data collection
was carried out by me and Sudershan Boovaraghavan (intern at the research
group).

Through the data collection, we aimed to collect labeled samples of activ-
ities to emulate different maintenance and expansion operations: replacing a
broken sensor with its replica, moving a sensor within a room, placing a sensor
in a new room and upgrading a sensor with a different type of sensor board.
To enable emulation of the operations, we needed to record labeled activities
using different types of sensor boards, in different placements within rooms
and in different types of rooms. To constrain the types of physical spaces and
activities to consider, we chose to work with kitchen activities and kitchens
on university campus. As shown in Figure 3.6, we placed sensors in three
different placements on walls across three kitchens with different layouts. In
one of the kitchens, we performed activities in two iterations, between which
we moved placements of sensors clockwise across the room. This was done
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(a) Different types of sensor boards with mul-
tiple sensor channels were mounted at three
placements in each room.

(b) Short and long kitchen activities were
performed in various locations across the
rooms.

(c) Data was collected in three kitchens on cam-
pus. Each kitchen provided a slightly different lay-
out. Numbers in this kitchen refer to places where
different activities were performed, letters (A, B, C)
show sensor placements. (source: [Paper D])

Figure 3.6: Data collection performed to enable emulating various mainte-
nance and expansion operations and evaluating methods for transferring ac-
tivity recognition models.
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to enable evaluating effects of replacing sensor boards with different sensor
boards in the same placements. A set of 16 activities was performed in vari-
ous locations in the kitchens. Two general types of activities were collected:
long and short. Long activities (e.g., washing dishes, vacuum cleaning) con-
sisted of longer events and were demonstrated for 6 minutes. Short activities
(e.g., door closed, microwave done chime) consisted of shorter events and were
demonstrated in 30 repetitions.

The data collection enabled us to develop and evaluate methods for trans-
ferring activity recognition models in the identified maintenance and expansion
use cases.

3.6 Summary
The main research approach in this work is that of Experimental Computer
Science. Since the work addresses a mature problem area with significant do-
main knowledge held by experts involved with real-world industrial systems,
extensive collaboration with industrial partners was used throughout the work
on the project. Initially, requirements and challenges were studied in inter-
views with experts. Proof-of-concept prototypes were iteratively developed
using various levels of simulation, prototyping toolkits and industrial prod-
ucts. They were continuously evaluated with the help of contact persons at
industrial partner. Final evaluations consisted of system evaluations of non-
functional properties (scalability, performance) and user studies with domain
experts. The work on supporting maintenance of software customization over
time required a large data collection. The developed methods were evaluated
through emulation.



Chapter 4

Software Ecosystem
Architecture and Goals

This chapter introduces and characterizes the addressed type of ecosystem us-
ing a Software Ecosystem Architecture framework introduced by Christensen
et al. [63]. Using the framework, it discusses the organizational, business and
software structure of the ecosystem. It further frames this work within the
software structure of the ecosystem by addressing three quality attributes:
variability, integrability and maintainability. Tactics to achieve the quality
attributes are proposed and compared. The tactics and tools developed to
support them constitute the main contribution of this work.

Analysis of the ecosystem, choice of the addressed quality attributes and
identification of their requirements is based on our extensive collaboration
and discussions with industrial partners described in Chapter 3 and a study
of gaps in the related work.

4.1 Organizational Structure of the Ecosystem

The organizational structure relates to the governance and organization of
ecosystems. It discusses the roles of different actors in the ecosystem and
their interaction with software elements.

The organizational structure was studied with regards to industrial ecosys-
tems supporting customization of products with externally developed software
components. Within such ecosystems, we identified five roles of actors. Al-
though some actors may take on multiple roles, we discuss the roles indepen-
dently for clarity. The following roles of actors were identified:

1. Orchestrators. Orchestrators are keystone organizations who govern the
ecosystems. They govern the ecosystems through a common techno-
logical platform. In this work, we consider product manufacturers as
ecosystem orchestrators.
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2. System builders. System builders can be strategic (keystone) or 3rd-
party (niche) developers who integrate the ecosystem hardware and
software platforms to build systems. They may contribute customized
software applications or customized systems consisting of both software
applications and original equipment.

3. System installers. System installers assemble complete systems from
individual components at customer sites. They commission both the
hardware and the software configuration for the given application.

4. End-users. End-users are hosts of installed systems who come into con-
tact with them over their lifetime. They may be facility or building
managers responsible for the upkeep and monitoring of systems, work-
ers who come into contact with the systems as part of other tasks (e.g.,
in production lines) or occupants of buildings where the systems are
installed.

5. Service provider. Service providers are in continuous contact with end-
users and installed systems and provide services such as maintenance of
the systems.

A visualization of the flow of artefacts among these actors is shown in
Figure 4.1. The products containing the hardware and software platforms
are produced by orchestrators. System builders integrate them in customized
systems using hardware and software components. The customized systems
are assembled and commissioned at customer (host) sites by system installers.
Finally, service providers can provide additional value on top of the systems
through services over the life-time of the systems.

4.2 Business Structure of the Ecosystem
The business structure of ecosystems deals with how actors create, deliver and
capture value, i.e., the benefit that they get from the software ecosystem [63].
We do not deal with the concrete business models in this work, however we
discuss the value proposition and incentives of actors in the software ecosys-
tem.

Orchestrators are interested in selling products and therefore in their at-
tractiveness for new users. Open ecosystems enable them to accelerate in-
novation in their platforms [47]. Other motivations may relate to increasing
their margins on the products, sharing cost of innovation and maintenance
with ecosystem partners and faster experimentation enabled by platformized
software and hardware products.

System builders are interested in ease of development and integration using
the platforms and in their capital expenditures, i.e., costs of the components
used to build the systems. Removing hardware components, such as external
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Manufacturer

System builders

End-users

System installers

Service providers

Figure 4.1: Flow of artefacts among actors in the ecosystem. Although this
work provides value for all actors, we directly address the ones in bold: system
builders, installers and end-users. (adapted based on visualization in [86])

controllers and moving logic to the Cloud or individual products through
software enables them to reduce the costs.

System installers are interested in reducing the time they use to commis-
sion systems. Therefore, making it easier for them to recognize and install the
systems is beneficial.

End-users are interested in return on their investment and reducing oper-
ational expenses throughout the lifetime of the systems. They want to reduce
maintenance, maximize uptime and increase time between service. In many
cases, they are also interested in control over the systems and end-user cus-
tomization to address their specific needs.

Service providers are interested in remote monitoring of systems via system
models, logging and reporting. They also aim to increase their time efficiency
using analysis tools. They are motivated to maximize usage and economic life
of systems to support upkeep of services [49].

The following section discusses how the software structure of the ecosystem
and our work aimed to address this value proposition.

4.3 Software Structure of the Ecosystem

We address two types of software ecosystem structures as introduced by Bosch
et al. [47]: (1) operating system-centric software ecosystem and (2) end-user
programming software ecosystem. These two types of ecosystem structures are
complementary and provide different variation points where the software can
be tailored by different parties.

In the operating system-centric structure, third party developers build ap-
plications that offer value to customers and address different use cases. Appli-
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cations are executed on devices that provide a common underlying operating
system or software platform. Applications are stand-alone and tend not to
require cross-application integration. However, due to the nature of cyber-
physical systems, there is a need for distributed execution of applications,
where different software components are deployed to different products. Since
applications target specific use cases and topologies of systems, they provide
constraints on the supported target environments. Applications also need to
be configured during deployment to bind their ports to the current system
and set-up their cross-device or sensor communication.

In end-user programming ecosystems, end-users are empowered to con-
figure or compose functionality provided by the system to fit their actual
needs. End-user programming makes use of variation points provided on top
of applications and provides different tools to expose the variation points to
end-users. The tools commonly used end-user programming in smart environ-
ments have enabled end-users program smart environments using rule-based
enviroments [116], service composition and mash-up environments [69] or
programming-by-demonstration environments [112]. In this work, we mostly
deal with programming-by-demonstration-based customization of systems.

In order to contribute to the realization of these software ecosystem struc-
tures within Cyber-Physical Systems, we analyzed the challenges and oppor-
tunities that they currently face. The following reports on two selected chal-
lenges that we decided to address in this work

Challenges and Opportunities

The first identified challenge related to software integration in industrial sys-
tems: In the current practice, integration of software on heterogeneous indus-
trial products is done after they are assembled at customer sites, during a
commissioning process. The products are configured by setting correct set-
points, types of control, triggers or other programming [208]. The process
is performed by system installers. It is a relatively complex process that is
prone to errors or suboptimal configuration by installers [19]. It also differs
among PID controllers due to proprietary differences in how they are imple-
mented [126]. The length of commissioning depends on the complexity of
systems. For the investigated systems, we found that commissioning takes
between half a day up to multiple days in case the control of systems wasn’t
aligned properly and needs to be adjusted. Thus, addressing the integration
of software in industrial systems can provide a potential value of reducing the
time to commission systems for system installers.

The second challenge related tomaintenance of context-aware systems over
time: Context-aware systems often provide virtual [193] or soft [132] sensors
that capture higher-level patterns in raw sensor data using machine learning
models. Such sensors are initially trained using examples of the captured
events within the smart environments. However, such environments change
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over time—systems are extended, components are replaced, moved and un-
derlying physical processes are changed. This causes major problems [132]
for such sensors, since their performance deteriorates with the changes. This
means that when a building manager sees or expects a decrease in perfor-
mance of activity recognition, they need to collect new training knowledge in
the changed setting to retrain the activity recognition-enabled sensors. By re-
ducing the maintenance costs of retraining and maximizing uptime of systems
over time, we can provide value both for end-users and service providers (as
argued in Section 2.5).

4.4 Addressed Quality Attribute Scenarios and
Proposed Tactics

The previous section identified two challenges within two software ecosystem
structures in CPS. Based on these challenges, this section poses requirements
for software quality attributes that the software platforms should provide in
order to support the challenges. It further characterizes our focus within
these quality attributes using corresponding quality attribute scenarios [30]
and proposes tactics that were followed in this work to address the quality
goals.

The first challenge of costly and error-prone software integration was ad-
dressed within the operating-system centric ecosystem structure. Software
integration of customized applications in such ecosystem requires that soft-
ware variants are produced using third-party applications and configured for
a targeted system and usage context. In order to avoid the problems of costly
configuration by system installers, we aimed to automate the derivation and
configuration of software variants. We were inspired by techniques used in
software variability management [48] that involve developers of software com-
ponents in building variability models. Using variability models, software
product lines can adapt to different usage contexts by producing relevant soft-
ware variants. In order to enable the production and integration of software
variants in software ecosystems for cyber-physical systems, our work addressed
two quality attributes of the systems (definitions taken from Bass et al. [30]):

1. Integrability—ability to make separately developed components of a sys-
tem work correctly together.

2. Variability—ability to adapt to usages in different product contexts
within scope.

Below, we provide scenarios that illustrate the quality attributes. Integra-
bility is discussed from the point of view of system installers who integrate the
customized software variants to existing systems at customer sites. Variability
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is discussed from the point of view of system builders who prepare variability
rules that describe how the software variants should be produced.

The second challenge of maintaining trained context-aware systems as they
evolve relates to end-user programming ecosystem structures, since we assume
that end-users train the virtual sensors to recognize activities according to
their needs. The trained activity recognition-models may then be used to
provide further end-user programming to automate actions in the systems. By
addressing this challenge, we aimed to support the maintainability of context-
aware systems—degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which a product or
system can be modified by the intended maintainers [30].

Integrability Scenario and Tactic

As argued by Bosch et al. [47], it is one of the success factors of software ecosys-
tems to provide an easy deployment and integration of components developed
by third-party developers. We aimed to achieve a seamless integrability of
applications in CPS from the point of view of system installers.

The integrability quality attribute is characterized using the following qual-
ity attribute scenario. As outlined in Table 4.1, this scenario involves system
installers who want to commission systems at customer sites. In accordance
with the current practice, we assume that they use smartphone apps to do so.
As a response, the system installer should be able to commission the system
by selecting a relevant application and its deployment plan that describes how
the individual components of the application are to be deployed in the system.

The response is satisfactory if the following requirements are met:

1. The response shouldn’t require complex or time-consuming input from
installer in order to provide the value of reducing the time to commission
systems.

2. The response should prevent integration of unsuitable applications that
are not optimized or designed for the targeted systems.

To address this quality attribute, we propose a tactic described in Ta-
ble 4.2. The tactic aims to automate the selection and integration of appli-
cations based on usage contexts of systems. Instead of configuring control
on individual products, it involves systems installers in describing the usage
contexts of systems that enables automated inference of the relevant software
variants and their configuration.

As the required usage context, the tactic proposes to use the physical
configuration of systems. This is inspired by our observation of information
used by system installers in the current practice to support commissioning and
other activities relating to industrial systems. They make use of Piping and
Instrumentation Diagrams (P&ID), which describe the physical configuration
of systems including the layouts of products, flows of liquids and networking of
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Integrability Quality Attribute Scenario and Tactic

Table 4.1: Scenario for the integrability quality attribute.

Portion of Scenario Possible Values
Source System installer.

Stimulus Wants to commission a system using customized
applications.

Artifact Using a smartphone app.
Environment At customer site.

Response System installer selects an application and its de-
ployment plan to commission the given system.

Response Measure (1) Avoids complex or lengthy input from in-
staller, and (2) avoids integration of unsuitable
applications.

Table 4.2: Proposed tactic to support seamless integration of software appli-
cations in cyber-physical systems.

Portion of Tactic Values
Aim Automate configuration and integration of applica-

tions based on usage context.
Description Instead of configuring individual products, system

installer provide usage context of complete systems,
which enables the configuration of suitable software
variants to be inferred and suggested as options to
the installers. The usage context includes the phys-
ical configuration of complete systems—their struc-
tural context.

Applicability This tactic requires that enough information is
known about the usage context in order to choose
the appropriate application. Acquisition of the rel-
evant context needs to be supported in automated
ways or with the help of system installers.
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products. The information contained in P&ID diagrams enables identification
of system use cases and roles of individual devices, which can support the
selection and integration of applications. We refer to the physical configuration
as the structural context of systems.

To realize this tactic, support for the acquisition of structural context
by system installers needs to be provided. Additionally, the usage context
needs to be processed to derive and configure relevant software variants. This
relates to another quality attribute: variability of the software ecosystem. It
is discussed in the following section.

Variability Scenario and Tactic

To enable seamless integrability from the perspective of system installers,
the platforms need to be able to assess which applications are suitable for a
targeted system and produce their software variants configured for the system.
To do so, it requires some description of the application requirements and
plans for producing software variants. Such description is often produced by
developers of components by modeling their variability.

Variability deals with the ability to adapt software products to usages in
different contexts [30]. Based on usage contexts, it aims to produce a subset of
software variants that differ from each other in a preplanned fashion. The fash-
ion in which software variants are produced is documented using variability
mechanisms. Variability mechanisms, such as feature models, enable flexible
adaptation of software to usage contexts based on codified rules, conditions
or dependencies. Although existing variability mechanisms have mostly dealt
with conditions on a limited set of properties of systems, our analysis showed
that in order to provide a seamless integration of applications, expressive con-
ditions on the structural context of systems need to be modeled. Instead of
supporting software developers, we aim to support system builders model vari-
ability of applications using the structural context. System builders have an
intimate understanding of the physical configuration and targeted use cases
of systems and are therefore in a better position to model such variability.

As shown in Table 4.3, this scenario involves system builders who want to
describe use cases that their systems target in order to support production of
software variants. To do so, they use a visual interface on PCs that doesn’t re-
quire programming knowledge. As a response, they describe the requirements
of use cases using variability models during development time, although the
models enable binding variants to concrete systems at run-time.

The response is satisfactory if:

1. The created models are expressive enough to cover all relevant aspects
of the targeted use cases and requirements of all supported variants of
applications.
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Variability Quality Attribute Scenario and Tactic

Table 4.3: Scenario for the variability quality attribute.

Portion of Scenario Possible Values
Source System builder

Stimulus Wants to describe usage contexts the system tar-
gets

Artifact Using a PC visual interface
Environment At development time

Response System builder creates requirements describing
the targeted usage contexts

Response Measure Created a model that (1) covers all relevant as-
pects of the usage contexts, and can be used to (2)
correctly initialize and recommend relevant appli-
cations

Table 4.4: Proposed tactic to support variability in cyber-physical ecosystems.

Portion of Tactic Values
Aim Define contextual variability rules on physical config-

uration and structural context of industrial systems.
Description Enable a specification of variability that captures us-

age contexts of complete systems by describing con-
straints on their structural context and physical con-
figuration. Identify roles of different devices in the
system based on their physical configuration. For
relevant use cases, produce deployment plans of ap-
plications with the identified devices to be used by
the applications as initialization parameters.

Applicability Constraints on structural context of systems require
rich expressiveness of the specification due to the di-
mensionality of such information. System builders,
who may not be programmers, with knowledge of
the physical configuration of systems should be em-
powered to describe such variability.
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2. The models produce only relevant variants for the given use case and do
not produce variants that are not optimized for it.

The proposed tactic relates to the integrability tactic and suggests to use
the structural context of systems to support variability of applications (Ta-
ble 4.4). It aims to enable system builders build contextual variability rules
that identify use cases of systems, roles of individual products and derive de-
ployment options of relevant applications for the systems. We refer to the
rules as orchestration rules. The rules need to provide rich expressiveness to
capture the high dimensionality of the contextual information. The tactic
aims to enable domain experts with knowledge of the physical configuration
of systems, who may not be programmers, to build to the orchestration rules.

Maintainability Scenario and Tactic

As shown in Table 4.5, this scenario involves end-users who want to maintain
or expand a trained activity recognition-enabled system. Although we address
end-users, the scenario could involve other actors depending on who provided
original training data or demonstrations for the activity recognition system.
In some industrial domains, external service providers may be responsible for
training and maintaining such systems. Although organization of the mainte-
nance and expansion operations would be different, the response discussed in
this scenario is applicable for both end-users and service providers.

We work with environments instrumented by general-purpose sensors that
were introduced in Section 3.5. A set of common maintenance and expansion
operations (e.g., replacing broken sensors, moving sensors in the same spaces
and to new spaces) that lack significant attention in the related work have been
identified. The system should respond to changes due to the operations by
adapting trained activity recognition models and request end-users to retrain
some activities that could not be adapted.

The response is satisfactory if the following conditions are met:

1. An acceptable performance of activity recognition should be retained
after the maintenance and expansion operations. In case, retaining an
acceptable performance of models after transfer is not possible, such
models should not be transferred and instead users should be asked to
retrain activities that they recognize.

2. A minimal amount of retraining should be required from the end-users
in order to adapt the activity recognition.

To achieve the quality goal, we propose a tactic described in Table 4.6.
The tactic proposes to use experience from previous similar maintenance or
expansion operations to predict the effects and support new operations. The
prediction is based on changes performed in the context of systems due to
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Maintainability Quality Attribute Scenario and Tactic

Table 4.5: Quality attribute scenario for the maintainability of context-aware
activity recognition.

Portion of Scenario Possible Values
Source End-user

Stimulus Wants to make a maintenance or expansion-
related change to a customized system

Artifact In a trained activity recognition-enabled system
Environment A sensor-instrumented smart environment

Response The system adapts to the changed environment
and requests the end-user to retrain if necessary

Response Measure Minimal amount of retraining is necessary and
an acceptable performance of the system is main-
tained

Table 4.6: Proposed tactic to support maintainability of activity recognition
in context-aware systems.

Portion of Tactic Values
Aim Use experience from similar maintenance operations

to predict effects of new operations.
Description Predict performance of activity recognition mod-

els after a new maintenance or expansion operation
based on performance of activity recognition models
observed in previous operations with similar prop-
erties. Based on the predicted performance decide
whether to transfer given activities and which model
representations to use.

Applicability The approach requires that contextual properties
used to describe maintenance operations are predic-
tive of the performance of transferred models. The
promise of this tactic is that it does not solely rely
on limited labeled data to be collected after mainte-
nance operations as related approaches do.
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Table 4.7: Type of context, knowledge and reasoning used to achieve addressed
quality attributes.

Quality At-
tribute

Context Knowledge Reasoning

Integrability and
variability

Structural Rules Rules engine

Maintainability System changes Previous cases Machine learn-
ing

the maintenance operations (e.g., replaced or moved sensor). The idea to pre-
dict the effects of maintenance on systems based on the magnitude of changes
reflects how end-users typically maintain systems—apart from other factors,
they consider the performed changes and typical properties of systems to de-
cide on their maintenance actions. Using the prediction of performance for
different activity recognition models, the system can decide whether to trans-
fer them and can choose a model representation (e.g., used classifier, feature
set to train the model) that tends to perform the best in similar operations
to improve the performance after transfer.

4.5 Comparing the Tactics

In order to provide value for different actors in the ecosystem by reducing
integration and maintenance costs and providing a more seamless experience,
the proposed tactics differ from traditional software engineering approaches.
Instead of describing variability using knowledge that is commonly codified by
software developers [48], the tactics make use of domain knowledge of physical
configurations of systems codified by domain experts. Furthermore, instead
of reasoning with internal properties of software and hardware platforms as
common for deployment and configuration approaches [119], the integrability
tactics make use of rich structural context of complete systems. Finally, in-
stead of building costly degradation models in advance [214], we propose to
support the maintainability of systems using knowledge collected from previ-
ous maintenance cases.

These choices were inspired by the types of information about systems
(P&ID diagrams, history of changes performed to systems) and knowledge
(domain knowledge, previous experience) domain experts use to support the
integration and maintenance of systems in the current practice. As outlined
in Table 4.7, the proposed tactics can be compared by the types context,
knowledge and reasoning that they use. The rest of this section discusses the
choices in more detail.
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Type and acquisition of context. The proposed tactics make use of con-
text of systems, which provides an awareness of the physical configuration
of systems (structural context) and changes performed to them over time
(e.g., replaced sensor, moved within room, moved to new room). The use of
such context enables automating the system response to integration of cus-
tomized software and to maintenance operations. These types of structural
and changed context information are difficult to acquire automatically and,
in this work, we support their manual provision by system installers and end-
users. Although enabling automatic acquisition of the context is outside the
scope of this work, it provides a promising potential in further improving the
results reported in this work thanks to the potentially larger range and depth
of information that could be acquired (e.g., knowing how far a sensor was
moved could reduce bias observed in our approach to support maintainabil-
ity).

Type of knowledge. Two types of knowledge were used by the tactics:
codified domain knowledge by system builders in the form of orchestration
rules and collected knowledge of the effects of previous maintenance operations
performed by end-users. The use of codified knowledge represents a “top-
down” approach [65], where the behavior is achieved using explicitly pre-
defined orchestration rules. This enables enables system builders control the
integration of their applications. However, as reflected by experts in our study,
this also means that edge cases not covered by orchestration rules will not
be able to produce integration plans. On the other hand, crowd-sourcing a
library of knowledge in a “bottom-up” approach from cases of maintenance
operations performed by end-users, enables the system to gradually improve
its capabilities. However, the performance and usefulness of the approach
relies on the ability to sufficiently describe previous cases using contextual
features and the size and coverage of the training set of previous maintenance
cases.

Type of reasoning. Finally, the tactics differ in the types of reasoning that
they use over the knowledge and context data. By using a logically-valid, rule-
based reasoning to infer applicable integration options, we can guarantee that,
as long as the initial premises (orchestration rules and structural context) are
correct, produced conclusions will be true [109]. This is a necessary property
especially when dealing with integration of safety-critical systems. On the
other hand, our use of machine learning to predict the effects of maintenance
operations resembles a less formal, analogical reasoning [109], where reasoning
is made using analogies to similar cases in previous experience. Although it
provides less guarantees, it enables machine learning algorithms to automat-
ically capture patterns influencing the maintenance operations that could be
difficult and costly to model manually.
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Table 4.8: Tools developed to support the quality attributes and tactics.

Quality At-
tribute

Tools Chapter Papers

Variability GIMLE visual
orchestration
rules

Chapter 5 [Paper A] and
[Paper B]

Integrability System model-
ing tools

Chapter 6 [Paper C]

Maintainability Transfer learn-
ing approach

Chapter 7 [Paper D]

As we will discuss in the following chapters, our evaluations have shown
that the tactics can provide value for different actors in the ecosystem. Sup-
porting integrability reduces the time to commission systems for system in-
stallers. Instead of configuring control on individual products in the system
(can take between 1

2 a day to 1 day for a studied system), system installers
perform a less demanding task of describing complete systems (less than 30
minutes in our study with experts). Supporting maintainability of context-
aware systems, reduces the need to retrain them by end-users after main-
tenance operations by up to 53% depending on the maintenance operation,
saving 37 out of 62 minutes of training time.

4.6 Tools Supporting the Tactics

This chapter motivated the need to address three quality attributes (integra-
bility, variability and maintainability) of software ecosystems for CPS and pro-
posed tactics that are followed in this work to achieve the quality attributes.
In realizing the tactics, we identified several research gaps that required de-
velopment of novel tools. These tools represent the main contribution of this
work and are discussed and evaluated in the rest of this thesis. They are listed
in Table 4.8 and summarized below.

First, supporting system builders express orchestration rules on the struc-
tural context of systems required a scalable and usable environment to define
such rules. Building on a semantic configuration model proposed in [Paper
A], we developed and evaluated a visual language, GIMLE, for building the
orchestration rules. [Paper B] and Chapter 5 discuss the tool and its evalua-
tion.

Next, supporting a seamless integrability from the point of view of system
installers, required an approach to acquire structural context at installation
sites. We iteratively developed tools, culminating in an augmented reality-
based tool, that enabled modeling physical configuration of systems. The
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tools are discussed and compared in Chapter 6 and the augmented reality-
based approach is further evaluated in [Paper C].

Finally, supporting end-users to maintain context-aware systems over time,
required development of a method to counter performance deterioration caused
by common maintenance operations. A transfer learning approach was pro-
posed and evaluated in [Paper D]. It is discussed in Chapter 7.

We frame our work on supporting the three quality attributes within a
process visualized in Figure 4.2. The process shows how the actors interact
with the system using the tools over the life-time of industrial systems. The
Figure is repeated at beginning of the following three chapters to visualize
their contribution within the process.

System builders

System installers System models

Orchestration rules

Define

Build

Application
customization

System maintenance
and expansion

End-user

Figure 4.2: Activities within cyber-physical ecosystems addressed in this work.
Three types of activities are supported: modeling orchestration rules by sys-
tem builders, building system models by system installers and maintaining
context-aware systems by end-users.





Chapter 5

Variability Using Contextual
Orchestration Rules

This chapter aims to support the seamless integrability of applications in
cyber-physical ecosystems by involving system builders define expressive or-
chestration rules (see Figure 5.1). First, software development for industrial
systems is discussed and the challenge of automated deployment and configu-
ration is motivated. The existing approaches for modeling constraints of soft-
ware variants are introduced and a research gap in supporting an expressive
model on the physical configuration of systems is identified. The following

System builders

System installers System models

Orchestration rules

Define

Build

Application
customization

System maintenance
and expansion

End-user

Figure 5.1: Focus of this Chapter.
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discusses tools proposed and evaluated in papers [Paper A] and [Paper B].
The choice of the underlying configuration model ([Paper A]) is argued and
a problem of learnability is identified. To support system builders, a visual
language, GIMLE ([Paper B]), for creating orchestration rules is described
and evaluated in a study with domain experts and using an existing cooling
solution. Lessons learned and generalizability of the approach are discussed.
Finally, the chapter reflects on how the developed tools support the tactic for
variability of software ecosystems for CPS.

5.1 Customized Application Development and
Deployment

As mentioned in Chapter 4, this work aims to support a seamless integration of
applications in operating system-centric ecosystems [47]. In such ecosystem
structures, third-party developers develop applications that address specific
use cases and niches. The applications are integrated into systems or products
that can be applied across different use cases. Thus, the applications customize
the systems using more optimized behavior or custom logic to support new
processes. The software customization happens at customer sites, where the
complete systems are assembled from multi-purpose products.

Applications that control cyber-physical systems are commonly developed
using model-driven development approaches. Model-driven development en-
ables experts to formalize their know-how at varying levels of abstraction in
static processes using models [180]. Developed models of processes can be used
to generate code and execute logic on cyber-physical systems. The models may
be developed using different model-driven engineering tools, e.g., UML [226],
SysML [249], domain-specific languages [57], Petri Nets [29], IEC 61131 lan-
guages or other approaches. The applications often provide distributed logic
that is deployed on multiple products in the systems [64].

In many cases [105, 138, 191, 226], the developed models target specific
plants, products and services during development. Configuration and pro-
cesses defined in this way are not transferable to other plants and systems
since they provide static mapping to installations. This causes a lack of reuse
of software in industrial systems due to difficulties such as dependence on
topologies of systems and physical processes [90].

In component-based software engineering (CBSE) methods, software com-
ponents are developed independently from the deployment environment. Com-
ponents are loosely coupled upon their deployment and customized to specific
needs using ports and parameters assigned during a configuration process [74].
Commonly in solutions used in practice [7] as well as in related work [111],
the configuration is performed manually by system installers or configuration
engineers. As discussed by Behjati et al. [33], this process causes real prob-
lems in the practice due to the growing number of reusable components and
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configurable parameters. The configuration further requires deep knowledge
about the dependencies between hardware and software that influence the con-
figurable parameters, which leads to an error-prone configuration [33]. Our
discussions with domain experts uncovered the same problem and the multi-
day commissioning process that is caused by the interdependencies between
heterogeneous hardware and software.

Thus, automation of the deployment and configuration becomes crucial.
To automate the deployment, several approaches for deployment and configu-
ration of software components in distributed environments have been pro-
posed [119]. They enable modeling requirements for mapping component
models to runtime environments and configuration of connections and prop-
erties of components. Common approaches that have been applied in cyber-
physical systems include Deployment and Configuration (D&C) Specification
by OMG [74], TOSCA [155] and other domain-specific languages [238] and
XML-based descriptive specifications [118].

D&C specifications describe different types of constraints to model re-
quirements of components and determine their distribution on target environ-
ments. For instance, in OMG D&C specifications, requirements are modeled
in an object-oriented way and attached to component implementations [119].
Other approaches may use the OMG’s Object Constraint Language (OCL) [25]
or custom XML [118] description to specify constraints on the target environ-
ments. Such constraints are used to decide on suitable infrastructure for ex-
ecuting applications and may refer to hardware and software properties (e.g.,
operating systems, capabilities of machines). Target environments are mostly
described using properties of computing nodes and their communication op-
tions (direct interconnections and bridges such as routers or switches) [119].
However, as we discuss next, CPSs require that constraints are specified on
the contextual properties of targeted environments.

Contextual and Topological Variability

Analysis of industrial systems in the targeted domains has shown that in
order to provide a seamless integration of customized applications, their con-
textual relevance needs to be assessed. Customized applications are targeted
at specific use cases (e.g., chlorination of swimming pools) and are not rele-
vant outside of those use cases. However, different use cases may share the
same devices—same sensors, actuators and controllers may be applied across
use cases. Even though multiple types of systems could satisfy deployment
constraints for an application such as those used by D&C specifications, the
application may target a specific type of system applied in a specific physical
process. This requires a consideration of the context of systems.

Dynamic software product lines have used variability models that can
model contextual information to support the choice of software variants [45,
56]. Variability models (e.g., Feature Models [58, 179], Decision Models [195],
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OMG CVL [113]) abstractly describe variability conditions in a central place
and are used by configurator tools to resolve the conditions and produce vari-
ants [35].

Berger et al. [36] argued that although variability models are effective
when variability is concerned with switching features on and off or with set-
ting parameter values, many CPS domains require richer representations of
variability. In such domains, variability tends to be represented as topologies
of physical components that are inter-connected in some order or embedded
in hierarchical containment structures. For instance, variability in fire alarm
systems is defined by topology of rooms in target environments and the devices
contained in them. This requires definition of topological variability. Topolog-
ical variability is relatively less explored in the related work [36]. It is often
supported by manual modeling of topologies and processes by configuration
engineers [33, 79, 90], which enables automated code generation and deploy-
ment using the topological variability models. The related work has shown
the importance of topological variability in domains such as railway control
systems [91], logistic systems in steel plants [79], control systems in sub-sea oil
production [33] or alarm systems [237]. However, the investigated approaches
have only supported software product lines. Use of topological variability in
open software ecosystems, which provide different requirements on variabil-
ity [35], has not been investigated. Furthermore, our analysis has shown a
need for a more granular model of context of systems than the topologies used
in the related work.

In order to differentiate between different use cases of the targeted sys-
tems, our analysis has shown that structural context of systems (e.g., flows of
liquids, types of chemical resources) needs to be considered. Such properties
are in the current practice documented using piping and instrumentation dia-
grams (P&ID). The diagrams model topologies of objects in industrial systems,
smart and legacy products, resources (e.g., chemicals in containers), flows of
liquids between objects and networking connections between devices. Instead
of mostly containment topologies considered in the related work [33, 79, 237],
such models provide a more expressive set of relations that affect the config-
uration.

Implications

Supporting software-driven ecosystems in cyber-physical systems opens a need
to support independent deployment of customized applications at customer
sites. This problem is related to approaches in deployment and configuration
for distributed systems. However, enabling a seamless selection and integra-
tion of applications and preventing erroneous choice of customizations requires
a more expressive description of requirements than enabled by existing ap-
proaches for deployment and configuration. It requires that constraints on
structural context describing physical configuration of systems are modeled.
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Use of such expressive constraints for variability in software ecosystems lacks
significant attention in the related work. In [Paper A], we addressed this gap
by building on approaches used in service composition. Next, we discuss the
proposed approach for modeling expressive orchestration rules for application
selection and deployment.

5.2 Proposed Approach to Model Expressive
Application Orchestration Rules

To address the gap and enable modeling rich contextual variability of applica-
tions, we proposed an approach to build semantic orchestration rules in [Paper
A]. This approach and the surrounding software architecture presented in the
paper aimed to support a seamless integration of applications based on the
context of industrial systems.

It was inspired by goal-driven approaches for software configuration that
used dynamic service composition in smart environments to achieve user goals [70,
164, 219]. Such approaches build on ontological models of services, physical
configurations of models and their physical processes [31, 161, 199]. They build
semantic queries describing composition requirements and user goals, which
can be used to generate service composition plans using semantic reasoning.
Semantic queries have been constructed using languages such as Notation3,
SWRL, SPARQL or Prolog. Alternatively to semantic queries, the related
work has also made use of query languages such as Object Constraint Lan-
guage (OCL) [33, 36] for object-role based context models or Schematron [130]
for markup models or custom Domain Specific Languages [79]. However, due
to the commonality of modeling various aspects of IoT installations using rich
semantic ontologies [23, 108], we opted for semantic rules.

Our approach worked within a deployment and configuration framework
shown in Figure 5.2. It built transformation rules [119] using semantic rules
in the Notation3 language that processed system models (created using tools
discussed in Chapter 6) in order to generate deployment plans to transform
plant independent applications to applications relevant and configured specifi-
cally for a given plant. Semantic reasoning was used to process the contextual
requirements expressed using semantic rules together with ontological system
models and generate the deployment plans. The deployment plans contained
initialization parameters for applications that configured them for the given
system (e.g., references to sensors to be used and their roles or types of mon-
itored circuits).

The approach was evaluated using over 100 behavioral tests that tested
how the orchestration rules adapt to different contextual properties of real-
world applications. Based on these tests, we discussed its benefits and lia-
bilities. One of the key considerations was the observed trade-off between
expressiveness and learnability.
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Orchestration rulesSystem model

Plant independent processes Plant dependent process

Reasoning

Figure 5.2: This work aims to support a seamless selection and integration
of customized processes (applications) in CPS. This is done using application
deployment plans that transform plant-independent applications into appli-
cations configured for a specific plant. Application deployment plans with
initialization parameters for relevant applications are produced by reasoning
using system models and transformation rules.

Trade-off Between Expressiveness and Learnability

Similar to the trade-off between between expressiveness and analyzability in
variability modeling discussed by Eichelberger et al. [84], we saw a trade-off
between expressiveness of the models and the learnability of the modeling
language.

The language enabled specification of complex conditions and requirements
thanks to the ability to query ontological data models. Using expressive se-
mantic queries, we were able to define complex contextual requirements on
the physical configuration of systems.

However, since the language was based on a logic programming language,
understanding and applying it provided a steep learning curve. Applying
the language required an understanding of the underlying reasoning process
that matched the developed semantic queries. The unfamiliarity of the logic
programming approach is problematic for two reasons:

1. Possibility for mistakes. Due to the size and complexity of such sys-
tems, requirements on their physical configuration can become difficult
to create and manage without proper tool support.

2. Support for domain experts. Knowledge about the physical configu-
rations of systems may not necessarily be a core competence only for
software developers. Domain experts, such as system builders, who deal
with the design of physical processes should be empowered to describe
such requirements.

Similar problems have been identified also for other constraint languages,
such as OCL, in the related work [36] and have contributed to the limited use of
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such constraint languages. To face them, the related work has proposed to de-
fine the queries using natural language [22] or provide visual abstractions [94].
Since visual abstractions have been more commonly used for scalable variabil-
ity models [58, 179], we decided to propose a visual abstraction that would
improve the learnability and readability of the configurations.

Existing visual languages for defining constraints [50, 94] using queries
have mostly enabled visual definition of constraints that mirrored their textual
counterparts and the structure and schema of the underlying data models.
We argued that in order to significantly improve the complexity of developing
constraints and support non-programmers, users should be enabled to use
domain abstractions to describe required properties of the underlying data
models.

Inspired by this gap, we proposed and evaluated GIMLE (Graphical Installation
Modeling Language for IoT Ecosystems). GIMLE proposes to use general-
purpose visual programming styles to model domain knowledge on physical
configuration of CPS through expressive ontological requirements. GIMLE is
proposed and evaluated in [Paper B]. The rest of this chapter summarizes the
language and its evaluation.

5.3 GIMLE: Visual Language for Modeling
Application Integration Rules

GIMLE aims to support domain experts model application requirements on
physical configuration of CPS. The complexity of such requirements required
an expressive and flexible language. Inspired by related work on building
service mashups in IoT environments [69, 138], visual programming languages
were considered as expressive interfaces that are accessible to non-programmers.
Initial experimentation tested two common visual programming styles with
continuous feedback from domain experts and a small pilot study with non-
expert users. However, with increasing complexity of addressed problems,
both interfaces got less intelligible and cluttered. One of the identified issues
was a lack of separation between logical flow of requirements and their detailed
properties. This problem led us to a combination of both styles, where each
visual style was used for a different purpose. Concretely, the following visual
programming styles were used:

1. Visual data-flow (implemented using the NodeRED framework).

2. Block-based visual programming (implemented using the Blockly li-
brary).

Using a visual data-flow framework, the logical flow of conditions was
described. This takes inspiration from the tree-like structure of conditions in
feature models [103]. However, the higher flexibility of the framework enabled
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introduction of additional concepts for structuring the conditions. Instead of
a single tree, multiple independent chains of conditions can be defined in the
language. As shown in Figure 5.3(a), chains usually start with a “Start” node
and end with a “Recommend” node for recommendation of an application
with initialization parameters that were matched throughout the chain (e.g.,
sensors to be used).

The block-based visual programming language was embedded in individual
requirement nodes and opened upon double-clicking them (see Figure 5.3(b)).
Similar to constraints in declarative specifications used in deployment and con-
figuration [119], this interface aimed to model required properties on target
environments. It enabled describing requirements on the following proper-
ties: characteristics of devices (e.g., sensors, actuators, controllers) and re-
sources (e.g., chemicals, containers), networking connections between devices
and physical relations of devices (containment and flow relations). However,
instead of a one-to-one representation of modeled conditions [50], we aimed to
provide domain abstractions that would make it easier to model the concepts
in the physical world.

Scaling up to larger problems is a core issue and a common point of skep-
ticism around visual programming languages [55]. The realities around mod-
eling requirements on physical configuration of CPS brought up several issues
with scalability of the rules especially when modeling requirements for larger,
real-world systems. We aimed to address these issues by introducing sev-
eral concepts into the language. Due to the modularity and repetitive nature
of real-world systems, concepts to support reuse of rules and sub-rules were
added. Concretely, the language enabled definition of parametrized functions
and partial requirements that provided alternative ways to support the reuse.
Additionally, study of real-world systems showed a need to define require-
ments on features that systems lack, which motivated a concept of negative
requirements in the language. These concepts are discussed in [Paper B] in
more detail.

5.4 Evaluation

The prototype was developed iteratively with input from domain experts at
three industrial partners as discussed in Chapter 3. For the final evaluation,
evaluation focused on two aspects of the language:

1. Usability and usefulness of the approach evaluated in a study with ex-
perts.

2. Scalability to larger real-world solutions evaluated by implementing a
configuration for such a solution.
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(a) Logical flow of requirements defined using a visual data-flow
style.

(b) Details of a single requirement opened by double-clicking a
node that uses a block-based programming interface for modeling
the required properties.

Figure 5.3: Visual programming interface for building GIMLE rules. (source:
[Paper B])
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Feedback Sessions with Domain Experts

In order to evaluate the usability and usefulness of the language, feedback
from domain experts was collected in user study sessions. Unfortunately, due
to the busy schedules of domain experts, only three were able to participate
in the study. The study revolved around building rules for a physical demo
set-up to give a concrete understanding of the process. First, the participants
were shortly guided through building a sample configuration for one part of
the setup with 4 devices. Next, the participants were involved in building a
configuration for the rest of the installation with 8 devices. The participants
were also involved in reading an existing configuration to study readability of
the language.

The participants were able to make use of the language after only a rel-
atively short introduction to the language. They were able to complete the
main task of creating new rules for the set-up in 13, 20 and 18 minutes. They
were positive about the learnability and potential of the visual language. We
discussed their reflections and observations in [Paper B]. Some of the lessons
learned are summarized at the end of this chapter.

Despite the small number of participants, their positive reflections on the
usefulness of the approach and ability to complete the tasks with little training
were promising. Reflections and observations provided several opportunities
for future work, such as supporting special cases that are not covered by the
orchestration rules, using domain concepts to relate applications and support-
ing higher-level exploration of the rules.

Scaling to Larger Configurations

In order to evaluate scalability of the language to larger real-world solutions,
a model for a solution that enables monitoring and evaluation of performance
of cooling circuits, ClimaCheck [2], was developed. Due to the complexity
and size of its configuration, the model was developed by me but discussed
in two sessions with a product owner at ClimaCheck. The product owner
was able to independently read and understand the configuration with only a
short introduction to the language. They suggested corrections and missing
requirements of ClimaCheck that were incorporated into the configuration.

The evaluation was formative in developing concepts to support readability
and reuse within the language. The added concepts enabled to keep the length
of chains of rules short (median of 3 nodes), which helped with the overall
readability. The problem raised a need to support development of abstracted
rules with increasing level of detail. Furthermore, since ClimaCheck contains
25 standard templates of supported systems, we were able to observe how the
size of the configuration scales as more templates are being added (discussed
in [Paper B]). The experiment showed that the model grew slower as more
templates were supported, which showed ability to reuse requirements within
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the configuration.
Thanks to the availability of a realistically sized configuration, we were

able to evaluate the performance of reasoning with different complexities of
systems. Three alternative approaches for translation of visual into semantic
rules in the Notation3 [37] language were evaluated. The tested approaches
experimented with different structures of the semantic rules and with using
a single reasoning process and parallelizing the reasoning using multiple in-
stances of reasoning. The evaluation showed that for the tested sizes of sys-
tems, parallelized reasoning did not provide any benefits over reasoning using
a single reasoner due to the additional overhead. However, with increasing
sizes of installations, the overhead of parallel reasoning decreased, which sug-
gests the potential of parallel reasoning for large installations especially when
executed on a distributed architecture. Overall, the best performing semantic
representation of the visual rules for ClimaCheck showed the following average
processing times:

• 0.8 seconds for a system with 9 sensors, 4 other devices, 16 water flow
segments, 1 circuit.

• 2.3 seconds for a system with 14 sensors, 6 other devices, 24 water flow
segments, 2 circuits.

• 9.8 seconds for a system with 18 sensors, 7 other devices, 33 water flow
segments, 1 circuit.

Although a 10 second processing time does not allow for a truly real-time
response, we argue that the performance is sufficient for the intended pur-
pose. First of all, the reasoning only needs to be run when the installation
changes, which is infrequent enough and can be executed in the background.
Moreover, our discussions with experts have shown that large industrial in-
stallations (e.g., on the scale of supermarkets) are separated into independent
modules. Although the modules take part in different phases of physical pro-
cesses, there is no direct communication between them that is relevant for
their configuration. They are controlled using separate Programmable Logic
Controllers that are configured independently. The complexity of individual
modules is similar to the complexity of systems supported by the ClimaCheck
application considered in our evaluation. Due to the independence between
modules, it can be argued that the size of single modules provides an upper
bound for requirements for scalability of configuration. Furthermore, reason-
ing about configuration of individual modules can be performed separately,
which means that the performance of the reasoning process doesn’t need to
be optimized beyond the size of the individual modules.

Nevertheless, the exponential increase in the processing times is a worry-
ing yet not uncommon [169] property of semantic reasoning. In our case, the
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main factor causing the speed increase were additional domain specific seman-
tic rules that weren’t part of the created configuration, but enabled producing
higher-level knowledge about the structure of physical systems. For instance,
one such rule enabled generation of facts about which pairs of products were
connected through different flows of liquids. As the number of water flow
segments increased, such generated facts grew exponentially. Optimizing the
generation of this domain knowledge and separating it from the main config-
uration reasoning process into a background task could reduce the length of
reasoning.

5.5 Contributions and Lessons Learned

This chapter discussed our work towards the use of structural context to sup-
port variability of cyber-physical software ecosystems. The use of structural
context provides a novel problem for variability modeling and this section
reflects on the contributions and lessons learned.

Potential of the approach. In contrast with existing approaches for topo-
logical variability modeling [79, 90], the proposed approach enables a richer
ontology of constraints on physical properties of industrial systems such as
flows of liquids. Rich constraints usually come at the price of usability [36],
however our study showed that domain experts could make use of the ap-
proach to complete configuration tasks with limited time and training. Thanks
to concepts for supporting reuse in the configuration, we were able to model
configuration for a realistically sized solution while retaining a readable struc-
ture of the configuration. Finally, by building on top of approaches used for
composition of distributed services [164], our approach doesn’t require a cen-
tralized integration of application models, which is a necessary property for
open software ecosystems [35].

Querying context models. In accordance with the related work [36], we
found that using queries on the contextual data models enables expressive con-
straints of applications. However, the constraints have been used in a different
way than in traditional variability models. We structure variability models
as chains of queries that build on each other to incrementally model all re-
quired properties of targeted systems and produce explicitly defined software
variants as results. We haven’t seen this use of chaining of queries in other
variability models. Although they often build on tree-like structures of fea-
tures [58], constraints tend to be cross-cutting and dispersed throughout the
models to ensure their consistency [33]. On the other hand, our use enables an
automated derivation of application deployment plans only based on physical
properties of heterogeneous systems, without manual selection of features or
manual mapping of components to topology of systems.
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Need for abstracted domain concepts. The complexity and dimension-
ality of the domain model ontologies didn’t allow for a usable specification
of queries that would access the data models directly. Instead, domain ab-
stractions of common concepts (e.g., containers, types of networking) were
introduced that provided higher-level abstractions of the data models. This
differentiates the approach from other visual languages for modeling con-
straints [50, 94], where constraints are defined directly using the schema used
to represent the information. On the contrary, based on our study with ex-
perts, we saw a need to further abstract common domain concepts. For in-
stance, several common archetypes of chemical tanks with built in sensors
that repeat within and across systems would be useful to abstract. The use-
fulness of such abstractions was shown by the ability of domain experts to
create constraints without any knowledge about the schema of the underlying
data model. The downside of using predefined abstractions is the decrease in
flexibility of the types of information that can be captured in the constraints.

Additional layers of abstraction and its trade-offs. In our study with
experts, we both saw a need to expose more details in the rules to clarify
their resulting actions as well as to provide additional layers of abstraction to
hide information in certain cases. Instead of treating applications as black-
boxes, enabling exploration of the underlying control algorithms could better
clarify the results of the orchestration rules. Linking the rules with models
of applications, e.g., using abstract semantics [75], could help the domain
experts who were at first confused by the invisibility of the details of the
configuration. On the other hand, one participant reflected on his previous
experience with modeling tools and commented that additional higher layers
of abstraction that hide some information and enable differentiation between
groups of rules could support newcomers in exploration of the configuration.
However, adding extra layers of abstraction should be weighted against the
added friction of switching between the layers. During the task to read an
existing configuration, we observed that the participants sometimes, instead
of browsing the details of the requirements, rather guessed what they did
without exploring them. To account for this “laziness” of users, it would be
beneficial to provide enough information on the upper layers to minimize the
need for switching. The mentioned findings relate to some open challenges in
visualization of variability models in general [46].

Tackling growing complexity. Implementing a configuration for a realis-
tically sized solution, ClimaCheck, enabled a formative case study of the visual
language. It showed the need for parametrized reuse within the configuration
because of the number of repeating sections of cooling circuits with slight
differences. It also brought up a need to describe negative requirements on
missing properties of systems. The added concepts enabled a readable con-
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figuration that could be understood by the product owners of ClimaCheck.
Based on our experience developing the configuration, we see several fur-
ther opportunities for improvement. Interactively validating or checking the
models (similar to related work [104]) for consistency and optimization could
improve support for large configurations. It could enable checking for con-
tradicting or unsatisfiable constraints. Furthermore, as we observed, the way
that constraints are formulated has a significant impact on the performance
of reasoning. Providing guidance to restrict the length of long chains of rules
or avoid generic requirements (that can be satisfied in many ways) could con-
tribute to faster reasoning times. Finally, providing support for automated
testing using simulated context of systems could support the development and
maintenance of the configurations.

5.6 Generalizability

In this section, we argue for the generalizability of the approach to other
domains, users and system architectures.

To other domains. The proposed visual language was developed using
examples of systems from the domains of water treatment, cooling systems
and irrigation. As argued by Michahelles et al. [172], knowledge modeling
approaches with ambitious scope to represent more general world knowledge
have not been able to scale in the past. Therefore, we proposed domain-
specific concepts targeted at the studied domains. However, we don’t see
any reason why the proposed approach could not generalize to other domains
of Cyber-Physical Systems where late integration software customization is
relevant. Adding support for additional domains to GIMLE requires that
new visual blocks for modeling domain requirements are defined by binding
their structure to domain ontologies. As potential domains of CPS where the
process could be useful, we see domains where there is a need to support a
lengthy or error-prone software configuration of multi-purpose industrial prod-
ucts and where the physical configuration of systems and processes dictates
the software configuration of the products. There are a range of such domains
that have been studied in the related work, such as liqueur production pro-
cesses [226], industrial logistic system for steel plants [79], integrated control
systems in subsea oil production [33], railway systems [91], water fountains
and alarm systems [237], reconfigurable production lines in Industry 4.0 [169]
or automotive CPS [85].

To other ecosystem actors. In our work, we aimed to support system
builders model rules for integration of customized software applications. Al-
though we didn’t explicitly support it within our work, discussions with do-
main experts showed a potential use of the visual rules by other organiza-
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tions and stakeholders. For instance, the approach could be useful to service
providers and product manufacturers (as characterized in Chapter 4). Ser-
vice providers could use the language to describe rules for recommendation of
services that could be evaluated over the life-time of systems. Enabling rec-
ommendation of services might require additional support for modeling rules
that deal with the usage of systems in addition to their structure. Product
manufacturers could use the rules for a similar purpose as system builders: for
the integration of internally developed functionality or for managing orches-
tration rules for externally developed applications. In addition to supporting
different organizations, future work should also look into supporting different
stakeholders within organizations [46]. In order to support the stakeholders
with different expertise and responsibilities, it would be necessary to separate
technical requirements of applications from topological, strategic, or other
requirements based on the expertise and responsibilities of experts.

To other software architectures. In addition to model-based software
development approaches that we addressed, the related work on adaptive re-
configuration of production lines in Industry 4.0 proposed goal-driven [166]
approaches for software development (or intelligent automation systems [180]).
Instead of describing automation procedures, in goal-driven configuration, ex-
perts only describe the goals of automation (i.e., “what” instead of “how”).
Given automation goals, goal-driven systems use automated reasoning to pro-
duce service composition plans for achieving the goals [169]. Despite the dif-
ferences, we argue that the proposed process is also applicable to goal-driven
approaches. The ability to identify system use cases using rules on physical
configuration of systems enables selective choice of ontologies and orchestra-
tion rules that goal-driven rules use to produce composition plans. This can
be useful to face two common challenges in goal driven systems: (1) It could
support a common problem of scalability of configuration reasoning [169] by
selectively integrating orchestration logic as customized applications and thus
limiting the number of rules or services that need to be considered during
reasoning. (2) It could support a problem of trust and correctness of external
automation ontologies [166] by enabling an application-level quality assurance
process common in software ecosystem [47].

5.7 Returning to the Tactic for Variability
GIMLE works within the proposed tactic for variability by using structural
context of systems to derive software variants of customized applications (tac-
tic introduced in Section 4.4). The tactic and the supporting tool provide a
response to achieve the variability quality attribute that:

1. Enabled domain experts create visual rules to describe variability of
applications with relatively little training—shown in our study.
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2. Is expressive to model constraints on relevant aspects of usage contexts
for real-world applications—evaluated using a configuration for the Cli-
maCheck application that was checked for completeness with the prod-
uct owner of ClimaCheck.

3. Can derive correct initialization options for relevant applications—tested
with simulated applications (using behavioral tests) and by using the
tool to configure physical demo set-ups.



Chapter 6

Tools for Semantic Modeling
of Industrial Systems

As show in Figure 6.1, this chapter discusses tools developed to support system
installers build models of industrial systems at installation sites. The models
are used as input to evaluate orchestration rules discussed in the previous
chapter and derive deployment options of relevant software applications. First,
this chapter analyses the required properties of system models and existing
approaches for modeling systems in the related work. It motivates the need
to create models at installation sites instead of relying on those developed at
design-time of systems. It identifies a research gap in supporting a flexible and

System builders

System installers System models

Orchestration rules

Define

Build

Application
customization

System maintenance
and expansion

End-user

Figure 6.1: Focus of this Chapter.
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expressive structural modeling of systems. Next, it discusses three prototypes
that were developed and evaluated to address the gap. Finally, it compares
the benefits and limitations of the approaches and comments on how the tools
support the tactic for achieving seamless integrability.

6.1 Analysis of Requirements and Existing
Approaches

Cyber-physical systems provide computation to support physical processes.
In order to reliably interpret, reason, and act upon the physical world, it is
necessary that it is modeled in some form of a knowledge representation lan-
guage [172]. This section explores the requirements, approaches and challenges
in modeling the physical world.

System Models and their Representation

This work aims to utilize information about the physical configuration of sys-
tems in order to support a seamless selection and integration of software ap-
plications. Analysis of the targeted domains has shown that in order to differ-
entiate between different use cases of systems and support their configuration,
the following characteristics of systems need to be considered:

1. Devices and their characteristics. The characteristics may include man-
ufacturers, product types, sensed facets, capacity of pumps, value range
of sensors and more.

2. Resources. Items without a computing platform [235], such as some
valves, containers or chemical resources.

3. Roles of devices. Devices are often repeated in different parts of systems.
To support their configuration, their roles and functions (e.g., master or
slave pump) need to be known.

4. Networking of devices. Direct or bus connections between devices such
as ModBus, Profibus, analog connections, relays.

5. Topology of devices and flows of liquids. Placement of devices within
different types of flows is an important predictor of their usage and
roles. The relative positions of objects within flows (e.g., pressure sensor
placed before or after a water boosting pump) is often used to reason
about their roles.

We refer to the properties as the structural context of systems. Such ex-
pressive physical properties tend to be represented using semantic ontologies
in the related work [161, 169, 199]. A range of ontologies have been proposed
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to model different parts of the systems, such as Brick [23], AutomationML [1],
W3C WoT Thing Description [6], ISO 15926 [31], W3C Semantic Sensor Net-
work Ontology and more [108].

Modeling Systems at Design-Time

Many of the identified properties of systems are in the current practice doc-
umented using piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&ID). The diagrams
can be created using generic diagramming tools (e.g., Microsoft Visio), spe-
cialized 2D tools (e.g., SmartPlant P&ID) or specialized 2D and 3D tools (e.g.,
AutoCAD Plant 3D).

However, most tools do not support export of the diagrams in standard
representations such as the ontologies mentioned above. Therefore, in most
cases, the diagrams are not available in digital formats [15] or system-owners
are reluctant to share their digital documentation for the risk of revealing
trade secrets [126]. Arroyo et al. [15] used optical recognition and semantic
analysis to extract information from printed P&ID diagrams. However, such
information may not be up-to-date with customizations of the physical set-ups.
Robustness of the recognition may be challenging in the wild due to manual
annotations and damaged documentation. Finally, the models developed at
design-time tend to be disconnected from running systems and require that
symbols in the diagrams are mapped to actual sensors or actuators recognized
in the systems.

Modeling Systems at Installation Sites

Thus, models created during design-time are often not available, reliable or
mapped to the running systems. Alternatively, recreating models from in-
stalled systems can enable a more flexible approach for customized systems.
The following explores different approaches for extracting the required infor-
mation at installation sites and their limitations.

Using sensors. Some structural properties of spaces may be automatically
extracted from contextual data. Lu et al. [158] and Ellis et al. [87] generated
floor plans of homes with placements of devices using light and motion sensors.
Shin et al. [215] constructed indoor floor plans using data from inertial sensors
and WiFi signals on smartphones. Harle et al. [110] used positioning data
from personnel movements to extract topological maps. However, blueprints
created using these methods tend to be only on the level of rooms or device
proximity, lacking much of the information identified in the previous section.

Surface and object recognition. Valentin et. al [232], Miksik et al. [173]
and Dai et al. [70] enabled users to scan and label segments in their environ-
ments. Based on the labeled segments, the system could recognize surfaces
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and reconstruct semantically labeled 3D scenes. Although surface reconstruc-
tion enables mapping the topologies of objects, it doesn’t provide information
about the physical or virtual connections between them. Ikehata et al. [124]
could further extract hierarchical structures of floors, rooms and objects in in-
door spaces. Funk et al. [97, 98] enabled recognition of objects based on their
visual appearance, mapping into a 3D representation of spaces and subsequent
search for their placements. However, these systems provided a similar lim-
itation in the lack of additional information about the physical and virtual
relations between objects.

Annotation of objects. Related work on facility layout planning in manu-
facturing used augmented reality to plan layouts by placing new components
in production lines [101], Jiang et al. [131] proposed an approach to model
existing components on shop-floors using simple shapes. However, the models
only describe the volumes of objects without more semantic information about
them. Vanderhulst et al. [235] enabled users to model smart interfaces by tak-
ing pictures of objects and building an ontology of their placements. The
models were then used for exploration and interaction with the environment.
However, the models also described only objects and not complete systems
that include relations of objects.

Scanning systems. Several approaches for automated 3D reconstruction of
industrial installations were proposed. Early work by Vosselman et al. [239]
used pre-selected CAD models to fit pipelines in gradient images. Lee et
al. [151] also enabled reconstruction of pipeline models but using laser scanned
data. Rabbani et al. [200] enabled reconstructing more complex shapes by fit-
ting CAD models with constructive solid geometry primitives on data based
on a combination of images and laser-scanned point clouds [200]. However,
the models had to be combined manually. Recently, Son et al. [217] combined
laser-scan data and prior knowledge (P&ID diagrams) to reconstruct com-
plete systems. However, the need for dedicated sensors, such as laser scanners,
would make the process more demanding. Furthermore, the approaches fo-
cused on large scale installations, while my targeted installations were denser,
with parts that are hard to reach. Finally, the mentioned approaches don’t
enable modeling virtual connections between objects.

Addressed Research Gap

In summary, there is lack of support for system installers to build structural
models of customized cyber-physical systems after delivery to customers. Such
information is being documented offline in diagrams, however their digital rep-
resentations are often not available, may be out of date and are not mapped to
running systems. The related work has supported users in mapping existing
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Figure 6.2: We addressed a commissioning use case, by enabling system in-
stallers create models of industrial systems at customer sites using smartphone
apps. (source: [Paper C])

installations, however the created models lacked more detailed semantic infor-
mation about objects and their relations. Approaches for automated recon-
struction of industrial systems required dedicated laser sensors and assumed
less dense installations than the ones targeted in this work.

The following section discusses prototypes built to address this gap.

6.2 Prototyped Interaction Techniques

This work explored the problem of supporting systems installers in modeling
installed systems at customer sites (as illustrated in Figure 6.2). To do so,
several prototypes were developed and evaluated. In accordance with the
common practice to use smartphone apps to configure industrial and smart
home products, we decided to develop apps for handheld devices. The apps
were designed to be used during commissioning of industrial systems.

The apps were developed consecutively and learnings from one influenced
the design of the following. They applied different interaction techniques
inspired by approaches used for other uses in the related work. The following
prototypes were built:

1. Template-based (Template). Suggesting structural layouts using seman-
tic rules inspired by the use of Notation3 language for building service
mashups by Mayer et al. [164]. Introduced in [Paper E].

2. Visual programming-based (VP). Use of visual programming to model
systems inspired by related work on end-user programming in IoT [69,
138]. Partly discussed and evaluated in [Paper B].
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3. Augmented reality-based (AR). Use of augmented reality to annotate
systems in-situ inspired by spatially situated end-user programming of
smart environments [88, 116]. Discussed and evaluated in [Paper C].

The general task of the apps was to support high-level modeling [120],
where models are composed from an existing library of components. The
components were discovered using different protocols (e.g., ModBus) or man-
ually added from a library by users. Various other IoT discovery technologies
could be considered based on used protocols and needs [51].

Template-Based Tool

The idea behind this prototype was to use known information about systems
to give suggestions for additional information to users. Based on discovered or
added devices or resources, the app iteratively asked questions (e.g., “What is
the type of crops?”) or suggested layouts of devices based on known templates
of layouts. After each input from users, the new information was incorporated
to the knowledge base and used to generate follow-up questions. The approach
was comparable to interpreting knowledge acquisition methods, where new
knowledge is introduced from existing knowledge using reasoning rules and
users can decide whether to adopt it or not [248]. The app was based on an
argument that answering questions and choosing from given options is less
demanding for users than building installation models using free-form input.
The user interface is shown in Figure 6.3.

The approach was inspired by work by Mayer et al. [164] who used semantic
rules in the Notation3 language to infer plans for composition of services
in smart environments. The developed app defined installation templates
as semantic rules in Notation3. The templates defined conditions that, if
met, could generate suggestions for layouts or questions to be asked. The
installation templates are discussed in more detail in [Paper E].

Guided but not scalable interaction. Although the app was not eval-
uated in a study with users, it was discussed in demos with domain experts
and tested using a range of real-world use cases from the targeted domain
that have uncovered some benefits and liabilities. On one hand, the ability to
ask follow-up questions enabled separating model building into a hierarchy of
multiple steps and provided an easy-to-follow interaction. On the other hand,
the implemented use cases have uncovered issues with scalability in generation
of suggested layouts. Since a single layout of a cooling system may contain
around 20 temperature sensors of the same type, the reasoning process pro-
duced a large number of suggestions for the various layouts of the sensors.
The large number of suggested options that were hard to differentiate meant
that the benefit of using suggestions for model building was lost. Moreover,
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(a) Questions regarding con-
textual properties of installa-
tions.

(b) Choice of arrangement of
devices in chosen layout tem-
plate.

(c) Recommendations for rel-
evant software applications
along with their met and di-
verging properties.

Figure 6.3: User interface of first modeling prototype based on the idea to
suggest questions and installation layouts to users. (source: [Paper E])

the approach required that templates for all types of installations were known
in advance.

Visual Programming-Based Tool

To address problems with scalability of layout suggestions in the previous
approach, we made use of visual programming techniques to enable users
describe layouts by connecting visual blocks. Visual programming languages
have been widely used in the related work on end-user programming [69, 138,
204] as a more user-friendly abstraction over programming or configuration.
Their expressiveness, flexibility and usability inspired us to explore their use
for modeling system layouts.

As shown in Figure 6.4(b), the developed app used a block-based visual
programming language that enabled users to describe containment relations,
flows of liquids and networking connections of devices by embedding and stack-
ing blocks. The language provided a drag-and-drop interaction, suitable for
touch. Devices and resources were assigned names by users that were used to
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(a) Overview of described installa-
tion.

(b) System layout built using the visual language.

Figure 6.4: Second modeling prototype that empowered installers describe
layouts of installations using a visual programming language.

reference them in the visual blocks. Models created using the visual language
were afterwards visualized in a P&ID-like diagram.

In a study discussed in [Paper B], three domain experts used the interface
to models and configure an installation. They created a model with 8 devices,
3 water tanks and 5 flow connections in 4, 4 and 5 minutes. Although the
participants were able to finish the task and found the interface enjoyable to
use, we observed a couple of interesting challenges.

Affordances of visual languages. Modeling physical properties of sys-
tems using visual languages requires that affordances of the visual languages
are mapped to model properties of the real-world. This may sometimes lead
to decisions that are unintuitive to explain to domain experts [36]. The re-
lated work [33, 36] built on standard UML diagrams to express the physical
topologies, which required mapping of affordances, such as class containment,
inheritance and associations, to physical topologies of systems. Our use of a
block-based visual style provided different affordances such as stacking, em-
bedding and referencing blocks. Based on our sessions with domain experts,
we observed that they found most of the chosen metaphors (e.g., embedding
blocks to represent containment, stacking blocks to represent directed flows)
intuitive. One metaphor which they struggled with was the description of
objects (e.g., valves) with multiple incoming flows of liquids. This was prob-
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lematic, because in order to describe flows between objects, one had to stack
them on top of each other and one couldn’t stack multiple objects on top of
one. Therefore, to describe a valve with two flow inputs, two stacks had to be
created. Although the participants could grasp the concept after explanation,
it showed a limitation of using existing visual styles.

Mapping to the real-world. Two of the participants used non-descriptive
names (e.g., T1 and T2 for temperature sensors) when naming the devices.
Although this didn’t cause problems in the modeled installation, such naming
could cause confusion in larger systems. Since the system wasn’t aware of the
roles of the devices, it couldn’t automatically assign semantic names to them.
Furthermore, as one participant commented, relating the indirect model to the
real-world was challenging: “You need to relate the symbolic language to the
real world. . .You have to transfer the real world into the abstract things and
then back again.” This made us consider more direct approaches for modeling
systems as discussed in the next prototype.

Augmented Reality-Based Tool

The use of augmented and virtual reality to enable situated configuration and
programming of smart environments [88, 116] provided a promising approach
to enable directly coupling models with real systems. In augmented reality,
the user is directly interacting with objects in the real world, which eliminates
the need to refer to them indirectly using variables or names. Mapping models
on top of the real world can also help explain which objects they refer to. We
developed and evaluated a smartphone-based augmented reality app that is
discussed and evaluated in [Paper C].

In contrast to other augmented reality approaches for annotation of the
real world [131, 181, 232], we made use of the fact that the annotated ob-
jects have known properties and proposed to annotate them by letting users
place bounding boxes or cylinders around the objects. The developed app
provided multi-touch gestures to position annotations so that they overlap
the annotated objects. It proposed a visual language to annotate virtual and
physical relations of objects, such as networking connections, flows of liquids
and containment relations. Examples of the use of the language are shown
in Figure 6.5. The use of augmented reality also enabled building models
with 3D information about systems. We developed a desktop application that
enabled offline exploration of the models as shown in Figure 6.6.

The approach was evaluated in a user study with 16 domain experts, who
created models of a relatively dense and complex industrial system with 26
objects, 17 flows and 7 networking connections. The participants success-
fully completed the task in 15 to 26 minutes after only a short training (5
to 10 minutes). Considering the complexity of the modeled system, this was
a promising result. Especially so since configuring such a system takes at
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(a) Gestures to place annota-
tions on top of objects.

(b) Flows between annota-
tions shown as pipes.

(c) A container with a chem-
ical and a sensor.

Figure 6.5: Third modeling prototype using augmented reality to enable direct
modeling of systems in-situ. (source: [Paper C])

Figure 6.6: A desktop application to browse created 3D models of systems.
(source: [Paper C])
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least half a day in the current practice. The participants generally reflected
positively on the learnability of the app and found it enjoyable to use. We
identified that improvements in the surface recognition and depth perception
could further improve the user experience. Reflections and observations of
the participants uncovered several interesting findings that were discussed in
[Paper C]. We summarize three selected lessons learned below.

Supporting automated recognition. Discussions with domain experts
showed the need to automatically extract as much information about prod-
ucts as possible since installers might not be able to describe their properties in
detail. Some products could be recognized using NFC, QR codes, barcodes,
image-based object recognition [97]. However, due to the heterogeneity of
components used in customized cyber-physical systems, their integration with
legacy components, physical (e.g., liquid flows) and virtual (e.g., networking)
connections of components that need to be modeled, and possibly limited ac-
cess to some components, flexibility of the modeling approach needs to be
retained. Such flexibility can be provided by empowering system installers
manually model some system properties. Dey et al. [78] argued that end-users
have more intimate knowledge about their activities and environments than
hired programmers. Our work argues that although system installers have less
deep knowledge about optimal configuration of cyber-physical systems than
system builders, they have more intimate knowledge about environments and
properties where systems are installed in. Therefore, we see providing flexi-
bility in modeling installations using a combination of manual and automated
annotations important to describe systems in sufficient detail to enable auto-
mated decision making about their configuration.

Validation of physical configuration. The 3D information of modeled
components opened additional opportunities in validating the topology of sys-
tems that the participants suggested. The physical configuration of systems
has to follow various rules and constraints known to domain experts that are
commonly not carried out in practice. The domain knowledge includes con-
straints such as: dosing pumps not too high above chemical tanks, bends of
pipes not too tight, enough straight pipes before flow sensors, enough distance
between pumps and valves. Using the 3D models, the constraints could be
validated to improve the efficiency and operation of systems. Common mis-
takes could be rectified and users with less training could be empowered to
install some systems.

More structured interaction. Discussions with domain experts also sur-
faced an opportunity to structure augmented-reality modeling of systems using
system templates. In such scenario, installers would choose targeted applica-
tion upfront and the modeling app would guide them through the system and
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Table 6.1: Comparison of proposed approaches for modeling industrial systems
at customer sites. Template refers to the template-based approach, VP to the
visual programming-based approach and AR to the augmented reality-based
approach.

Property Template VP AR
Main

interaction
Selection Drag-and-drop 3D annotation

Scalability
influenced by

Complexity of
templates

Scalability of
language

Physical proper-
ties of systems

Overhead System tem-
plates

Ontology of
components

Ontology of
components and
their dimensions

Mapping to
real-world

Indirect, using
references

Indirect, using
references

Direct, situated

Positions of
objects

Relative Relative 3D coordinates

proactively ask for placements and relations of relevant components. This
idea relates to the first prototype for modeling systems that proactively rec-
ommended system layouts based on predefined templates. However, instead
of suggesting complete topologies to installers as done in the first prototype,
the app would let installers map system templates to real systems. Such inter-
action would provide a more structured and easier-to-follow interaction while
avoiding issues with scalability encountered in the first prototype.

Automatically recognizing common objects, validating installed systems
for mistakes and providing a more guided interaction could potentially also
support untrained users in non-industrial settings. The process could be trans-
ferred to do-it-yourself scenarios where setting up smart systems has been
shown problematic [227].

6.3 Comparison of Proposed Approaches

This section compares the benefits and limitations of the discussed approaches.
An overview of the discussed properties is shown in Table 6.1.

The approaches differed in the types of user interaction that they provided.
The Template approach built mostly on selection from lists of recommended
options. The VP approach used the block-based visual style that mainly relied
on dragging blocks from a palette and dropping them in the canvas in stacks
of blocks or embedded inside other blocks. The AR approach enabled placing
and connecting annotations within a 3D space. Selection from lists provides an
intuitive and easy-to-use interaction, however it can become very demanding
as the lists get longer and items in the lists are difficult to distinguish. Our
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study of the VP and AR approaches showed both usable by domain experts,
who could use them to successfully complete assigned modeling tasks.

The main factors that limited the scalability of the approaches differed.
As discussed, scalability of the Template approach was severely limited by the
complexity and repetitiveness of system templates and the resulting number
of their possible mappings that were suggested to users. The VP approach
didn’t suffer from this problem and enabled modeling systems with frequently
repeating components. Its scalability was mostly limited by the scalability of
the visual style, which, as observed by Dahl et al. [69], gets disorderly and less
readable as the size of the configuration and the canvas taken by the visual
blocks grew. The scalability of the AR approach was mainly limited by the
density of the modeled components in the systems. As reflected by partici-
pants in our study, overlapping annotations in close proximity to each other
were sometimes confusing to inspect. This limitation could be reduced by im-
proving the visualization of the annotations and preventing their overlapping.

The overhead required to provide information in order to model the sys-
tems by the approaches differed. All the approaches required an ontology de-
scribing the components to be modeled. Additionally, to support the Template
approach, templates of systems characterized by their layouts and properties
had to be developed in the Notation3 languages. This is also a limiting factor
of the approach, since it is unlikely that templates of all possible types of
systems in the real-world would be represented. In addition to an ontology
of components, the AR approach required information about the approxi-
mate dimensions and types of shapes for the bounding boxes of annotated
objects. In case automated recognition of objects was supported, trained im-
age recognition models or serial numbers for QR-codes would be required.
The visual blocks in the VP approach were generated based on the ontology
of components and didn’t require additional information. Especially the VP
and AR provide less overhead than approaches in the related work that build
on CAD models of objects [200], P&ID diagrams of systems [217] or laser
scanned data [246]. This makes them more flexible to model heterogeneous
installations in the wild.

A limitation of the Template and VP approaches was that they referenced
objects in the real-world indirectly using labels or variables. This could be
problematic for larger systems and a participant in our study found it confus-
ing. In contrast, the AR approach situated annotations in the real-world and
therefore didn’t need to reference them indirectly.

The models produced by the Template and VP approaches didn’t provide
information about the distance of objects or their positions. They only enabled
a relative positioning of objects in flows of liquids or placed in containers. In
contrast, the AR approach enabled a 3D model of systems with approximate
placements and distances of objects. As discussed above, the 3D information
provides additional opportunities such as validating the physical configuration
of systems or further optimizing their control.
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6.4 Returning to the Tactic for Integrability
The proposed tools support the tactic for seamless integrability of customized
software applications from the point of view of system installers (tactic intro-
duced in Section 4.4). Instead of configuring individual products in industrial
systems, the tools involve system installers in building system models. Our
study has shown that domain experts can complete the modeling task using
the AR-based tool in under 30 minutes for a system that takes at least half
a day to commission in the current practice. This promises reduced time for
commissioning systems by system installers thanks to the tactic. By using or-
chestration rules developed by system builders to process the system models
(see Chapter 5), the tactic reduces the potential for mistakes and suboptimal
configuration caused by system installers.



Chapter 7

Maintenance of Evolving
Context-Aware IoT Systems

While the previous chapters focused on supporting the initial commissioning
of systems using structural context provided by system installers, this chapter
explores issues occurring over the lifetime of systems using sensed context.
As shown in Figure 7.1, it supports end-users in maintenance and expansion
of trained context-aware systems. The maintenance and expansion challenges
are explored by supporting the upkeep of higher-level virtual sensors that
are trained to capture complex events, such as the use of machines. In this
work, we support maintenance of models trained by end-users of systems, who

System builders

System installers System models

Orchestration rules

Define

Build

Application
customization

System maintenance
and expansion

End-user

Figure 7.1: Focus of this Chapter.
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may be workers in production lines, occupants of buildings, facility manager
or other users customizing the virtual sensors to capture activities according
to their needs. Alternatively, in some industrial settings, the training and
maintenance of virtual sensors may be outsourced to external service providers
responsible for upkeep of systems.

The chapter starts by arguing for the importance of higher-level context-
awareness using virtual sensors in industrial settings. It further poses the
problem of supporting transfer of trained virtual sensors as systems, inevitably,
evolve. Several common maintenance and expansion operations are identified
that are not well supported in the related work. The effects of the operations
on the performance of activity recognition are discussed. A novel transfer
learning approach is proposed to counter the performance loss by utilizing
experience from previous similar maintenance operations. The approach is
evaluated using a data collection from a smart home-like scenario and its
generalizability to industrial settings is discussed. Finally, the chapter reflects
on how the approach supports the tactic for maintainability of trained context-
aware systems.

7.1 Context-Awareness in Industrial Settings

Context-awareness has been an enabling technology in different types of work-
places, where it has enabled customized and relevant information for workers,
verification of performed tasks, training and more. The wearIT@work [160]
project has investigated using wearable sensors to support workers in their
tasks. Several domains and tasks have been investigated: assisting workers
in aircraft maintenance scenarios with access to manuals, documentation and
collaboration with experts without disturbing other procedures; providing in-
teractive help during training in car assembly tasks and monitoring progress
of trainees; quality control during assembly tasks by verifying quality inspec-
tion procedures; providing access to relevant information during ward rounds
in healthcare. Other projects have supported workers in maintenance tasks
during bicycle repair or inspection tasks in the car industry [220].

Context-aware assistive systems have been used to support workers in
production lines as well. Highly customized products and small lot sizes in
the Industry 4.0 vision have replaced repetitive tasks and actually increased
the need for manual production as it is a more economical option for small
lot sizes in certain contexts [140]. To support workers in such customized
tasks, detection of activities of workers is important to support them with
relevant information and instructions in activities such as order picking or
manual assembly [96].

Furthermore, context-awareness is an important part of the vision of Dig-
ital Twins [206] that mirror physical industrial plants and the processes that
they are involved in. Such virtual models enable problem-solving by analyz-
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ing context from heterogeneous sensors in plants and detecting activities and
issues such as machine failure, product defects, poor cycle times, time de-
lays, drop in, machine degradation, component wear, lack of lubrication and
more [150]. Condition monitoring of systems using context data (e.g., based
on vibrations) is an enabler for condition-based maintenance that enables
higher efficiency and effectiveness compared to corrective or scheduled main-
tenance [89]. Additionally, context can be used to support traceability and
issue tracking in industrial plants. Virtual models enable taking snapshots of
current state of physical industrial plants that can support issue tracking [153].

Finally, discussions with our industrial partner have shown a high interest
in context-awareness and activity recognition for industrial products. Context-
awareness is an important tool for manufacturers to get insights about how
their products are being used that can support their data-driven decision
making. Activity recognition in industrial systems can be used to detect
activities of system installers during commissioning and maintenance visits.
Documenting their performed actions and verifying them can prevent common
issues that occur due to mistakes done in such settings.

7.2 Virtual and Soft Sensors

In order to extract value from context-awareness, low-level sensed context
needs to be abstracted to produce higher-level knowledge. The related work
has suggested virtual sensors to enable this task. Virtual sensors are sensors
of contextual events that retrieve data from many sources and publish it as
sensor data [193]. They can be used to capture complex high-level patterns
from raw sensor data [9]. They often build on activity recognition models
trained using machine learning that can recognize events such as knocking or
use of machines.

Within process industries, a different term form virtual sensors has been
used: soft sensors [132]. Just like virtual sensors, soft sensors are software
sensors trained to process large amounts of context data produced by sen-
sors. Soft sensors abstract measurements from dozens or hundreds of sources
in industrial process plants and provide predictive output that can be used
to estimate product quality in chemical processes [134], as a control signal
or advisory information for monitoring and for process fault detection [132].
Various data-driven models have been used to build soft sensors in the re-
lated work, such as Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Neural Networks,
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and more.

The related work on end-user programming has long argued that the uti-
lization of context-awareness (e.g., through virtual sensors) should be accessi-
ble to non-programmers [78]. Whether they are end-users of products adapting
them to their needs, system operators involved in maintenance of systems or
system builders analyzing usage of their products, they have the most inti-
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mate knowledge about their needs and interests. Therefore, they should be
empowered to customize context-aware systems according to the needs and
evolve the customizations as their needs change.

Due to the number and complexity of sensors in smart environments
and relative ease of demonstrating behaviors compared to describing them,
programming-by-demonstration (PbD) has been seen as an enabling technol-
ogy for utilizing context to achieve user goals [77]. In PbD, end-users demon-
strate behaviors to be recognized through multiple examples. Using context
data captured during the demonstrations, PbD systems train machine learning
models to recognize demonstrated situations and activities. The trained vir-
tual sensors enable activity recognition and their predictions may be mapped
to trigger customized behavior to be performed when demonstrated activities
are recognized. For instance, in industrial assembly scenarios, PbD has been
used to enable workers demonstrate complex assembly procedures of prod-
ucts [99]. Using the demonstrations, the systems could replay the procedures
and instruct new workers by guiding them through the demonstrated assembly
procedures.

One important issue to consider with activity recognition models is how
they evolve over time as sensed environments change. Industrial cyber-physical
systems are not static—they are extended with new products or sub-systems,
or modified when products break down. However, activity recognition mod-
els are tailored to properties of installations as they were during training of
the models. As environments change, characteristics captured by the models
during training may no longer enable reliable detection of the activities in the
changed settings, which may lead to their performance deterioration. The rest
of this Chapter discusses our work on this problem.

7.3 Studied Problem

Although supporting virtual sensors over time is a crucial part of deploying
IoT systems, we have found that a range of common maintenance opera-
tions are not supported by approaches in the related work. Related work
on supporting maintenance operations of sensor-instrumented smart homes
focused on detecting failures due to dislodged of blocked sensors [177, 247],
assessment whether maintenance visits are necessary [135] and adaptation
of activity recognition system using redundant sensors [139]. In the wear-
able activity recognition community, supporting activity recognition over time
meant adapting for changes in location and slippage of sensors. Methods for
self-calibration [95], multiple-location training [154] or retraining [176] were
proposed. Expansion of activity recognition in smart homes to new spaces
has been better covered in the related work, however it has only worked with
simple, mostly binary sensors, dispersed throughout smart homes [61, 93, 201,
223, 233].
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In our work discussed in [Paper D], we investigated maintenance of activ-
ity recognition-enabled smart spaces using a novel sensing modality—general-
purpose sensors. General-purpose sensors [147] are multi-sensor packages that
provide a range of sensor channels enabling activity recognition using a single
sensor per-room. The ease of deployment and customization of such sensors
provides a promising approach for instrumentation of smart environments.
Although the sensors have been shown successful for activity recognition in
stable environments, ability of sustaining activity recognition using such sen-
sors in evolving installations has not been addressed.

We identified several common maintenance and expansion operations that
lacked significant attention in related work (taken from [Paper D]):

1. Replacing sensors with their replicas. A basic maintenance scenario in
IoT systems is replacing devices with their replicas in case they break
down. In this maintenance case, the user gets a new sensing device of the
same make and model and places it in a similar location as the previous
device.

2. Moving a sensor to another location within the same room. Over time,
the utilization of spaces may change, which may require changes in the
placement of sensors within a space.

3. Placing a sensor in a previously uninstrumented room. Having trained
models for activity recognition in one room, a building manager or occu-
pant may want to extend the activity recognition set-up to a new room
by simply adding a new sensor to that room.

4. Replacing a faulty sensor or upgrading a sensor to a different sensor
type. When replacing a broken or outdated sensor, users may choose to
upgrade their sensor boards to newer versions or to sensor boards from
different manufacturers. We assume that the new sensor is placed in the
same place as the previous one.

Our goal in this work has been to enable reuse of training knowledge
demonstrated before the maintenance operations with minimal retraining
needed after the maintenance operations. Retraining takes significant effort
for end-users since it requires new data collection and most likely a manual
annotation of the activities. To investigate how this goal may be supported
while maintaining acceptable levels of reliability of activity recognition, we
conducted a large data collection discussed in Section 3.5. Using the data
collection, we investigated how activity recognition models trained using such
sensors respond to the identified maintenance and expansion operations.
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7.4 Effects of Maintenance Operations on Activity
Recognition

Using the data collection, we analysed the effects of the identified mainte-
nance operations on the performance of activity recognition models. As we
show in Figure 7.2, the maintenance operations significantly decreased the
performance of models. The performance penalty varied based on the com-
plexity of the operations—simpler maintenance operations such as replacing
a sensor with its replica provided a much smaller penalty than, for instance,
moving the sensor to a different room. Changes in the sensed environments
before and after maintenance operations cause different distributions of sensed
values or different marginal probability distributions over features that result
in the performance loss. Looking deeper at the individual operations and ac-
tivities, we identified several factors and patterns that explain the effects of
the operations:

1. Signal-to-noise ratio. Models trained closer to sources of captured activ-
ities transfer better when sensors are replaced. Closer to the activities,
the difference between signal and noise for the activities is bigger and
therefore small changes in the sensors have a smaller effect on the perfor-
mance of models. This also depends on the activities being captured—
some provide a more discernible profile and can be well captured even
further away.

2. Moving further vs. closer to activities. When moving sensors away from
the activity, some characteristics that the models were trained on (e.g.,
vibrations of microwave) may no longer be present, which can cause large
performance penalties. On the other hand, moving sensors closer to
activity sources doesn’t detract from the characteristics that the models
were trained on and shows only minor penalties on their performance.

3. Differences across rooms. Rooms may differ in their background noise
(e.g., a noisy ice machine), resources (e.g., a quieter microwave) or other
properties (e.g., different materials). Although such properties are hard
to predict, they have an effect on the performance of models for some
activities after transfer.

4. Differences between types of sensor boards. Sensor channels on different
sensor boards may differ in their responsiveness to different frequencies
and noise levels. They may also have different abilities to capture activ-
ities happening further away. Although this type of transfer is challeng-
ing, several types of activities could be captured by the tested models
similarly especially in close proximity to their sources.

Because of such changes, assumptions made by models in source domains
before maintenance operations, no longer hold for target domains after main-
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Figure 7.2: Decrease in performance of models (F1 score) due to different
types of maintenance operations. The performance decrease differs based on
the captured activities and the magnitude of changes due to the maintenance
operations. Mites, Matrix and XDK are names of the different types of sensor
boards used in our data collection. (source: [Paper D])
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tenance operations. In order to adapt for the changes, we looked at how can
such incorrect assumptions be corrected or limited. Concretely, we experi-
mented with two ways to adapt the models: by changing their feature spaces
and used algorithms.

While when domains don’t change, using the full set of sensor channels
available on sensors usually improves the overall performance, this is no longer
true after maintenance operations. Sensor channels may be affected in various
ways by maintenance operations. For instance, accelerometer sensors have
a different range than microphone sensors—although models trained using
microphone work well even when moved further from activities, vibrations
that accelerometer sensors pick up on don’t travel so well. Similarly, there may
differences in how some sensor channels are shielded in different placements—
for instance the motion sensor may be blocked in one placement and not
the other. Finally, some sensor channels may be more similar than other
across sensor boards. In these cases, we found that omitting sensor channels
affected by the changes improves the performance of models after maintenance
operations.

Our experiments have also shown that different classifier algorithms have
varying biases and make different assumptions about their input data that
make their performance after maintenance operations vary. For instance, we
found that although models trained with Random Forest classifiers perform
the best in non-transfer cases, their performance after transfer is affected the
most, possibly due to overfitting. In simpler maintenance operations (e.g.,
replacing sensors by replicas), SVM models could achieve higher performance
than models trained using Logistic Regression. However, in more complex
operations (e.g., changed rooms, replacement with different sensor boards),
their performance was comparable or better in favor of Logistic Regression.

7.5 Proposed Approach for Transfer Learning
As discussed, the maintenance operations cause significant performance loss
of activity recognition using the studied sensors. The changes between the
sensed environments before and after maintenance operations cause shifts in
marginal probability distributions over features of activity recognition models.
However, by adapting the models to correct for the changes, we can improve
their performance.

This problem relates to the field of transfer learning [188] that deals with
the problem of reusing training experience from a source domain in a target
domain, which differ in some ways. As mentioned, in our case the domains
differ in marginal probability distributions over features. To adapt for such
changes, three types of transfer learning approaches have been proposed:

1. Instance-based transfer learning approaches that reweigh training in-
stances from one or more source domains to adapt for differences in the
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target domain [59].

2. Asymmetrical feature-based transfer learning approaches that transform
the feature space of source domains by assigning feature weights based
on data from the target domain [72].

3. Symmetrical feature-based transfer learning approaches that discover a
common latent feature space between the domains, which reduces the
differences [189].

Experiments discussed above have shown that by discovering a common
latent feature space between domains, i.e., sensor channels used to train the
transferred models, we can partly adjust for the differences. However, we have
also seen that in many cases, transfer is not possible and results in performance
of activity recognition below what would be acceptable for end-users. This has
led us to investigate another problem in transfer learning, which is negative
transfer [243]. Negative transfer occurs when the differences between source
and target domains are too large to enable transfer learning with acceptable
performance. Approaches for negative transfer have measured transferability
between domains based on data from source and target domains. This has
been done by comparing performance of models trained on both domains [83],
using pseudo-labels to align source and target data [212] or assigning weights
to multiple source domains based on their relation to the target domain [102].
However, robustly assessing transferability based on labeled data from the
target domain is inherently difficult because of the limited amount of such
data [243]. It has enabled only limited success of the discussed methods.

Proposed Approach

To face this challenge, we proposed a novel approach that uses experience
from transfers in previous settings to predict performance of transfers in new
settings. It builds on approaches for algorithm recommendation in meta-
learning that aim to predict an algorithm suitable for a specific problem under
study [152]. Performance of different model representations from previous
maintenance operations is used as training data for a meta-classifier that uses
information about the maintenance operation (e.g., was sensor replaced with
replica, different sensor board, moved elsewhere) as meta-features to enable
performance prediction of transferred models in new maintenance operations
based on their properties.

Thus, we proposed a multi-step pipeline that aims to (1) prevent trans-
fer of models that would perform below acceptable performance in the target
domain, (2) use limited data from the target domain to do so and (3) choose
a model representation (features and algorithm) that best fits the targeted
domain and improves performance of transferred models. Concretely, it con-
sists of the following steps: early identification of activities to retrain, cross-
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validation of multiple model representations on the source domain, evaluation
of specificity of the models on the target domain using activities retrained in
the first step, prediction of the performance of the models after transfer using
a ranking meta-classifier and the choice of the best candidate to transfer based
on assigned rank and specificity. The pipeline is discussed in detail in [Paper
D].

Evaluation of the Approach

Our evaluation of the approach focused on two important aspects that relate
to its practicality: coverage and performance.

We used the term coverage to quantify the proportion of activities that
the approach transferred in different maintenance operations compared to all
activities that could be recognized in such cases (including ones that had to
be retrained). Thus, coverage of the approach relates the effort saved for
end-users compared to having to retrain all recognized activities.

To evaluate the performance, we compared the performance of recom-
mended models to three other techniques: Retraining the activity recognition
on the target domain, using the Same Model without adaptation of the algo-
rithm and feature set that our approach provides and using an Oracle that has
ground truth knowledge about how models will perform in the target domain
and is therefore able to choose the best model representation to transfer.

The complete evaluation of these properties of the approach is discussed
in [Paper D]. The following summarizes the findings.

Results of the Evaluation and Findings

Table 7.1 gives an overview of some of the results. One can see that the
proposed pipeline adapts to the maintenance operations by transferring mod-
els for less activities (lower coverage) in the more complex operations. The
pipeline is able to reject 94% of activities that would result in suboptimal
performance in the target domain. More complex operations also provide a
higher penalty on the performance of the transferred models compared to re-
training. However, the average performance of transferred models remains
above the set threshold for acceptable performance—0.75 F1 score—in all op-
erations. We see an improvement of performance compared to using the Same
Model technique by 0.14 F1 score on average thanks to the adaptive choice of
sensor channels and algorithms to use to train transferred models. Compared
to the Oracle technique, our approach provides a performance loss of 0.07 on
average.

The results show an important trade-off in coverage that our approach
makes. In order to prevent transfer of models with suboptimal performance, in
cases where no model representations are predicted to perform with acceptable
performance, such activities are not transferred in favor of retraining them by
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Table 7.1: Average properties of the models transferred by our approach for
each operation. Coverage relates to the proportion of transferred activities
out of all available activities. F1 score shows the average performance of the
recommended models. Loss to retraining and Loss to same model compare
the performance loss in F1 score to models that were manually retrained after
maintenance operations and models that were transferred without adapting
the model representation that our method enables.

Operation Coverage F1 score
Loss to

Retraining
Loss to

Same Model

Replica replacement 53% 0.98 0.04 -0.08
Change placement 49% 0.96 0.09 -0.16
New room 41% 0.87 0.17 -0.16
Board replacement 5% 0.8 0.17 -0.01

end-users. This is shown by the decreasing coverage in the more complex
cases. Thus, maintaining the performance of activity recognition is preferred
over maximizing saved effort for retraining for end-users.

We identified several opportunities for improvement of the approach. First,
we observed bias of the pipeline in cases where the meta-classifier could not
distinguish between well and low performing models based on the available
meta-features. Using more descriptive meta-features to provide more infor-
mation about the operations, such as proximity of placements to activities,
could improve the performance of models recommended for transfer. For in-
stance, 3D models of systems, enabled in Chapter 6, could be used to extract
the information.

We also identified a potential for improvement of the generalizability of
the pipeline to new activities and sensor boards. This could be achieved by
using meta-features that do not directly refer to activities and sensor boards
used in the maintenance operations, but to their properties using statistical
and information-theoretic meta-features [202].

Finally, the performance of the proposed approach could be further im-
proved by methods used for self-callibration [95] or domain adaptation [59].
Such approaches could further reduce the differences in marginal distributions
over features after transfer and could supplement our pipeline. However, they
could not be used to replace it due to the high variance in performance of
models after transfer that our approach enables to reduce.

7.6 Generalizability to Industrial Settings

Supporting common maintenance operations, such as those discussed above,
is important for any context-aware systems, whether they are applied in smart
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homes, industrial systems or smart factories. Systems evolve over time, which
means that assumptions made during commissioning of the systems need to
be maintained to prevent degraded or unoptimized operation.

Our work evaluated maintenance operations in smart home-like scenar-
ios. This section discusses the generalizability of the work to more industrial
settings.

Maintenance of Soft Sensors in Process Industries

Soft sensors used in industrial process plants show similar problems with per-
formance deterioration as shown in the explored maintenance operations when
process characteristics change over time [134]. In fact, a questionnaire sent
to 24 companies and 32 control engineers in process industries in Japan re-
vealed that the most critical problem of soft sensors was dealing with changes
in process characteristics and maintaining high accuracy for long periods of
time [134]. It is an especially problematic issue since, at present time, such
problems are solved in an ad-hoc manner based on judgment of operators [132]
and a laborious model reconstruction is frequently required [137]. This limits
the adoption of soft sensors in the industry, since companies have to con-
sider the burden of maintaining them to prevent the performance deteriora-
tion [137]. Operations identified in the related work that cause such perfor-
mance deterioration were blockage of sensors within a sampling line, change
in equipment characteristics due to processes (e.g., catalyst deactivation, scale
adhesion), change in equipment characteristics and operating conditions due
to maintenance of equipment and variation between properties of different
components used in systems [133, 134, 137].

To deal with this problem, recursive modeling methods have been devel-
oped that update (recalibrate) models by prioritizing newer samples. Updat-
ing them when new data becomes available enables the statistical models to
stay updated with the process changes [133]. However, this approach can’t
handle abrupt changes, which make the accuracy deteriorate [137]. This re-
flects our findings as well—we observed a high variance in performance dete-
rioration that depends on the magnitude of the changes, which led us to con-
sider the problem of negative transfer. To maintain soft sensors after abrupt
changes, the existing work has applied Just-In-Time (JIT) modeling methods,
such as Locally Weighted Regression (LWR) [137]. JIT methods construct a
local model by prioritizing samples from a database based on their similarities
to a queried sample at the time when an estimated value is requested. Thus,
since the processes may operate outside of conditions where the operating
data for modeling were obtained, models trained offline have been used less
in favor of JIT methods.

In contrast, thanks to the prevention of transfer with suboptimal perfor-
mance and ability to adapt model representations to improve the performance
of transfer, our approach could enable the use of models trained offline in such
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settings. The discussed maintenance changes are similar to the ones studied in
our work. However, applying our method in the setting requires investigation
of additional properties:

1. The set of maintenance operations that we studied didn’t include changes
made to the surrounding environments without changing the actual sen-
sors and their placements. We didn’t study how the models react when,
for instance, a blender is replaced with a quieter one in the same room.
As mentioned above, supporting changes in surrounding environments,
physical processes and resources is relevant in process industries. We ex-
pect that additional meta-features would be required to describe charac-
teristics of such operations and enable prediction of model performance
using our approach.

2. Also, industrial installations may contain a lot of surrounding noise and
overlapping activities that our data collection did not capture. The
effects of such noise should be addressed in future work and considered
in our approach.

3. Further, soft sensors in process industries may build on multiple indi-
vidual sensors dispersed throughout processes, while our investigation
considered general-purpose sensors mounted in a single place. We do
not expect this to require significant adaptation, since the environmen-
tal changes studied in the related work on soft sensors did not change
the physical placements of sensors. However, in case such changes were
necessary, mapping changed feature spaces of models, as done in the
related work on transfer learning [233], would be required.

4. Finally, although activities and patterns relevant in process industries
differ from the ones we studied, they shouldn’t require structural changes
to our approach. Our approach doesn’t make any assumptions about
the types of recognized activities, the training or testing data, or the
machine learning models used. Instead, it works on a higher-level by
learning from previous experience from maintenance operations and can
adapt to different algorithms, sensor channels or sensor modalities.

Data Quality in Condition Monitoring

The ability to automatically assess how different environmental and system
modifications affect sensor data quality [100] is an important issue in cyber-
physical system also outside of supporting the transfer of virtual sensors. Con-
dition monitoring systems rely on the sensed data to enable condition-based
maintenance of systems and, therefore, need to be aware of its quality over
time. For instance, in railway systems [16], condition monitoring of train
wheels relies on sensor-instrumented rigs that change their quality over time.
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Furthermore, in systems such as steam turbines [186] or chemical plants [39],
the placement of sensors within the systems changes their abilities to monitor
and detect different faults. Therefore, awareness of the potential of different
placements to monitor the faults is important to enable their function.

When generalized to support the assessment of data quality in condition
monitoring systems, we argue that the proposed approach could provide value
by enabling a less costly alternative to manual modeling of the data quality
done in the current practice [214]. Instead of building degradation models
in advance, our approach proposes to use a crowd-sourced library of cases
that capture similar effects using previous experience. Thus, the system can
gradually improve its capabilities instead of requiring costly modeling during
development. Generalizing this tactic outside of transferring activity recogni-
tion models is an interesting challenge for future work. The limiting factors
in supporting the assessment are the ability to sufficiently describe relevant
factors of previous cases using contextual features and the size and coverage
of the training set of previous cases.

7.7 Returning to the Tactic for Maintainability
The proposed transfer learning approach supports the tactic for maintainabil-
ity of trained context-aware systems (tactic introduced in Section 4.4). By
predicting future performance of different activity recognition models based
on previous experience, it enables reuse of training data using transferred
activity recognition models. It addresses the two response measures set for
maintainability:

1. It retains an acceptable performance of transferred models. Transferred
models provide a median performance of 0.91 F1 score, which is above
our threshold of 0.75 F1 score that we set as a targeted minimum ac-
ceptable performance.

2. It aims to minimize the need for retraining of models after maintenance
operations. It can save up to 53% of effort needed to retrain the activ-
ity recognition depending on the types of maintenance operations. It
only requests end-users to retrain models that are expected to provide
suboptimal performance after transfer.



Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis works towards software ecosystems for Cyber-Physical Systems,
where different actors interact and provide customized functionality through
software. It takes on two challenges within this vision: integration and main-
tenance. This chapter summarizes the main research contribution of this work
and answers research questions addressed in the work. It also points towards
next steps for future work and gives concluding remarks.

8.1 Summary of Research Contribution

The contribution of this thesis is three-fold. First, based on an analyses of
software ecosystems in industrial cyber-physical systems, we proposed tactics
to address integrability and maintainability quality goals in cyber-physical
software ecosystems that utilize context of systems. Next, we developed and
evaluated tools to support integrability of software applications cyber-physical
systems based on their structural context. Finally, we explored the effects of
common maintenance operations on activity recognition and proposed and
evaluated a transfer learning approach to counter them.

Tactics to address quality goals. The work analysed the potential of soft-
ware ecosystems in industrial Cyber-Physical Systems and elicited challenges,
value propositions and requirements. It focused on supporting two quality at-
tributes: integrability and maintainability. It proposed tactics to achieve the
quality attributes. They utilized different types of context to achieve the qual-
ity goals—structural context to support integrability and changes in sensed
environments to support maintainability. Through codified (using orchestra-
tion rules) and collected (from previous experience) knowledge, they processed
the context of systems to achieve quality goals. As we have shown, the tactics
provide value for different actors in the ecosystem. Supporting integrabil-
ity reduces the time to commission systems for system installers. Experts in
our study could model a system in less than 30 minutes. This could provide
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benefits for the current practice, where it takes between 1
2 a day to 1 day

to commission the control of individual products in the system. Further, we
have shown a reduction of a retraining effort for activity recognition-models
that is required after maintenance operations by up to 53% depending on the
maintenance operation, saving 37 out of 62 minutes of training time.

Tools to utilize structural context to support seamless integrability.
Based on the observation that structural context (or physical configuration)
of systems can suggest their use cases and relevant customized functionality,
this thesis proposed to apply structural context to support integrability in
the ecosystems. However, using structural context to support integration of
customized software components showed gaps in the related work. This moti-
vated development of novel tools for system builders and system installers. A
visual programming tool, GIMLE, was developed and evaluated that enabled
systems builders create orchestration rules to integrate applications in sys-
tems. An augmented reality-based tool was iteratively developed to support
system installers in creating structural models of systems and evaluated in a
study with domain experts.

Exploration of maintenance effects on activity recognition and an
approach to mitigate them. To ground our work on maintainability, we
made use of a novel sensing modality and addressed maintenance operations
that hadn’t been well covered in the related work. The exploration of the
effects of the maintenance operations and elicitation of their factors provides
a contribution of this work. Based on this exploration, we proposed a novel
transfer learning method that makes use of previous experience to predict
performance of activity recognition models after maintenance operations. The
use of previous experience in a meta-learning-inspired fashion provides a novel
approach for preventing negative transfer and enabling transfer learning. The
practicality of the proposed approach was evaluated and compared with three
alternative techniques.

8.2 Returning to Research Questions
This section returns to research questions stated in the introduction of this
thesis (Chapter 1) and answers them using knowledge gained based on exper-
iments discussed in the thesis.

RQ1: How can rich contextual variability of applications in soft-
ware ecosystems for cyber-physical systems be modeled? In order
to support contextual variability of applications for cyber-physical ecosystems,
we found the following requirements: expressiveness of the underlying spec-
ification due to the dimensionality of the structural context and support for
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distributed development of applications since the applications are developed
by a distributed ecosystem of developers. Based on these requirements, we
proposed to use languages used in service composition for smart environments.
Such languages enable composition of distributed services and have been ap-
plied to rich ontological data models. We proposed a specification that builds
on the Notation3 language and enables evaluation of application requirements
using semantic reasoning. The specification was tested using behavioral tests
based on real-world applications, which showed that it can capture variabilities
between the use cases using structural context.

RQ2: How to support system builders without programming knowl-
edge build contextual variability rules for industrial systems? In-
teractive visualization techniques have been commonly used for variability
modeling to support comprehension of models. However, instead of increasing
the expressiveness of variability constraints in models, the related work fo-
cused more on navigability and visualization of large models [225]. Due to the
dimensionality of structural context, supporting system builders build contex-
tual variability rules required a visual representation with high expressiveness
of constraints. Inspired by the related work on end-user programming, we
proposed to apply visual programming languages to provide a flexible model
of variability constraints. Our experiments have shown a need to separate the
logical flow of conditions from the details of constraints. To do so, we combined
two visual programming languages and developed several visual concepts to
support their scalability and reuse. Evaluation using real-world solutions has
shown scalability of the approach to systems of realistic size and complexity.
Furthermore, our study showed that domain experts could make use of the
tool to configure a demo installation with little training.

RQ3: How to enable acquisition of structural context of systems
at heterogeneous installation sites? Due to the complexity and hetero-
geneity of industrial systems, we argued that system installers need to be
enabled to describe them. Our experimentation iteratively explored three dif-
ferent types of interfaces to support system installers provide the context. We
learned that proactively suggesting context based on installation templates
shows issues with scalability. Enabling system installers describe the systems
indirectly, using visual programming languages, leads to difficulties with map-
ping the created description to actual systems. Finally, we proposed to situate
contextual annotations of systems in the actual systems using augmented re-
ality on smartphones. The approach was evaluated in a study with domain
experts using a real-world industrial system. We identified several directions
for future work, such as providing a more structured interaction and enabling
object detection. However, the approach enabled participants in our study
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describe a complex systems in under 30 minutes, which is promising since
configuration of such a system normally takes at least half a day.

RQ4: What are the effects of common maintenance and expansion
operations on the performance of trained activity recognition mod-
els? To investigate the effects, we conducted a large data collection with
multiple sensor boards, sensor placements and rooms to emulate four com-
mon maintenance and expansion operations. Our experiments showed sev-
eral patterns in the performance decrease of activity recognition models built
using general-purpose sensors due to common maintenance and expansion
operations. The decrease in performance depends on the changed context of
sensed environments (e.g., signal-to-noise ratio in different placements, sensors
moved closer/further from activity, differences in background noise), assump-
tions made by different classification algorithms and sensor channels used to
train the models (sensor channels vary in their range, transfer differently over
distances and vary across sensor boards). These factors show a large variance
in the performance of models after maintenance operations, which necessi-
tates approaches able to improve the performance and discard models that
can’t achieve an acceptable performance after the operations.

RQ5: How to transfer trained activity recognition models after
common maintenance or expansion changes in systems with min-
imal retraining from end-users necessary and with an acceptable
performance of transferred models retained? The large variance of
performance after maintenance operations required techniques able to assess
whether transfer of models should be attempted at all. The related work on
negative transfer has aimed to prevent transfer resulting in suboptimal per-
formance by assessing transferability based on labeled data from the target
domain. However, the lack of such data led to limited success of the ap-
proaches [243]. We proposed and evaluated a transfer learning approach that
uses previous experience from related maintenance or expansion operations to
predict performance of activity recognition models after transfer. Contextual
properties of maintenance operations describing changes made in the mainte-
nance operations were used to predict the performance. Our evaluation has
shown that the approach can save up to 53% of effort needed to retrain the
activity recognition and maintain an acceptable performance, with median of
0.91 F1 score.

8.3 Future Work

Although the developed tools and methods build a solid foundation to sup-
porting integrability and maintainability in cyber-physical ecosystems, several
interesting areas of research were identified to further extend the work.
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Towards Production-ready Variability Modeling Using
Structural Context

We proposed to model variability of software applications using structural
context of systems. The use of structural context required a more expressive
model of constraints than existing variability models provide. This led us
to focus our contribution on supporting the expressiveness and usability of
variability models. By developing a large configuration for the ClimaCheck
solution and through a study with domain experts, we identified other quality
attributes that should be addressed:

1. Testability. For large configurations, it would be beneficial to build auto-
mated tests on simulated context of systems that verify the correctness
of rules.

2. Analyzability. Enabling an easy-to-use and interactive debugging or
static analysis of the rules could further prevent mistakes in the defi-
nition of constraints.

3. Abstraction. Providing a higher-level view of rules grouped by appli-
cations or their effects could support newcomers in exploration of the
configuration. On the other hand, we also identified a potential in en-
abling deeper exploration of the control algorithms of applications to
clarify the scope of applications for experts. Linking between models of
different abstractions using abstract semantics [75] could support these
needs.

Potential of System Modeling at Installation Sites

Due to the complexity and heterogeneity of industrial systems, this work aimed
to support system installers in providing the structural context of systems at
installation sites. Using manual input, we were able to provide a flexible ap-
proach that can model diverse sets of properties such as flows of liquids, con-
tainment relations or connections between products. Throughout the work, we
identified opportunities to improve the acquisition and utilization of structural
system models:

1. Automatic acquisition of context. Although relying on automatic acqui-
sition of structural context could make the approach less flexible to new
types of systems or new environments, approaches in object detection
could be used to support the manual annotation. Automatic recogni-
tion of products and their physical layouts and connections (e.g., using
image recognition, QR codes) could simplify modeling the systems and
potentially provide more information about the recognized systems.
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2. Updating system models. Our work didn’t explicitly address the ques-
tion of how to update system models over time as systems change (e.g.,
products are replaced, systems are extended). Enabling system installers
maintain the models or detecting such changes automatically is neces-
sary to support software reconfiguration of the systems.

3. Supporting maintainability. We see a very promising potential in con-
necting our work on system modeling with our work on maintaining
trained context-aware systems as they evolve over time. Using infor-
mation about spatial layouts of systems, types of appliances and more
provided by the 3D models could reduce the bias and enable the pro-
posed transfer learning approach to better capture how the performance
is affected by different environmental modifications. Tracking changes
in system models (see previous point) could provide more detailed infor-
mation about the changes and improve the performance of the transfer
reported in this work.

Generalizing Developed Tools

To support the validity of our work, we addressed specific users, domains and
use cases. Although the proposed tools were designed to be generalizable
and several arguments on their generalizability were made throughout the
thesis, we leave it for the future work to investigate the following interesting
opportunities more deeply:

1. Ecosystem orchestration by other stakeholders. Our work aimed to sup-
port system builders model rules for the integration of customized appli-
cations. However, the visual rules could be used by other actors in the
ecosystems (e.g., service providers, ecosystem orchestrator) to support
orchestration or recommendation of other functionality or services. To
do so, it may be necessary to add support for describing requirements on
additional types of context (e.g., usage of products) and enable collabo-
ration of experts with different expertise on the ecosystem orchestration
(e.g., enable different views over technical and strategic requirements).

2. System models of different types of installations. The developed tools
for system modeling focused on dense industrial systems with a lot of
components and liquid flows in a small space (e.g., in the dosing do-
main). The generalizability of the augmented reality-based modeling
approach to sparse systems in larger multi-storey buildings should be
investigated and supported. Additionally, we identified a potential to
support non-expert users to construct, validate and commission do-it-
yourself systems in their smart homes, which also provide challenges for
untrained users [227].
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3. Industrial maintenance cases. As discussed in Chapter 7, the proposed
transfer learning approach for maintaining trained context-aware sys-
tems could be beneficial to address common problems of maintenance of
soft sensors in process industries and data quality in condition monitor-
ing systems. Although they provide similar challenges, the domains dif-
fer from the smart home-like scenarios that we used to develop and eval-
uate the approach in some respects. It would be necessary to consider
the additional noise, overlapping activities and different sensor modali-
ties that such domains provide in future work.

8.4 Concluding Remarks
Cyber-physical systems build upon a mature problem area with an existing
ecosystem of actors contributing value, legacy system integrations and ex-
tensive domain knowledge. Supporting future software ecosystems for cyber-
physical systems requires building on the current state and practices. Collab-
oration with industrial partners enabled us to contribute tactics and tools to
support quality goals in future software ecosystems. As shown in this work,
achieving the quality goals is no longer just a software engineering challenge.
The integration of cyber and physical processes requires a combination of
techniques that enable automated reasoning based on domain knowledge and
expressive context-awareness. Our work developed and evaluated tools and
methods that support the quality goals by building on approaches in visual
languages, knowledge representation and reasoning, augmented reality and
machine learning.
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Chapter 9

Paper A

In this chapter, the paper Semantic Model of Variability and Capabilities of
IoT Applications for Embedded Software Ecosystems is presented. The paper is
published in Proceedings of 13th Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software
Architecture: WICSA 2016.
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Abstract

Applications in embedded open software ecosystems for Internet of
Things devices open new challenges regarding how their variability and
capabilities should be modeled. In collaboration with an industrial part-
ner, we have recognized that such applications have complex constraints
on the context. We have also identified a need to model their deployment
topology and functionality in order to enable their seamless integration
into the platform. In this paper, we draw from research in related fields
and present a model of IoT applications. It is built using semantic an-
notations and uses semantic reasoning to resolve context requirements.
We present the implications on the architecture of the ecosystem and the
concepts defined in the model. Finally, we discuss the evaluation of the
model and its benefits and liabilities. Although the approach results in
more complex descriptions of applications, we conclude that it is suit-
able for modeling applications in IoT software ecosystems since it is more
adaptable and expressive than the alternatives.

9.1 Introduction

Software ecosystems, although a relatively new research area, is beginning to
get attraction from original equipment manufacturers (OEM) [86]. This paper
is based upon a collaboration with a large corporation producing physical and
software-intensive products used in building infrastructure. The company is
interested in introducing an embedded software ecosystem to enable third par-
ties develop applications targeting niche markets or optimizing the products
for certain use cases.

In order to install applications in an embedded environment, their meta-
data needs to be modeled. Models of application metadata are created by
their developers and describe their capabilities, constraints and deployment
plans. They are matched against the model of the environment to find out
whether and how the applications can be installed. The problem that this
paper deals with is how to enable the developers create a model of the IoT
application metadata, which raises the following challenges:
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1. The model should support distributed development of applications while
enabling their contextual variability.

2. It should provide constructs to describe the functionality of applications
that would enable their seamless integration into the platform.

3. It should be able to generate targeted deployment plans of applications
based on the available host devices and their properties.

In this paper, we raise and analyze the question of modeling the variability
and capabilities of applications in embedded software ecosystems. We present
a prototype that uses semantic annotations and semantic reasoning to create
and process application models. We evaluate the prototype by implementing
and testing sample application models. Finally, we discuss the benefits and
liabilities of the approach.

9.2 Analysis
We explored the requirements of the platform through semi-structured inter-
views with 12 employees with roles in software architecture, engineering and
management at the industrial partner.

Contextual variability The targeted products should exhibit different be-
haviour under different environments. This means that although the hardware
remains the same, the software should adapt to the context of the device.
Therefore, the variability model of applications should support contextual
variability in order to let application developers model the context under
which their applications can be installed. The context to be modeled con-
sists of connected devices (e.g. sensors and actuators), sensor readings (e.g.
chemicals in water) or features of the installation (e.g. location, temperature).

Modeling functionality of applications In order to provide a seamless
integration into the platform, the functionality of applications needs to be
modeled. Such a model is necessary during the commissioning of the prod-
ucts, which is a process where the physical installations are configured. Being
able to filter and recommend applications based on the model enables a more
efficient and goal-driven user interaction [164]. The user interaction can be
provided through an application store on a smartphone or other device.

Model of deployment architecture Deployment architecture is an im-
portant facet of software architecture in pervasive environments as it affects
the resulting dimensions of quality of service (QoS) [170]. A model of the
deployment architecture needs to express contextual and system constraints
of the applications. Furthermore, the deployment architecture may include
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multiple hosts that collaborate on a given goal (e.g. a slave and a master
host). The applications, written in IEC 61131-3 languages for programmable
logic controllers, will be deployed over the network to a sandboxed runtime
environment.

9.3 Related Work

In this section, we summarize and compare related work on modeling software
components in software platforms.

Variability models in software ecosystems Berger et al. [35] and Schmid
et al. [211] found that while more closed platforms (e.g., Linux) rely on cen-
tralized variability models in rich languages, open platforms (e.g., Android)
tend to rely on distributed manifest files. Manifest files are often text, JSON
or XML files included in the packaged unit. They contain information about
the naming, versioning, dependencies and categorization of applications. They
often express dependencies using capabilities, such as accelerometer or armv7
under iOS1. However, it has been recognized that the constraints used in
manifest files are usually less expressive than in variability models [34].

Dynamic Software Product Lines Variability models used in Dynamic
Software Product Lines (DSPLs) [56] and in autonomic computing [58] provide
a good support for runtime variability and enable contextual variability. On
the other hand, they tend to build on models with centralized management of
variability, such as the feature models. Our work aims to provide a distributed
model of variability. Moreover, software ecosystems have implications on the
composition of components, which is performed by the user [56].

Constraint solvers BDD, CSP, and SAT solvers have been applied to fea-
ture model analysis [196]. We argue that the Notation3 language and seman-
tic reasoning provide a more expressive way to query the context information,
enabling the application developers create complex contextual constraints. It
also allowed us to describe the variability, deployment plans and functionality
of applications in a single model.

Model-driven development PervML [178] is a high level UML-like mod-
eling language for pervasive systems. However, it generates OSGi-based Java
code that is not compatible with the constrained execution environment that
we work with. Our approach doesn’t require code generation. Models and
DSL languages used in intelligent ensembles of components for cyber-physical

1https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/General/Reference/
InfoPlistKeyReference/Articles/iPhoneOSKeys.html

https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/General/Reference/InfoPlistKeyReference/Articles/iPhoneOSKeys.html
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/General/Reference/InfoPlistKeyReference/Articles/iPhoneOSKeys.html
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systems [12] instead focus on the runtime and independent dynamicity and
interaction between components.

Modeling IoT services Services in smart environments have been repre-
sented using various technologies (e.g. UPnP, OSGi), however most recent
systems have settled on using Web services and APIs [219]. To aid the user
with their manual configuration, service composition using semantic descrip-
tions and reasoning has been widely used. In the Web of Things initiative,
Mayer et al. [164] and Kovatsch et al. [143] have applied the lightweight Rest-
DESC2 format to model functionality of services and thus enable goal-driven
user configuration. This paper is inspired by RestDESC, however since the
execution and goals of services and applications are different, our models also
differ in their concepts, processing and use.

Automated deployment Dynamic provisioning of cloud applications and
microservices has been addressed in elastic cloud computing using DSL lan-
guages like SYBL [67]. Vögler et al. have extended these models to IoT
gateways [238]. The difference with our model is that we don’t require a spe-
cific application architecture and the composition of applications is performed
by the user. The TOSCA3 standard defines a vocabulary for describing the
topology of cloud (and IoT [155]) applications to aid their deployment and
management. We view TOSCA as complementary to our work, since it de-
fines a vocabulary while this paper describes how it would be evaluated and
matched to a given context.

9.4 Notation3 Language

In our prototype, we describe applications in the Notation34 (N3) language,
which is a superset of RDF. We chose N3 because of the syntactic simplifica-
tions and compact notation that it provides.

Information or statements in N3 are expressed using triples in the form:
subject predicate object. Statements can be grouped into formulae, which
are sets of statements in curly brackets: { statement1. statement2. } Two
formulae can form a rule5. A rule is an implication that consists of a precon-
dition and a postcondition formula. If the semantic reasoner finds a match for
the precondition, it will result in the postcondition.

{ ? spkr rd f : type : Speaker . } => { ? spkr : play " He l lo " . } .

2http://restdesc.org
3https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=tosca
4http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/n3
5http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/doc/Rules

http://restdesc.org
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=tosca
http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/n3
http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/doc/Rules
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Apart from named nodes (rdf:type), unnamed nodes (:play) and literals
(“Hello”), the example contains a variable, ?spkr, that will be replaced in the
postcondition by the matched speaker node when the precondition is matched.

N3 also provides some shorthands, shown in the following example. The
square brackets mean that the subject of the two statements is a blank node
without any explicit name. The semicolon between the statements means that
they share the same subject.

[ a : Speaker ; : l o c a t i o n " Kitchen " ] .

9.5 Architecture of the Ecosystem

The ecosystem architecture is described in Figure 9.1. It is centered around
the reasoning engine which processes the application models. The reasoner
is surrounded by services that prepare the input and process, present and
execute the output of the reasoning.

We would like to note that although in our prototype we have used a
cloud backend for managing and processing the application models, it is viable
and may be preferable to do so on the embedded devices. We separated
the responsibilities in order to ensure the performance and scalability of the
reasoning process, to have a centralized repository of the application models
and also for convenience reasons, since the semantic reasoner6 that we use is
not executable on resource-constrained embedded devices.

In this paper, we focus on the Model Resolution Service on backend, shown
in Figure 9.1. It is responsible for processing the application models. To
do so, it manages an RDF7 representation of the user configuration and the
contextual data of the ecosystem hosts. To resolve the compatibility of the
applications for a given installation of ecosystem hosts, it supplies the con-
text information of the selected hosts along with the user configuration and
application models to a reasoning engine. The output of the reasoning is a
static, RDF description of the applications suited for the context of the in-
stallation. It may contain descriptions of the failed requirements or, in case
the requirements were successful, it presents plans on how to deploy and exe-
cute the applications. The processed output is accessed from the smartphone
application using a Web API and presented to the user.

The Model Resolution Service doesn’t implement the logic that checks
that the dependencies of the applications are met. The rules that make sure
that the ecosystem hosts are compatible with the application requirements
are defined by the application developers in the application models. This is a
difference from many other variability models. However, it is the enabler for
an adaptive and expressive application model.

6http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net
7https://www.w3.org/RDF/

http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net
https://www.w3.org/RDF/
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Figure 9.1: The architecture of the ecosystem consists of three types of com-
puting nodes. The smartphones are used to provide an interface to the user to
access and control the ecosystem. The backend is responsible for processing
the application models and deploying applications to the embedded devices.
It also hosts a general-purpose reasoning engine to process the models. The
embedded devices are the ecosystem hosts, which means that they run the
applications inside a virtual environment.

9.6 Application Model
In this section, we present the concepts used in our model for IoT applica-
tions. An example of how the concepts can be used in a sample application is
presented in Figure 9.2(a).

Deployment Plan

We propose the concept of deployment plans, inspired by technical and de-
ployment units presented in [238], to define how an application should be
executed. Deployment plans are used to model the different configurations in
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#=============================================================
local:app a :Application;
  :name "SmartIrrigator"; :version "0.0.1";
  :description "An app for irrigation of fields.".

local:devicesReq a :Requirement;
  :description "Irrigator and sensors needed".

{
  ?irrigator a :Irrigator; :type :centralPivot.
  ?moistureSensor a :Sensor; :type :moistureSensor.
} => {
  local:devicesReq :satisfied true.
  [ :matchedDevices ( ?irrigator ?moistureSensor ) ].
}.

local:cropType a :Question; :replyType :selection;
  :text "What is the crop type?";
  :options ( "Cereals" "Soya" "Wine" ).

{
  local:devicesReq :satisfied true.
  [ :matchedDevices ( ?irrigator ?moistureSensor ) ].

  [ :answers local:cropType; :selected ?cropType ].
} => {
  [
    a :DeploymentPlan;
    :description "Using irrigator and moisture sensor";
    :arguments [
      :cropType ?cropType;
      :irrigator ?irrigator;
      :moistureSensor ?moistureSensor
    ];
    :capability [
      a :Irrigation;
      :description "Adaptive field irrigation";
      :cropType ?cropType;
      :actuator ?irrigator;
      :sensor ?moistureSensor
    ]
  ].
}.

(a) Basic properties of the application.

#=============================================================
local:app a :Application;
  :name "SmartIrrigator"; :version "0.0.1";
  :description "An app for irrigation of fields.".

local:devicesReq a :Requirement;
  :description "Irrigator and sensors needed".

{
  ?irrigator a :Irrigator; :type :centralPivot.
  ?moistureSensor a :Sensor; :type :moistureSensor.
} => {
  local:devicesReq :satisfied true.
  [ :matchedDevices ( ?irrigator ?moistureSensor ) ].
}.

local:cropType a :Question; :replyType :selection;
  :text "What is the crop type?";
  :options ( "Cereals" "Soya" "Wine" ).

{
  local:devicesReq :satisfied true.
  [ :matchedDevices ( ?irrigator ?moistureSensor ) ].

  [ :answers local:cropType; :selected ?cropType ].
} => {
  [
    a :DeploymentPlan;
    :description "Using irrigator and moisture sensor";
    :arguments [
      :cropType ?cropType;
      :irrigator ?irrigator;
      :moistureSensor ?moistureSensor
    ];
    :capability [
      a :Irrigation;
      :description "Adaptive field irrigation";
      :cropType ?cropType;
      :actuator ?irrigator;
      :sensor ?moistureSensor
    ]
  ].
}.

(b) The application has different strategies for different crop types. Since the crop type cannot
be determined automatically from the context, the above open question is used to ask the user
to choose the crop type.

#=============================================================
local:app a :Application;
  :name "SmartIrrigator"; :version "0.0.1";
  :description "An app for irrigation of fields.".

local:devicesReq a :Requirement;
  :description "Irrigator and sensors needed".

{
  ?irrigator a :Irrigator; :type :centralPivot.
  ?moistureSensor a :Sensor; :type :moistureSensor.
} => {
  local:devicesReq :satisfied true.
  [ :matchedDevices ( ?irrigator ?moistureSensor ) ].
}.

local:cropType a :Question; :replyType :selection;
  :text "What is the crop type?";
  :options ( "Cereals" "Soya" "Wine" ).

{
  local:devicesReq :satisfied true.
  [ :matchedDevices ( ?irrigator ?moistureSensor ) ].

  [ :answers local:cropType; :selected ?cropType ].
} => {
  [
    a :DeploymentPlan;
    :description "Using irrigator and moisture sensor";
    :arguments [
      :cropType ?cropType;
      :irrigator ?irrigator;
      :moistureSensor ?moistureSensor
    ];
    :capability [
      a :Irrigation;
      :description "Adaptive field irrigation";
      :cropType ?cropType;
      :actuator ?irrigator;
      :sensor ?moistureSensor
    ]
  ].
}.

(c) The application requires an irrigator and a moisture sensor. First, we specify the require-
ment. Then we create a rule that checks whether the required devices are present. In case
it is matched, we accept the requirement in the postcondition and create a new statement to
save the matched devices for later use.

#=============================================================
local:app a :Application;
  :name "SmartIrrigator"; :version "0.0.1";
  :description "An app for irrigation of fields.".

local:devicesReq a :Requirement;
  :description "Irrigator and sensors needed".

{
  ?irrigator a :Irrigator; :type :centralPivot.
  ?moistureSensor a :Sensor; :type :moistureSensor.
} => {
  local:devicesReq :satisfied true.
  [ :matchedDevices ( ?irrigator ?moistureSensor ) ].
}.

local:cropType a :Question; :replyType :selection;
  :text "What is the crop type?";
  :options ( "Cereals" "Soya" "Wine" ).

{
  local:devicesReq :satisfied true.
  [ :matchedDevices ( ?irrigator ?moistureSensor ) ].
  [ :answers local:cropType; :selected ?cropType ].
} => {
  [
    a :DeploymentPlan;
    :description "Using irrigator and moisture sensor";
    :arguments [
      :cropType ?cropType;
      :irrigator ?irrigator;
      :moistureSensor ?moistureSensor
    ];
    :capability [
      a :Irrigation;
      :description "Adaptive field irrigation";
      :cropType ?cropType;
      :actuator ?irrigator;
      :sensor ?moistureSensor
    ]
  ].
}.

(d) This rule defines the deployment plan for the application. In the precondition of the
rule, we check that the requirement shown in Figure 9.2(c) was satisfied and find the devices
matched in the rule along with the requirement. Also in the precondition, the answer for
the question defined in Figure 9.2(b) is matched. In case the precondition is successful, the
deployment plan is defined in the postcondition. It defines the arguments to be passed to the
application. It then defines the capability of the deployment scenario, which is an irrigation
scenario that defines the crop type and the sensors and actuators to be used.

Figure 9.2: A simplified example model of an application for irrigation of
fields of various crops. The application uses an actuator—an irrigator and
a moisture sensor. For a short explanation of the language concepts, see
Section 9.4.
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which the application can be installed in the environment given the current
context.

Deployment plans contain their description and the arguments to be passed
to the application. For instance, an irrigation application that has different
execution strategies based on the crop type, might provide these deployment
plans:

[ a : DeploymentPlan ;
: d e s c r i p t i o n " I r r i g a t e crops : soya " ;
: arguments ( " soya " ) ]

[ a : DeploymentPlan ;
: d e s c r i p t i o n " I r r i g a t e crops : wine " ;
: arguments ( " wine " ) ]

Context Requirements and Dependencies

Semantic rules in the Notation3 language (explained in Section 9.4) are a con-
venient way to specify dependencies of the application on the context. While
in XML or other manifest files, the dependencies need to follow a predefined
format and are limited to certain features of the context, rules provide more
freedom and the ability to work with all the available context information.
Thus, the requirements can range from requiring devices by their functional-
ity or type to requesting a specific interface or model of a device.

A limitation of using rules to specify dependencies is that they don’t pro-
vide feedback in case the preconditions are not matched. However, when
presenting the applications to the user, it is important to explain why a cer-
tain application is not supported in their set-up and what is necessary to do
to make it compatible.

To overcome this problem, we need to specify requirements and their state
explicitly. An example of a requirement is shown in Figure 9.2(c). It defines
a requirement with a rule that marks it as satisfied if the precondition is
matched. If the requirement is not marked as satisfied, we can say that the
dependency was not matched.8

While custom requirements are necessary in some cases, many applica-
tions will also share similar requirements. Thus, the platform should provide
predefined ones that the application developers can reuse without having to
define their own rules to accept them.

8This is in contrast with the open world assumption used in semantic knowledge repre-
sentation, which states that a statement may be true irrespective of whether it is known to
be true. However, since the context information provided to the reasoner is under the con-
trol of the ecosystem and can be considered complete for the given scenario, we argue that
working under a closed world assumption, although generally a bad practice in reasoning,
can be justified.
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Defining a requirement doesn’t have a direct effect on the deployment plans
unless there is a rule that links the requirement to the deployment plan. The
rule should check that the requirement was satisfied in the precondition and
define the deployment plan in the postcondition, as shown in Figure 9.2(d).

Application Arguments

We use application arguments in order to configure applications. Each de-
ployment plan defines its own arguments to be passed to the application. The
intention of application arguments is similar to that of environment variables
used in Linux programs.

Arguments from the context The developer might want to pass some
context information to the application, such as the IDs of matched sensors
and actuators. Our prototype uses rules that match the context information
to be captured in their precondition and create a deployment plan definition
with the argument in their postcondition. An example of a deployment plan
that takes arguments from the context is shown in Figure 9.2(d).

Arguments from the users Applications may also require arguments that
can not be derived from the context information. For instance, a home safety
application might require the phone number of the house owner. To facilitate
this, we make use of a concept called open questions, introduced in [143], to
semantically define questions to be asked to the user. Open questions are a
way to describe questions and their type. They will be presented to the user
in the application store interface during the commissioning of the installation.
An example definition of a question is shown in Figure 9.2(b).

Once these questions are answered, their answer should be added to the
ontology. This answer can then be used to define application arguments as
shown in Figure 9.2(d).

Composite Deployment Plans

Some of the identified IoT applications need to be deployed to multiple devices
in order to enable their collaboration on a task. To model the deployment of
such applications, we propose composite deployment plans, which aggregate
the deployment plans for the individual hosts into a single structure. Further,
we use rules to identify the available hosts and match them to the deployment
plan.

To illustrate, the example below models a composite deployment plan for
two hosts, where one will be a master and the other a slave. They will be
passed their roles as arguments along with a reference to the other host.

{
? host1 a : EcosystemHost . ? host2 a : EcosystemHost .
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? host1 log : notEqualTo ? host2 .
} => {

[ a : DeploymentPlan
: hasDeploymentPlan [

a : DeploymentPlan ; : host ? host1 ;
: arguments [ : type " master " ; : s l a v e : host2 ]

] ;
: hasDeploymentPlan [

a : DeploymentPlan ; : host ? host2 ;
: arguments [ : type " s l a v e " ; : master : host1 ]

] ] .
} .

Given this model, the reasoner will generate all the possible combinations
of master and slave hosts. Thus, if there are only two hosts available, the out-
put will be two composite deployment plans. Given three hosts, the reasoner
will generate six alternatives.

Capabilities of Applications

In order to enable filtering and visualization of applications in the application
store interface, the application model also contains a description of their ca-
pabilities. Capabilities can reference the sensors or actuators an application
will use, describe the type of the application, its inputs or outputs. The sup-
ported properties and types of capabilities should be defined by the ecosystem
provider so that a seamless integration with the platform can be provided.

An example of a capability for an irrigation application is shown in Fig-
ure 9.2(d). Thanks to the reference to the camera and the sensor nodes,
the application can also be found by the characteristics of these devices, for
instance by searching for applications that use devices located in the kitchen.

We would like to point out that the related work [143, 164] in service
composition provides a much more granular description of the functionality
of web services, which could also be applied to applications. We chose a more
general description of capabilities to enable their filtering by the user instead
of an automated selection or composition of applications.

9.7 Evaluation

We implemented application models of 8 smart home and irrigation applica-
tions inspired by the specification of those to be developed for the ecosystem.
To evaluate them, we created over 100 behavioral tests9 that define various
scenarios of the context and test how the models match the context. The

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavior-driven_development

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavior-driven_development
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covered scenarios range from automated generation of open questions, filter-
ing applications by properties of their capabilities to scenarios with multiple
embedded hosts and hundreds of deployment options. The prototype and
scenarios are implemented in Ruby and use the Eye Reasoner10. They are
available on GitHub11.

We discuss the findings from this prototype along with a logical argumen-
tation in the next section.

For an evaluation of the performance and scalability of using semantic
reasoning to match rules in Notation3, we refer the interested reader to the
work done in [143].

A comprehensive evaluation of the complete ecosystem with the user in-
teraction is part of our future work.

9.8 Discussion
In this section we discuss the benefits and liabilities of the approach.

Architectural Implications

Less control and feedback over reasoning The ecosystem provider has
less control and feedback from the general-purpose reasoner over which rules
succeeded or failed to be matched. To mitigate this, we have proposed explicit
requirements that can be defined by the application developers to describe
the dependency. Further, we argue that common requirements should be
defined in shared vocabularies. In our future work, we want to investigate
how to derive implicit feedback from the reasoning process by processing the
preconditions of rules.

Difficult to cache the results In manifest files or other variability models,
the ecosystem provider knows which constraints the model depends on and
only has to reevaluate the model when one of them changes. In our case, since
the ecosystem provider doesn’t know what constraints are used when semantic
reasoning is applied, the results have to be reevaluated whenever any context
feature changes.

Features of the Application Model

Alternative deployment plans We could express alternative deployment
plans and use the context to choose between them. For instance, a home safety
application could make one plan to detect activity via a sound sensor and
another using a movement sensor. Although alternatives are well supported
in centralized variability models, manifest files tend to be more restricted.

10http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net
11https://github.com/case-iot/model_evaluation

http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net
https://github.com/case-iot/model_evaluation
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Generating possibilities The reasoner generates all the possible mappings
of the context to the requirements of applications, which are then presented
as options to the user. However, it can result in too many options. Given 10
possible hosts and an application that requires 3 hosts (one master and two
slaves), the reasoner generates 360 options. We found that open questions can
limit the number of generated options by asking the user to choose the hosts
manually. In our future work, we want to further filter and rank the output
of the reasoner.

Filtering applications by capabilities Some manifest descriptions, e.g.,
in Android [35], describe the capabilities of their applications using a prede-
fined vocabulary. It is also common that manifest files contain some catego-
rization of applications. However, the ability to directly match the context
to the given capabilities has let us filter the applications by their types, the
sensors and actuators that they used and also by features of the devices that
they used, for instance their location.

Expressiveness vs. Analyzability

Eichelberger et al. [84] pointed out that expressiveness and analyzability in
variability models are a trade-off in which the extension of capabilities in
one dimension leads to a reduction in the other dimension. We prioritized
expresiveness, which has led to the following consequences.

Rich contextual dependencies Semantic rules enable the application de-
velopers to create complex requirements on the given context, whether it is the
version of the platform or the presence of a temperature sensor. In contrast,
static manifest files or most variability models can only use the constraints
that the ecosystem provider specified and can only work on the level of ab-
straction that the constraints allow. For instance, if there is a constraint to
specify the required devices by their capabilities, the application developers
cannot require devices by their manufacturers.

Analyzability and testability Because of the increased expressiveness,
we see a decrease in analyzability as the capability to diagnose the models
for deficiencies. We argue that since the models are executable, they are
more prone to bugs than static manifest files and should thus be tested more
thoroughly, possibly using automated tests or other tools.

Logic Programming and Notation3

Learning curve Understanding and applying semantic reasoning is another
learning curve for the application developers and a concept that they would
have to get familiar with. On the other hand, the syntax of the Notation3
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language is very concise and so are the basics of the RDF format. It is under-
standing the principles of logic programming that might be difficult at first.

Powerful support for querying We found the concepts of logic program-
ming surprisingly simple and powerful for querying the context data. We
argue that semantic rules are a good fit for the job of matching a context to
the requirements of an application. For instance, finding movement sensors in
the same room as a light, simply means referring to the location of the sensors
and the light using the same variable.

Binary evaluation of rules Since semantic rules do not support fuzzy
logic, they are either fully satisfied or unsatisfied. The output from the rea-
soner doesn’t provide any guidance about the fitness of the generated deploy-
ment plans. In our future work, we plan to rank the expected quality of
service of the deployment plans according to the model of the installation and
the parameters of the hosts.

9.9 Conclusion
This paper proposed an application model for embedded software ecosystems.
The model is based on our collaboration with a large company producing
software-intensive physical products. It uses the Notation3 language and se-
mantic reasoning to enable contextual variability of applications. It provides
concepts for modeling the deployment plans, specifying inputs and capabilities
of applications.

Our evaluation of the prototype using behavioral tests enabled us to ex-
plore and discuss the properties of the model. We see the main benefit in being
able to model adaptable deployment plans that resolve complex requirements
of applications before their integration. Some liabilities come from the in-
creased freedom and complexity of the manifest files, which makes them, for
instance, less analyzable and cacheable.

Apart from the plans discussed in Section 9.8, in our future work, we
plan to present a more comprehensive integration of the model with the user
interaction in the ecosystem. We also plan to extend the model to support
management of applications in addition to their deployment.
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Abstract

Industrial products tend to be customized by third-parties for dif-
ferent use cases. This is currently supported by adding external Pro-
grammable Logic Controllers (PLC) to installations. As IoT software
ecosystems become wide-spread, the need for such hardware will de-
crease. However, removing the controllers opens the challenge of config-
uring distributed industrial installations. This paper argues for modeling
application requirements on industrial installations so that they can be
evaluated automatically based on information about targeted installa-
tions. GIMLE, a visual language for modeling application requirements
using expressive domain knowledge, is proposed. GIMLE enables mod-
eling requirements on physical features of installations, which hasn’t re-
ceived significant attention in the related work. A study with domain
experts is used to reflect on the proposed process. The scalability of the
visual language is evaluated using a model for a real-world application.
The support for reuse of requirements enabled us to build models that
can add support for new installations without significant changes and
with a slower increase in size the more components can be reused.

10.1 Introduction
The Internet of Things has the potential to spur innovation in the indus-
trial domain just like in the smart home. By opening software ecosystems,
it can enable third-party developers to create applications that satisfy needs
that would otherwise be uncovered [86]. However, the industrial domain also
opens new challenges in the configuration of smart environments [169]. While
research in the smart home domain has focused on empowering end-users to
configure and connect heterogeneous products [115], industrial installations
are controlled and monitored by applications that work with dozens of sen-
sors and actuators with specific roles and placements within the installations.
They have requirements on the specific sensors, actuators and installation
types that they support. The extensive requirements make the configuration
difficult and error-prone when left completely to the installers or end-users.
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Thus, the requirements of applications have to be explicit and possible to
evaluate automatically. This means taking expertise from domain experts and
modeling their knowledge so that it can reasoned about automatically. Al-
though research and practice in software variability management has enabled
customizable software products [236] and semantic service descriptions have
been used for composition of distributed and heterogeneous services [219],
we see gaps when it comes to modeling requirements on the physical parts
of installations in ubiquitous settings, such as the placements of devices in
installations, their interconnections, roles and relations. Supporting domain
experts, who may not be software developers, in building expressive models
of the installations remains a challenge [171].

This paper presents GIMLE (Graphical Installation Modeling Language
for IoT Ecosystems), which proposes to use general-purpose visual program-
ming styles to model domain knowledge through expressive ontological re-
quirements. The work was done in cooperation with our industrial partner—a
large corporation producing physical and software-intensive products used in
building infrastructure. It was further consulted with domain experts in two
other institutions. This paper provides an analysis of real-world use cases
from the domains of water movement and cooling technologies that was used
to guide the design of the visual language. The use cases and iterative feed-
back from domain experts were used throughout the development of GIMLE.
The paper evaluates the scalability of the language using a model for an ex-
isting application and discusses reflections of domain experts on the proposed
process from a preliminary study.

10.2 Background

Industrial products, such as water pumps or sensors, may be applied in dif-
ferent types of installations or use cases. Their configuration tends to depend
on the use case that the products are placed in. The configuration or custom
application logic may also be contributed by third-party solution providers
who customize the products to niche markets.

The current practice in customization of industrial installations makes
use of external Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) that connect to, con-
trol and monitor products in the installations. PLCs provide a reliable and
real-time operation with multiple I/O connecting to sensors and actuators or
SCADA systems. However, the PLCs are an additional hardware that is a bar-
rier for entry and increases the development and operation costs for solution
developers that want to bring their applications to the market.

By connecting the sensors and actuators to the Internet, the need for ex-
ternal controllers has decreased. They can be customized by run-time updates
and can potentially provide software ecosystems that enable the deployment
of third-party application packages [Paper A], [155]. Moreover, they may be
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controlled and monitored from the cloud in cases where real-time operation
is not required. However, taking away the external controllers means elimi-
nating the boundaries between different use cases. By installing an external
controller in an installation, one restricts the possible use cases to those sup-
ported by the controller, which is not the case if only multi-purpose devices
are used.

The related work in Industrial Internet of Things has aimed to make man-
ufacturing systems autonomous by creating a virtual representation of them,
called the digital twin [206]. Digital twins provide a semantic understanding
and introspection of installations and their state. Although they have partly
been applied to support configuration [105, 117], the related work hasn’t en-
abled domain experts to build configuration models that can reason about
digital twins to produce application recommendations.

10.3 Comparison to Related Work

This section positions the work within the related work in configuration of
smart environments. It further argues for the novelty of the approach.

Roles of End-Users and Developers in Configuration

When comparing with the related work on configuration in ubiquitous comput-
ing environments, we find it useful to compare based on its focus on building
configuration models in contrast to configuration solutions [216]. Related work
that builds configuration models tends to involve developers in modeling sets
of correct configurations of a product and their constraints or requirements.
On the other hand, work focusing on configuration solutions tends to empower
end-users in configuring a real-world instance of the product.

We use this distinction to give a broad overview of the related work as
shown in Figure 10.1. At the one end of the scale, in many smart home cases,
the end-users are empowered to connect and configure their devices and ser-
vices using various approaches in end-user programming [82] or mashup ed-
itors [138]. In this case, the developers only annotate their APIs based on
the targeted platforms. Similarly, in smartphone ecosystems, the end-users
are in control of searching for and installing the apps while developers model
some basic application requirements (e.g., type or capabilities of the smart-
phones) using manifest files [35]. Research in the Web of Things [164, 169]
and service composition in ambient intelligence [219] has aimed to abstract the
configuration of smart environments and instead let end-users to specify their
targeted goals while reasoning is used to compose the available services based
on their semantic descriptions provided by their developers. At the other
end of the scale, we see Dynamic Software Product Lines [56] and autonomic
computing [58] where developers provide complete and verifiable variability
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Figure 10.1: Comparison of the involvement of end-users versus developers of
applications in the related work.

models, such as feature models [103], that adapt at run-time mostly without
the involvement of end-users.

One can see that the more autonomous the platform is, the more respon-
sibility is put on supporting the developers in building configuration models.
The contribution of this paper is in building a configuration model that mod-
els requirements on the contextual information of installations. Our goal is to
filter applications based on a description of the installation as an input from
the end-users or installers. This relates the problem to the methods used in
the Web of Things literature, however instead of using goals as an input from
the end-users, we use contextual information about installations to evaluate
the configuration models created by the developers.

Modeled Knowledge and Intelligibility

Using ontologies to model the properties and capabilities of services in IoT
environments has been studied in the related work [194]. However, modeling
the requirements and conditions under which they can be applied has used
only limited vocabularies [103] that are not expressive enough to model domain
knowledge regarding the physical properties of the installations such as the
layouts of devices.

Furthermore, more expressive ontological models have used semantic rules
or SPARQL queries [164] that query the models to define the requirements of
services. Creating such queries requires specific programming skills that make
the process inaccessible to some domain experts and may result in complex
models. Visual programming has been used to make the queries more acces-
sible [50], however the visual representation has mirrored the structure of the
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Figure 10.2: A representation of a simplified physical installation to illustrate
the characteristics of the targeted installations.

queries and thus didn’t provide any benefits with regards to scalability and
complexity of the queries.

Contributions of This Work

This paper fills a gap by involving domain experts in modeling expressive
requirements of software components that work with domain ontologies and
model the physical parts of installations in ubiquitous computing environ-
ments. It further aims to make the process accessible to non-programmers.

10.4 Analysis of Targeted Installations
This section provides an analysis of the targeted types of installations. The
analysis was done based on documentation and discussions with two experts
in the domain of water movement at our industrial partner, one domain expert
at the Slovak Association for Cooling and Air Conditioning Technology1 and
an expert in monitoring of cooling circuits at the company ClimaCheck2. It
focuses on the relevant aspects of the installations that guided the design of
the visual language.

Differentiating Features of Installations

Figure 10.2 shows a simplified example of an installation that we target. When
investigating how to differentiate this kind of installation from other related
installations where the products may be applied, we identified the following
factors:

Devices and their characteristics. The specific set of devices, resources
and their characteristics can give an indication of the targeted use case. When
looking at the characteristics of devices, information about the manufacturers,

1http://szchkt.org
2http://www.climacheck.com

http://szchkt.org
http://www.climacheck.com
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product types, sensed facets and their units as well as technical information
such as the capacity of pumps or value range of sensors are relevant. In certain
cases, these characteristics may be identified automatically [175].

Resources. Similarly to the taxonomy by Vanderhulst et al. [235], we dis-
tinguish between computer-augmented devices (e.g., sensors, actuators) and
resources without a computing platform (e.g., water tank, manual valves).
Items without a computing platform, which we call resources, often fulfil im-
portant roles in the installation. We also use the term to refer to “dumb”
devices that perform functions in the installation, but are not discoverable or
controllable through software, e.g., some valves.

Roles and relations of devices. As shown in Figure 10.2, the same
type of a device may fulfil different roles in the installation, e.g., a master or a
slave pump. Roles can be set by the installers, but in some cases may also be
inferred from other information about the installation, such as device layouts
or networking of devices.

Networking of devices. Devices in industrial installations may be in-
terconnected using various technologies, e.g., ModBus, ProfiBus, Bluetooth,
analog pulse connections, relays. Each provide different trade-offs in cost and
function and thus they are not likely to be replaced by IoT protocols in the
foreseeable future.

Layout of devices. The flow of liquids and placements of devices within
the flow are useful predictors of the targeted use case. Placement of de-
vices within the flow can also suggest their roles within the installation. For
instance, a pressure sensor placed before water boosting pump performs a
different role than one placed after it.

Modularity of Installations

We were able to analyse larger cooling installations in the scale of supermar-
kets. To illustrate the structure of such installations, we give an abstracted
example in Figure 10.3. One can observe several patterns in the installations:

Modularity of installations. The installations are separated into in-
dependent modules. Modules are independent in the sense that there is no
direct communication between them and they are controlled and monitored by
independent Programmable Logic Controllers. The analysed cases contained
up to 30 sensors and 10 other devices per module.

Repeating sections of modules. Modules may contain multiple repet-
itive sections containing similar layouts and sets of devices. Similar sections
can also be found across modules.

Archetypes of devices. We can also observe certain archetypes of device
and resource layouts that are frequent in similar installations. For instance,
a water tank containing three water level switches connected via analogue
connections to pumps.
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Figure 10.3: A visualization of modules in cooling installations with abstracted
sensors and actuators. The squares represent independent modules. The
connections show the flow of liquids and shapes show different types of devices.

Expressing Differences Between Installations

To guide our efforts to model the requirements of applications, we analysed
how the required properties and differences between installations were de-
scribed by the experts and in documentation. We note several patterns of
conditions that were used to discuss the use cases.

Alternatives. A single use case can often be supported by alternative
sets of devices, resources and their layouts. In cases where more alternatives
were possible, it was relevant for the application to know which alternative is
present.

Negative conditions. We noticed the experts differentiate variations in
use cases by devices or layouts that they do not contain. For instance, one use
case would require a different placement of a pressure sensor if an additional
device is present in the installation than if it is not.

Describing layouts. Layouts of devices within the studied domains were
described in two ways: as a containment relation (e.g., sensor is placed in
the main circuit) and as a relative order within directed flows of liquids with
respect to other devices (e.g., sensor is placed before a compressor and after
a pump). When talking about the relative order of devices within a flow, one
may sometimes ignore some devices that are not relevant. For instance, for a
flow with devices A, B and C, one can enquire whether A is placed before C,
disregarding that B is placed between them.

Contributions

The described analysis enabled us to identify aspects of installations that have
to be modeled in order to differentiate between use cases. These installation
features constitute a more expressive ontology than traditional configuration
ontologies, which tend to only model internal aspects and connections of prod-
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ucts [216]. It further showed that industrial installations are modular and, in
some ways, repetitive. This implies a need for reuse of modeled conditions
within and across use cases. We also identified a need to support alternative
and negated conditions, which is in line with other variability models [103].

10.5 GIMLE: A Visual Language for Modeling
Application Requirements

GIMLE is a visual language for modeling application requirements using ex-
pressive domain knowledge. It enables building requirements on ontological
knowledge, such as the layouts of IoT installations, that can be processed to
recommend applications along with their initialization options.

First, this section argues for the underlying technologies chosen to de-
sign and implement GIMLE. Based on the chosen graphical representation, it
proposes visual concepts for modeling their requirements and considerations
made to facilitate modularity and reuse.

Graphical Style and Representation

Our goal with the introduction of a graphical abstraction over configurations
was to improve the understandability of configurations and increase the effi-
ciency of configuration development and maintenance. Graphical interfaces
are common in configuration problems, however they tend to be limited to a
certain vocabulary that doesn’t scale to the description of the physical parts
of installations.

Our analysis showed a need to support reuse of configurations across and
within use cases, definition of alternatives, negative conditions and variable
level of detail. These requirements suggest a need for a programming-like envi-
ronment, which led us to consider visual styles used in end-user programming.
Two commonly used visual styles in end-user programming of smart environ-
ments are visual data-flow [138] and block-based visual programming [69].
These styles have been applied for creating mashups and also as a replace-
ment for textual programming languages.

Our modeling task is different from the usual application of these styles,
so we aimed to investigate whether they can be adapted for it. We made
use of two frameworks that are available for the visual styles: Blockly for
block-based programming and NodeRED for visual data-flow. Both styles are
based on the notion of connecting blocks, the main difference lies in how the
blocks are connected—in Blockly they are stacked and in NodeRED they are
connected by wires. Another difference is in how the blocks are configured—
in NodeRED one has to double-click a node to see its configuration, while in
Blockly the configuration is always visible. Both Blockly and NodeRED come
with predefined blocks for simple programming. We discarded these blocks
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Figure 10.4: Block-based visual environment embedded in a visual data-flow
framework. It is opened after double-clicking a node and enables configuring
the details of the requirement that the node models.

and implemented new ones tailored for modeling the requirements on devices,
networking, installation properties and layouts.

We used the help of two domain experts at our industrial partner to get
iterative feedback on the use of the visual styles to intelligibly model physical
properties of installations. Similarly to a study conducted by Dahl et al. [69],
we found that both interfaces got less readable and cluttered with growing
complexity. We saw a need to separate the details of the modeled properties
of installations from the general logical flow of the requirements. This led us
to consider combining the visual styles and using the visual data-flow style for
building the logical flow of requirements and the block-based style for modeling
the required properties of installations. This is illustrated in Figure 10.4, which
shows a block-based environment shown upon double-clicking a single node
within a visual-data flow environment.

Logical Flow of Conditions

The rules are structured as a chain of nodes, which each present a separate
requirement. Several types of requirement nodes are provided according to
the domain concepts to be modeled (e.g., device networking, layouts of de-
vices). The requirement chains start with a “Start” node and end with a
“Recommend” node. The recommendations are for applications that should
be suggested to the installer. An example of a chain is shown in the upper
part of Figure 10.5.
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Figure 10.5: A chain of nodes beginning with a “Start” node and resulting in
an application recommendation. The chain calls a function defined below it,
which requires a layout. The function is called twice with different parameters.

Figure 10.6: A node that provides two outputs—upper is followed if it is
satisfied, lower if the devices that it requires are not matched.

Figure 10.7: Configuration with two chains of nodes—upper one is used to
satisfy a requirement for a water inlet that is then required in the lower chain
to recommend an application.
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The chains of nodes provide a concept similar to variables in programming
languages. For instance, a node that specifies a requirement for a temperature
sensor will assign a name to such sensors that match its criteria. Other nodes
that follow this node may then add more requirements to the temperature
sensor, e.g., that it is connected to Modbus or placed in a location with some
other devices. At the end of the chain, the variables will only contain such
devices that have passed all the previous requirements. These devices can
then be assigned as initialization parameters for application recommendations.
For instance, if an application requires a pressure and a temperature sensor
placed in the same room, the chain of nodes will produce initializations of the
application with such sensors that match the defined requirements.

In the analysis (Section 10.4), we identified a need to describe requirements
using devices or layouts that the installations don’t provide. For instance, for
application that requires a different placement of a pressure sensor if another
device is present in the installation than if it is not. To facilitate this, we
added a second output to the nodes. The top output is followed in case
the requirement defined in the node was satisfied, while the bottom output
is followed in case it failed to be satisfied. A device node providing both a
positive and a negative output is shown in Figure 10.6.

To model alternative requirements, one can simply connect multiple chains
to the outgoing port of a node. Branched requirements are all evaluated
independently, similar to an “if—if” statement in programming languages.
For an “if—else” statement, one could use the negative output of nodes as
discussed above.

Modeled Requirements

Upon double-clicking a certain node, a pop-up with options to model the
details of the requirement or recommendation using a Blockly interface is
shown. The pop-up provides a palette with types of modeled features on
the left, which can be dragged to the canvas on the right and configured
according to the requirement. Each node may define multiple of the same
kind of requirements. For instance, a single device node may require three
different sensors. We found it useful to group such requirements to limit the
length of the chains of nodes.

The provided options for modeling requirements reflect the installation
features that we found as predictive of use cases in the analysis (Section 10.4).
These include requirements on device characteristics, device roles, installation
layouts and networking between devices. The analysis showed the need to
model installation layouts using containment relations and by describing the
order of devices in flows. We were able to provide this functionality by em-
bedding blocks within each other and connecting them in ordered chains. An
example is shown in Figure 10.4.
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The concrete set of options for modeling installation requirements are do-
main dependent. The blocks are populated using an external domain ontology
which defines the supported device types, types of locations and more. While
our targeted domains led us to provide the mentioned filters, we argue that
the same interaction could be provided for other ontologies as well. There are
numerous ontologies that describe various aspects of IoT installations [23].
Adding support for these ontologies to GIMLE is only a matter of defining
the structure of the blocks and binding them to the classes and attributes in
the ontologies. In our future work, we aim to generalize GIMLE and extend
it to other domains.

Support for Modularity and Reuse

Section 10.4 discussed the modularity of bigger installations. We found that
similar sets and layouts of devices are often repeated within and across mod-
ules. To prevent repetitive chains of conditions and support reuse of conditions
between use cases, we introduced several concepts in the language.

The NodeRED environment enables reuse of chains of nodes within the
visual language using subflows. However, subflows can’t receive parameters,
which we found necessary in order to adjust for slight differences in how the
reusable chains of nodes fit within the installation. For instance, when ex-
tracting conditions describing a layout of devices, we needed to choose which
circuit the devices are placed in.

To support reuse with parametrization, we enabled defining functions.
Functions serve the same purpose as subflows, however they may receive pa-
rameters that can be used within them. Use of a function is demonstrated in
Figure 10.5.

For some applications, expressing all their requirements in a single chain
of filter nodes resulted in long sequences of rules. Using functions helped in
extracting parts of the chains, however the functions were only visually hiding
the long chains of rules.

We found it useful to separate the requirements of applications into partial
requirements that can each be satisfied by one or more independent chains
of rules. Chains of partial requirements result in a “Satisfy” node where a
certain requirement can be satisfied with some arguments, e.g., textual values,
devices or locations. They can then be required using a “Require” node in
the main chain before recommending an application. Partial requirements
proved useful for inspecting problems since one could look at which of them
were satisfied and with which arguments. Furthermore, they can be used to
create requirements for commonly occurring archetypes of device layouts as
suggested in Section 10.4. An example of a partial requirement is shown in
Figure 10.7.
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Contributions

This section discussed the visual language used to model requirements of ap-
plications. By combining two visual styles, we separated the logical sequence
of requirements from their configuration. This enabled a more expressive con-
figuration model than traditional graphical representations provide [122]. By
providing functions and partial requirements, we enabled reuse within the
configuration that reflects the repetitive nature of industrial installations.

The visual models are translated into semantic rules in the Notation3
language and processed using semantic reasoning. This process is motivated
in our previous work [Paper A].

10.6 Feedback on the Process From Domain
Experts

Since GIMLE builds on existing visual programming styles, evaluation of their
usability is beyond our scope and is provided by the related work [69]. How-
ever, this paper presents two novel contributions that we aimed to evaluate:
a method to model requirements on physical properties of installations and
a process that changes the current practice of configuring industrial installa-
tions.

We use a real-world use case to evaluate modeling physical properties of
installations and discuss it in Section 10.7. This section aims to involve domain
experts in configuring a physical installation and use their experience to reflect
on the proposed process.

Structure of the Sessions

We involved domain experts at our industrial partner with experience design-
ing and configuring the targeted systems. The participants weren’t involved
during the design of the system and were first introduced to the system at
the sessions. Due to this focus and the busy schedules of such experts, only
three employees at our industrial partner were able to participate. Despite
the low number of participants, their experience enabled insightful reflections
that would be difficult to obtain without this target group.

To give them a concrete understanding of the proposed process, we built
a demo physical setup and involved them in the whole process from building
requirements of applications to setting up the installation. It contained the
following devices from different manufacturers: 1 gateway, 3 pumps, 2 remote
controllers, 2 flow sensors, 3 temperature sensors, 2 water level sensors. The
pumps and temperature sensors were connected over ModBus to the gateway.
The gateway was used as a proxy to enable accessing these devices from the
cloud. The flow and level sensors and remotes were connected to the Internet
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over WiFi and exchanged messages over the MQTT protocol. The installation
was controlled from the cloud.

Participants with the following roles were involved: an application man-
ager (participant A), application engineer (participant B) and a product man-
ager (participant C). The sessions took place in a room where the setup was
installed. At the start of each session, the participants were introduced to
the system and the demo setup. They were guided through building a con-
figuration for one part of the setup (using 4 devices) and commissioning it.
The participants were then asked to create a configuration using 8 devices.
They all managed to build the configuration with little help in 13, 20 and 18
minutes. The configuration was then used to initialize the targeted devices.

Afterwards, they were shown an existing configuration for a real-world
application. They were asked to explore the configuration and describe/draw
a diagram of an installation that the configuration targets. They were asked
to think out loud and allowed to ask questions. The participants successfully
completed this task in 10, 19 and 11 minutes.

Additional 45—60 minutes were used for a semi-structured interview, where
the participants reflected on the overall process. The participants were led to
compare the process to the current practice and reflect on the challenges in
applying the proposed approach. Their qualitative feedback was collected in
semi-structured interviews.

Qualitative Findings

Although the domain experts remarked that it requires training for one to
fully understand the language, they were positive about being able to learn
and make use of the visual language. Participant C compared the language
to other notations: “It’s not more difficult than going into any other language
or tool that you need to learn. For me it looks quite similar to some PLC
programming that I do.” Participant B said the visual language was fun to
work with. They also appreciated the potential of automating parts of the
configuration that are currently performed by the installer. They observed
that it can save significant time for the installers which is currently spent on
configuring such systems.

Participants A and B remarked that the process of modeling the char-
acteristics of installations requires a different mindset. Upon analysis of the
comments and questions, we identified the following ways in which the new
process confused them at first:

1. In the current practice, each product in the installation is configured
separately at the installation site by connecting it with its inputs (e.g.,
sensors), choosing the control algorithm (e.g., PID control) and setting
its parameters (e.g., various set-points). On the other hand, we are aim-
ing to create a model that can be used to reason about any installation.
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This changes when the configuration model is created—instead of at the
installation site, it is developed in advance. It also requires the use of
logical operations (alternatives, negations) that are not necessary when
dealing with a configuration for a single installation.

2. The current practice doesn’t involve a process where a formal model of
the installation is created. Thus, the experts are not used to modeling
such properties of installations as the layouts of devices other than in
documentation.

3. We introduced a concept of applications that abstracts the particular
control algorithms and set-points for individual products. This sepa-
rates the details of the configuration from the installation model. Being
not used to such abstraction, the experts were missing the details of the
configuration. However, one could also adapt the proposed approach to
deal with control algorithms and their parameters instead of applica-
tions.

Participant B raised a concern related to how installations not covered in
the configuration would be handled. Since the configuration aims to model
installations by their specific features, it is to be expected that there will be
special cases that were not considered in the configuration. Thus, it may be
necessary to also provide a manual initialization of applications using manu-
ally entered parameters. Although the configuration model should cover the
majority of cases, for uncovered cases, the installer would have to manually
choose the correct application and enter the initialization parameters.

Although we address the problem of scalability of the visual language to
larger applications (see Section 10.7), we haven’t investigated how the visual
language scales as the number of applications increases. This was brought up
participant C: “It is quite easy now that you have two (applications), but what
if you had ten?”. The issue the participant had in mind was differentiating
between the applications when a new user is exploring the configuration. The
participant related the concern to a different problem he faced with a graphical
model of a system, where by adding an additional layer of abstraction the
model became more accessible to newcomers.

Contributions

The participants were able to make use of the visual language in a relatively
short time and were positive about its goal to automate some of the actions
usually performed by installers. We identified several ways in which the pro-
posed approach required the experts to adapt their “mindset” from the cur-
rent practice. The current practice doesn’t involve a process for creating an
abstract model of installations, which requires configuring each installation in-
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dependently. Finally, the experts raised concerns regarding supporting special
cases and the need for a higher-level overview of the configuration.

10.7 Scaling to Larger Configurations
This section discusses the scalability of modeling physical properties of in-
stallations using GIMLE. A model implemented based on the specification
of a real-world application, ClimaCheck3, is used to discuss the scalability
of the approach. The model was discussed in two sessions with the product
owner of ClimaCheck and adapted based on their feedback. The discussion
enabled us to confirm the relevancy of the model, fix misunderstandings in
the configuration and extend it to cover more cases.

ClimaCheck enables analyses and evaluation of performance of cooling
systems. It uses various kinds of sensors placed throughout cooling circuits.
It is crucial for the application to know the type of the monitored circuit and
roles of each of the sensors it receives data from. It provides 25 standard
templates for the placement of sensors in circuits. The simplest template
contains 9 sensors and 4 other devices in a single circuit, while the most
complex one has 30 sensors and 10 other devices placed in two circuits.

Currently, ClimaCheck is distributed with an external controller that con-
nects to the sensors in the installation. When setting up ClimaCheck at an
installation site, one has to choose from the available installation templates.
Upon choosing the template, each sensor in the template has to be manually
bound to a sensor in the installation.

Given information about the installations, the GIMLE model for Cli-
maCheck enables operation without an external controller and an automated
choice and initialization of the installation templates. It can assess whether
any given circuit is supported by the application. Furthermore, it classifies
the circuit based on the templates and can produce recommendations for the
initialization of the application.

Structure of the Model

The model was structured into five parts with increasing level of detail. The
first part provided the highest-level view of the model, while the latter ones
delved into requirements within smaller and smaller sub-sections of the instal-
lations. As shown in Figure 10.8, the model was structured into the following
parts:

A Start of the configuration, where we decide if the current installation
provides one or two circuits. Subsequently, we check that the circuits are
fully supported by the application using requirements that are satisfied
in the rest of the model.

3http://climacheck.com

http://climacheck.com
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Figure 10.8: Configuration model of the ClimaCheck solution.

B For each circuit, this part tests which devices are present or not. Based
on this, it can decide the type of the circuit and call functions in part C
and D that identify the sensors within each of its parts.

C This part contains functions placing requirements on sections within one
half of the cooling circuit. For each section, it requires that it provides
the necessary sensors. The requirements are satisfied in section E.

D This part is similar to part C, however deals with the other half of the
circuit.

E Finally, this part locates sensors in the sub-sections of the cooling circuit
and assigns them their roles.

This structure of increasing level of detail enabled reuse of requirements
across the layers. Each function in section E that locates the concrete sensors
is called on average 4.33 times from section C and D. This minimizes the
number of times that the properties of each sensor are described in section E
despite the varying placement of sensors.

Analysis of the Model

The configuration contained a total of 138 nodes in all the chains of rules.
There were 21 functions, which were called from 43 places in the configuration.
There were 10 types of requirements, which were required in 15 places and
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Figure 10.9: Number of requirement nodes (Y-axis) based on how many tem-
plates of ClimaCheck are supported (X-axis).

could be satisfied in 21 different ways. There were 99 positive and 12 negative
links between nodes.

We were able to keep the length of chains relatively short thanks to the
use of functions and requirements. The median length of a chain was 3 nodes,
while the longest one had 5 nodes.

The high number of functions and requirements enabled good reuse of
definitions in the configuration. It is shown by the fact that only 38 device
definitions were required even though the 25 templates each contained between
13 and 40 devices.

We further investigated how does the size of the model grow as we in-
crease the number of supported ClimaCheck templates. Figure 10.9 shows
a chart where the X-axis shows the number of supported templates and the
Y-axis shows the size of the model. One can see that the model increases on a
logarithmic-like scale, where as more templates are supported, more require-
ments can be reused among them. Templates 0–15 contain a single circuit,
whereas templates 16–26 contain two circuits. Since two-circuit templates
contain the same sections as single-circuit templates, supporting more circuits
doesn’t significantly change the model. The use of parametrized functions
and requirements made adding support for new templates possible without
changing the existing parts in the configuration.

Contributions

The exercise showed that the model is expressive enough to describe the tem-
plates provided by ClimaCheck and differentiate between them. Using the
concepts such as parametrized functions and partial requirements, we were
able to structure the model in layers with increasing level of detail. This en-
abled tackling the repetitive nature of the installation templates. We showed
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the model grows slower the more templates are supported and the more re-
quirements can be reused among them. Furthermore, adding new templates
doesn’t significantly change the models.

10.8 Conclusion
Industrial products, such as pumps or sensors, may be applied in different
types of installations in which they are configured in different ways. Currently,
external controllers are provided by third-parties to customize the products.
Unless support for modeling targeted installations is improved, customization
without the use of external controllers will result in more complex configu-
ration of the installations. This paper fills the gap of modeling requirements
on physical properties of IoT installations and proposes a novel process for
configuring industrial installations.

GIMLE is a visual language that provides the expressiveness and scala-
bility to model the installations. It makes use of two visual programming
styles in order to separate the logical flow of the requirements from their de-
tails. Due to the repetitive nature of industrial installations, support for reuse
within the models is a crucial part of the language. We were able to evaluate
expressiveness and scalability of GIMLE using real-world use cases. Reflec-
tion with domain experts showed a need for the process and uncovered ways
in which to clarify how it fits within the current practice and prepare it for
use in production settings.
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Abstract

This paper proposes and evaluates an approach for building models
of installed industrial cyber-physical systems using augmented reality on
smartphones. Instead of configuring complex systems, system installers
model their physical properties, which are processed to recommend soft-
ware configurations. A visual language for annotating devices, contain-
ers, flows of liquids and networking connections in augmented reality is
proposed. The proposed approach is evaluated in a study with 16 do-
main experts. Their comments show that the approach can enable a less
error-prone configuration for more complex systems. Opportunities for
improvement in usability and reflections on the potential of the approach
are discussed.

11.1 Introduction
Smart and connected products open new opportunities for product manufac-
turers to innovate and compete through software. More capable embedded
software platforms that support updatability of software enable products to
adapt their functionality based on context of usage [86]. It is expected that the
capabilities will result in products being produced with standardized hardware
that is customized only after their delivery to customers using software [198].
This opens challenges in software configuration of multi-purpose products at
customer sites.

Configuration of industrial products is challenging already in the current
practice. In industrial domains (e.g., cooling, heating, or water-treatment),
products are configured during a commissioning process that is relatively com-
plex and prone to errors or suboptimal configuration [19]. It involves system
installers in choosing correct set-points, types of control, triggers, sensor de-
pendencies and other programming [208]. Domain knowledge is necessary to
complete the configuration, which can take a day or multiple days in case of
problems.

One way to support system installers in configuring industrial products is
to improve end-user programming environments, for instance, by using aug-
mented reality [116] or virtual reality [88]. However, as systems become more
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complex with heterogeneous sensors and actuators and the configuration space
expands with new software solutions and services by third-parties, the process
becomes tedious and error-prone. On the other hand, related work [Paper
B] has shown that given knowledge about physical properties of systems, the
software configuration of devices can be inferred. In this scenario, instead of
directly configuring industrial products, the installers are recommended rel-
evant and complete configuration options (applications) based on the usage
context. This paper aims to support this tactic by enabling installers describe
usage contexts of systems required to infer their software configurations.

Our collaboration with a large manufacturer of industrial products has
shown that to be able to infer correct software configurations of products,
expressive models of physical configurations of systems are necessary. In the
studied water control and treatment domain, the models of physical configura-
tions of systems should include properties of individual products, their topolo-
gies, flows of liquids in systems and networking connections. Such information
is often represented in system documentation (e.g., P&ID diagrams), however
they are rarely available in electronic form [15] and system-owners are often
reluctant in sharing such documentation [126].

This paper proposes to support system installers in configuring industrial
products by building models of physical configuration of systems that can be
used to infer their software configuration. As shown in Figure 11.1, it develops
a smartphone app that enables system installers model assembled systems in-
situ using augmented reality. In contrast with other approaches for modeling
systems [131, 232], it enables modeling more expressive properties and rela-
tions in industrial systems, including flows of liquids and networking. The app
provides a visual language to place semantic annotations of systems in-situ.
The process is evaluated in a study with 16 domain experts. We discuss their
reflections and observations on the usability, usefulness and potential of the
approach.

11.2 Related Work

Related work on end-user programming has used augmented [116] and virtual
reality [88] to provide spatially situated programming constructs for configur-
ing smart environments. Instead of programming, this work aims to support
users in modeling industrial installations. This relates to the work by Mayer et
al. [164], however instead of modeling the installations to infer configuration,
they enabled end-users to model their goals to infer configuration.

Work on simultaneous localization and mapping in smart spaces has en-
abled automatic generation of blueprints of indoor environments [158]. How-
ever, the blueprints were on the level of rooms or device proximity. Valentin et.
al [232] enabled surface reconstruction from segments semantically labeled by
users. However, surface reconstruction doesn’t provide information about re-
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Figure 11.1: System installers are involved in creating virtual 3D models of
industrial systems using augmented reality on smartphones. They do so by
placing annotations of devices, containers and their contained objects, flows of
liquids and networking connections within the systems. The created models
are processed to automatically infer and recommend configuration options to
the installers.

lations between objects in scenes. Similarly, Vanderhulst et al. [235] proposed
an approach to model and explore resources in smart environments using on-
tologies. Our work aims to model complete systems including relations of their
parts.

Augmented reality has been used in manufacturing to support planning
layouts of production lines [185]. While some related work only enabled plan-
ning layouts by placing new components in production lines [101], Jiang et
al. [131] proposed an approach to model existing components on shop-floors
using simple shapes. However, the models only described volumes of objects
without more semantic information about them or their relations.

Several approaches for automated 3D reconstruction of industrial installa-
tions have been proposed with varying limitations. Early work by Vosselman
et al. [239] focused on fitting pipelines in gradient images with pre-selected
CAD models. Lee et al. [151] also enabled reconstruction of pipeline mod-
els but using laser scanned data. Rabbani et al. [200] enabled reconstructing
more complex shapes by fitting CAD models with constructive solid geometry
primitives on data based on a combination of images and laser-scanned point
clouds. However, the models had to be combined manually. More recently, Son
et al. [217] made use of a combination of laser-scan data and prior knowledge
(based on system diagrams) to reconstruct complete systems. In contrast, we
propose a more lightweight process that doesn’t require laser scans of installa-
tions and enables an ad-hoc modeling of heterogeneous installations. Instead
of large scale installations addressed by the previous work, we focus on denser
installations with various hard-to-reach parts. Finally, we enable modeling
virtual connections between devices and differ in our end goal—supporting
software configuration.
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11.3 Industrial Use Case

To guide the development and provide a basis for evaluation of the approach,
we made use of an industrial system as a case for this work. It is a water
treatment system for producing drinking water by filtering bacteria, viruses
and particles from raw water sources. The system works by pumping dirty
water from a large waste-water container. The dirty water is pumped through
filters (pre-filter and membrane) and disinfected using a chemical dosed by a
dosing pump. After filtering and disinfecting, clean water is produced to a
food-grade container. Since the filters get dirty over time, the system provides
a cleaning process which pumps the water in the opposite direction, from the
food-grade container to the waste-water container. The cleaning process is
triggered based on measurements from pressure sensors. The production and
cleaning processes are supported by different circulation pumps. There are
five motor valves in the system that open and close based on the current
process. Additional pressure and level sensors are placed in containers to
prevent overflowing them and dry-operation.

Overall, the system configuration used in our development and feedback
sessions with experts contained the following parts: 3 containers with differ-
ent types of resources, 4 sensors, 3 pumps, 5 valves, 2 filters, 7 direct net-
working connections, 2 network addresses and 17 flows of liquids between the
components. The mentioned parts of the system are shown in a Piping and
Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) in Figure 11.2.

The system was chosen because of its complexity and space constraints
that reflect other similar installations in the real world. It provided realistic
constraints on its physical construction and placement. It was a very packed
system, with several components occluded and hard to reach. It was placed
with limited spacing around the installation and limited lighting. There were
reflective light surfaces as well as dark areas. These constraints are shown in
Figures 11.1, 11.3 and 11.4.

11.4 Proposed Visual Language

We aimed to propose a lightweight and flexible approach for building 3D mod-
els of industrial systems. To make the approach lightweight, we avoided using
dedicated sensors, such as laser scanners [217], to map the systems. To provide
a flexible solution that can model a large variety of devices, containers as well
as flows and relations between objects, we decided to rely on manual anno-
tations from installers instead of more automated recognition [168]. Through
these design choices, we trade the precision of manually placed annotations
for their reliability and flexibility.

Inspired by related work [116, 131], we developed an augmented reality
app that enables installers place annotations situated in actual installations.
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Figure 11.2: Piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) showing compo-
nents, flows and networking of a water treatment system used as a case in this
work. The system was used to guide the development and during evaluation
with domain experts.

This provides an intuitive way to reconstruct 3D models of systems by using
their actual assembly as basis for modeling.

Due to the pervasiveness of smartphones and common use of apps for
configuration of smart homes and industrial products, we developed an aug-
mented reality interface for smartphones. Concretely, we make use of the
Apple ARKit [14] framework, which provides high precision world tracking of
device’s position using visual-inertial odometry.

In the rest of this section, we describe a visual language provided by the
app to annotate properties of industrial installations.

Object Annotations

The app provided a visual language that built annotations on top of objects
in the installation to model their properties. Approaches for annotating real-
world objects in augmented reality tend to build on a drawing metaphor to
color an existing object [232] or draw around it [181]. Alternatively, the user
may be involved in expanding regular shapes around the objects [131].

In this work, we made use of the fact that the annotated objects have
known dimensions and shapes. The app provided a library of annotations
for devices and containers that could be added to the scene. The library
required minimal information about the objects to create an annotation—its
shape (cylinder or box), dimensions and color. This made it simple to add
annotations for new types of devices and containers. Since the annotations had
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Figure 11.3: Part of the industrial system
used as a case for this work from front. It
shows darker areas and reflective surfaces
that made placing annotations more chal-
lenging.

Figure 11.4: Limited space
around one side of the system
meant that some objects were
more difficult to access.

predefined dimensions, the user didn’t need to adjust them in the scene. The
user just placed them so that they overlapped the objects being annotated.
The annotations were transparent and provided bounding boxes of objects
(see Figure 11.5).

Gestures for Placing Annotations

Two types of gestures were provided for moving annotations within a 3D
scene: single-finger gestures for automatically discovering a surface to place
the annotations on and two-finger gestures for freely moving them within the
scene.

By dragging the annotations with one finger, the user could place them at
the nearest surface with regards to the position of their finger on the screen.
To find the nearest surface, the app made use of feature-points discovered
by the ARKit framework in the scene. Feature-points are visible points in
the frames that the framework tracks and identifies their distance through
camera movement. The app provided further smoothing of the detected points
to discard anomalous results. Thus, using the gesture, annotations could be
placed at a distance that was automatically calculated using feature points in
the scene. However, feature points were hard to identify in darker areas or on
reflective surface.

To enable adjustment of the placed annotations and support moving ob-
jects in case surface couldn’t be detected, the app provided additional two-
finger gestures to freely translate and rotate them in the scene. We imple-
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mented similar gestures as suggested by Liu et al. [156] for moving objects in
3D space. The following two-finger gestures were provided:

1. By two-finger panning on the screen, the annotations were translated
along X and Y axis in the camera coordinates.

2. By pinching, they could be translated along the Z axis, i.e., towards or
away from the camera.

3. By holding two fingers on an annotation and moving the phone, the
annotation followed the movement of the camera in the scene.

4. Finally, by using a two-finger swiveling gesture, annotations could be
rotated (shown in Figure 11.6).

Relations and Properties of Objects

Tapping on annotations opened options for describing additional properties
and relations of annotated objects. The following options were available: (1)
adding flows of liquids, (2) describing networking of devices, (3) adding con-
tained objects in a container, and (4) editing labels and removing annotations.

Flows of liquids were described by tapping on an annotation, selecting
“Add flow” and tapping on another annotation. This created a visual link
between the annotations in the shape of a pipe with an arrow indicating the
direction of the flow (see Figure 11.5). In case objects were connected by pipes
with bends, one could also tap on the bends when adding flows to follow the
actual pipes more closely.

Networking of devices could be described using two types of relations:
(1) direct connections of devices, and (2) addresses on bus networks. Two
devices could be connected with a direct connection (e.g., analog, relay) by
tapping an object, choosing its port, tapping another object and choosing its
port. This created a thin dotted link between the two devices. Addresses on
bus networks (e.g., ModBus) could be entered upon tapping an object and
choosing the corresponding option.

Finally, containment relations described which objects or resources were
contained within a container. Commonly, containers provide level or pressure
sensors. It is also relevant to know the resource that is contained within
a container (e.g., quality of water, type of chemical). These objects could
be added through an option when tapping on a container. Upon adding an
object to the container, it was shown in a cradle in front of the container (see
Figure 11.7).
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Figure 11.5: Liquid flows between an-
notations shown as pipes connecting
objects. Flows had different colors
and thicknesses of pipes—they were
defined by the objects that output the
flow. In this Figure, the flow origi-
nates from a container with dirty wa-
ter and thus is shown using a thick,
brown annotation of a pipe. This
helps differentiate between different
flows in the installation (e.g., dirty
water, clean water, chemicals).

Figure 11.6: Two finger gestures for
translating and rotating annotations.
Annotations could be rotated along
their Y-axis (yaw) using a two-finger
swiveling gesture. They could also
be rotated by 90 along their X-
axis (pitch) by double tapping them.
Since we only found a need for these
types of rotations in the analysed sys-
tems, we do not enable any other to
simplify the interaction.

Inferring Software Configuration

As mentioned, we aimed to use the created models of systems to infer software
configuration for configurable products placed in the systems. In this work,
we followed an approach that relates to variability management. Variability
management provides mechanisms to adapt software behavior based on usage
contexts of products [48]. It uses variability models to define constraints
of software variants on the usage contexts. Although traditional variability
models enable only a limited vocabulary of constraints on the usage contexts,
we aimed to use the complete system models to derive configured software
variants.
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Figure 11.7: Annotation of a chemi-
cal container. The container contains
NaOCl and a level sensor, which are
shown in a cradle on front side of the
annotation.

Figure 11.8: Recommendation for a
software application inferred based
on modeled system properties. It
contains software configuration to be
deployed to devices in the system.

To do so, we built on prior work by Tomlein et al. [228], who introduced
a rule-based system, GIMLE, that enables modeling variability rules with ex-
pressive constraints on physical configuration of systems. To derive software
variants, it uses semantic reasoning to process the system models and evaluate
the variability rules. The reasoning process produces deployment and config-
uration plans for relevant software variants (applications). The applications
derived by GIMLE were presented as recommendations to system installers
in the developed smartphone app as shown in Figure 11.8. The installers
could choose to install the recommended applications. The selected applica-
tions contained configuration settings that could be pushed to the configurable
products. The actual deployment architecture is outside of the scope of this
paper.

In order to support the semantic reasoning, 3D models of systems had to
be serialized into semantic descriptions in Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [240]. Annotated devices, resources, liquid flows, containment relations
and networking connections were translated into an ontological representation.
A custom ontology was used in this work, but existing schemas could be
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Figure 11.9: Experience of participants in different areas regarding industrial
systems. In total, 16 participants, employed at our industrial partner, took
part in the study.

applicable as well [23, 108].

3D Model Viewer

We also developed a desktop app that received the created models and pro-
vided a 3D environment to browse the annotated objects, their layout, prop-
erties, flows and networking connections. Figure 11.1 shows a model of the
targeted system visualized using the app. The app was used to enable partic-
ipants in the feedback sessions reflect on the created models.

11.5 Feedback Sessions

To identify limitations, discuss feasibility for real-world use and find opportu-
nities for further exploration, we conducted feedback sessions with employees
at our industrial partner—a large manufacturer of industrial products used
for water control. 16 (2 female) participants took part in the sessions. They
were aged 27 to 57 years (median 40 years). They had 2.5 to 30 years (median
13 years) of experience with industrial systems. They spanned different roles
including technicians, product and program managers, water technology spe-
cialists, engineers and UX designer. Figure 11.9 shows their experience with
respect to industrial systems.

Protocol

Participants were introduced to the goal of the system and underwent a brief
training demonstration on a simple installation with one pump and one water
tank with a temperature sensor. All modeling concepts including describing
flows, networking connections and containment relations were demonstrated.
The participants were also explained the gestures for manipulating annota-
tions and their differences. The training took 5 – 10 minutes.
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Figure 11.10: Likert scale agreement to statements that the app was enjoyable
to use and straightforward to learn to use. Learnability was also shown by
the fact that participants could complete the tasks after only 5–10 minutes of
training.

Afterwards, the participants were given a task to model the discussed in-
dustrial system. They were given P&ID diagrams of the system as shown in
Figure 11.2. We didn’t influence their use of the app. Since not all partici-
pants were intimately familiar with the specific set-up, we provided help and
guidance to explain the location of components and connections in the instal-
lation. All participants completed the task in 15 to 26 minutes (median 22
minutes). Their models were successfully evaluated and they received correct
application recommendations.

We briefly explored the created models with the participants on the desk-
top application. Finally, the participants filled out a questionnaire with Likert
scale and open questions. The questionnaire was used to guide the discussion
and the participants were asked follow-up questions to reflect on the process.
This part took 15+ minutes, depending on their availability.

We made screen and audio recordings and saved the created models for fur-
ther analysis. The next subsection discusses reflections made by participants
and our observations.

Observations and Reflections

Overall, most participants found it straightforward to learn and enjoyable to
use the app (see responses in Figure 11.10). Several common themes were
identified in their reflections and our observations of their tasks as discussed
in this section.

Working from a larger distance We observed a preference of some par-
ticipants (P1, P7, P9, P10) to work from larger distances to the installation.
Instead of coming physically closer to the objects to annotate them or in-
spect their annotations, they intuitively expected to be able to zoom in on
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them from afar. This made them wonder: “How do I get deeper into the
system?” (P1). After initial confusion due to the unfamiliarity of working
with smartphone-based AR, they realized that it is necessary to move closer.
Since the app couldn’t accurately reconstruct the surface of the objects from
larger distances, annotations in such cases were difficult to place. We added
a warning message telling the user to move closer to the object when the app
detects that they are placing an annotation from afar (> 1m). However, bet-
ter surface detection with a dedicated depth camera could enable a possibly
more convenient interaction.

Snapping annotations to objects Participants P9, P10, P13 and P16
were in doubt whether they placed the annotations correctly with regards to
the annotated objects. They expected confirmation from the app whether it
found the annotated object: “How can I see that it understood it?” (P9). A
possible solution would be to use edges of objects to snap annotations in place.
However, it requires a more precise depth perception of the scene. Limitations
in depth perception provided by the ARKit framework were also shown in
comments of participants: “I’m too perfectionistic and it’s not so good at
hitting it spot on.” (P7). We observed variances in how precisely participants
placed annotations with regards to the actual objects being annotated. The
variances could be lowered by automatically snapping annotations to shapes
in detected surfaces.

Making connections On the other hand, as Figure 11.11 shows, creating
connections between annotations was easier for the participants than plac-
ing annotations. P5 and P7 positively commented on the ability to make
the connections from a further distance where they had an overview of the
installation. Describing flows and networking was easier for them since the
interaction doesn’t require placing annotations in the scene, only connecting
them by selection. A couple of participants (P9, P14) suggested hiding irrel-
evant options when creating the connections. For instance, when creating a
flow from a chemical container, only dosing pumps closeby should be possible
to select. Similarly, when choosing where a valve is connected to, only devices
with a relay output should be shown.

Judging distance from camera Under some circumstances (reflective
white surfaces, dark corners), the app couldn’t find any feature points in
the scene in order to recognize surfaces. In those cases, the participants had
to use the two finger gesture to place the annotations. Since the gestures do
not snap the annotations to any surface, they give the user freedom to place
them anywhere. Participants P4 and P12 reflected that it was difficult to
judge the distance of the annotations from camera (along Z-axis in camera
coordinates). In several cases they placed the annotations behind the actual
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Figure 11.11: Likert scale responses to questions on how easy it was to place
different types of annotations. The participants found it easier to describe
flows and networking connections than to place annotations for devices and
containers.

objects. Showing shadows of objects on the ground improved the perception.
Distance between shadows and objects and positions of shadows enabled a bet-
ter judgment of the distance of annotations from the camera. Furthermore,
making the annotations exactly the same size as the objects and instructing
the participants to match the sizes of the annotations and the objects helped
with the problem.

Overlapping annotations The installation contained objects to be anno-
tated on both the front and back side of its rack. This meant that annotations
made on one side were still visible when the user went around the installation
to the other side. Some participants (P1, P12, P13) commented that anno-
tations made on one side were confusing them and made it more difficult to
place annotations on the other side. The app provided an optional feature (ac-
tivated with a button) to scale down (by 5x) objects further from the camera
than a chosen threshold (50cm). When introduced to this feature, partici-
pants found it helpful to hide irrelevant objects when annotating another side
of the installation. However, when inspecting the complete installation, P12
preferred to disable the feature and show all annotations in their actual size.

Inspecting models Several participants (P4, P7, P11, P16) suggested that
the created models also translate into a standard piping and instrumentation
diagram (P&ID) to give a 2D overview of the model (similar to Figure 11.2).
The standard representation would make it easier to investigate the complete-
ness and compare against other documentation. When inspecting the created
3D models on a PC, some (P1, P2, P15) were positively surprised by how
close the model reflected the placement of components and their connections
in the real installation. Some (P4, P10, P11, P13) suggested using real images
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and models of the components in the virtual view instead of their bounding
shapes.

Structured interaction Although they were free to create the annotations
in any order, several participants (P5, P7, P10, P12, P13) decided to build
the models in three steps: (1) place devices and containers, (2) connect flow
between them, and (3) connect their networking. Moreover, P10 and P13
asked for separate modes in the app for each of the steps. Separating the
interface in a hierarchy of the steps could simplify it and provide better support
for the tasks.

An alternative type of interaction was suggested by P9: instead of rec-
ommending applications at the end based on the created models, let the user
choose the desired application at the start and guide them to annotate the rel-
evant objects. Guiding the user through the system could make the interaction
easier and more efficient. It could also help with a problem that some partic-
ipants commented on: to annotate more complex systems, installers need to
follow their diagrams otherwise they could make mistakes or miss some parts
of them.

Usefulness As shown in Figure 11.12, the participants generally agreed with
the usefulness of the process for automating software configuration. As P3
commented, it can provide a safer alternative to the current practice: “It
will make for a more safe installation. You will have a better hit-rate for
commissioning installations. You (installer) will make less mistakes.”. On
the other hand, participants P5 and P11 commented that the advantage is
smaller for simple installations and single products that don’t need to adapt
to the installation they are placed in. They could most clearly see the benefit
in installations where the control logic operates with multiple actuators and
sensors placed around the installation with different roles.

Other opportunities P9, P12 and P16 suggested to use the 3D models to
not only validate installations against requirements of applications, but also
against domain knowledge on physical configuration of installations. The 3D
information enables a number of constraints to be checked, such as: dosing
pumps not too high above chemical tanks, bends of pipes not too tight, enough
straight pipes before flow sensors, enough distance between pumps and valves,
and more. These constraints influence the efficiency and operation of the sys-
tems and are commonly not carried out in practice. Using the models, issues
could be brought up to the attention of installers and software on devices
in the installation could be optimized to their physical configuration. How-
ever, some constraints (e.g., checking bends of pipes) require more precise and
granular models of flows.
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Figure 11.12: Participants saw potential of created models to enable more
intelligent control and logic of products that is better adapted and optimized
for systems they are placed in. Their usefulness for commissioning was seen
for more complex systems. Reflections for other uses of models are discussed
in the text.

Several other uses of the models were suggested. They could be useful to
provide recommendations for extension of the current system with new sen-
sors or new subsystems to integrate with it. Uses for documentation, logging
of activities, remote assistance, training, and situated data visualization and
debugging were suggested. Participants P4, P7, P9, P12, and P15 were ex-
cited about the possibility to use image recognition, barcode and QR code
scanning or NFC to automatically recognize objects. Automatic recognition
could simplify the interaction and provide more information about objects in
installations.

11.6 Lessons Learned

This section reflects on the proposed modeling approach and findings from the
study with experts and summarizes the lessons learned.

Flexibility vs. Precision

We identified an important trade-off to be made between the flexibility and
the precision of models. Although the related work [97, 200, 217] has enabled
automated recognition of different parts of systems and objects, the studied
system provided several properties that would be difficult or not possible to
recognize automatically using the approaches: components in occluded places
within the system, flows of different liquids and networking connections, ob-
jects in poor lighting and with reflective surfaces, and hidden information that
could not be visually recognized (e.g., types of chemicals in containers).
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This work argued that by involving system installers in modeling systems,
they can guide the process and better handle special cases and irregularities
in systems compared to more automated processes. Manual annotations allow
us to capture relations between objects and a wider range of products with-
out requiring models for automated recognition. On the other hand, as the
participants suggested, more automated techniques can simplify the interac-
tion, extract more information about objects and locate objects with higher
precision. We see a combination of both approaches important in the future.

Working with Situated Annotations of Objects

The task of annotating physical components by placing bounding shapes
around them seemed intuitive to the participants and they quickly adopted
the gestures to place, rotate and translate annotations. However, we found
several opportunities to further improve the task: (1) support placing annota-
tions from a larger distance, (2) improve perception of distance to annotations,
and (3) make the visualization of annotations more realistic.

Placing annotations from a larger distance was limited by surface recog-
nition of the supporting AR-framework, which couldn’t accurately assess the
distance to objects from afar. Using a dedicated depth camera could en-
able working from larger distances. We tried to improve the perception of
distance to annotations by adding shadows and minimizing annotations far
away. These features helped, but judging distance of annotations was still
problematic. It could further be improved by dimming annotations or making
them more transparent based on their distance. Finally, the simplified visu-
alization of pipes using straight tubes and objects using bounding boxes was
problematic in situations where such annotations overlapped and were diffi-
cult to map to actual objects. Preventing overlapping of flows and making
the bounding shapes closer reflect actual shapes of objects could improve the
inspectability of models.

Need for Guidance

We learned that the freedom provided by the modeling process was demanding
for the participants to model the relatively complex system since it relied on
their ability to remember all components and relations to be modeled, to keep
track of the progress, and to identify shapes and correctly place annotations
for modeled components. We saw a need to provide more guidance and sup-
port throughout the modeling process by (1) letting users follow predefined
templates, (2) showing progress on a standard 2D diagram, and (3) snapping
annotations to objects based on their shapes.

By letting users choose desired application templates upfront, the app
could guide them through modeled systems and ask for placement and con-
nections between required components. Showing progress on a 2D diagram
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(e.g., P&ID) could give a better overview of already annotated parts of the
system. Given improvements in surface recognition, annotations could snap to
shapes of objects and improve the precision and ease of placing annotations.

Potential of Structural Context-Awareness of Systems

This work showed the potential in providing awareness of the structure of sys-
tems that is lacking in the current practice. In the current practice, industrial
products are provided configuration solutions [216] by system installers that
contain constants such as set-points or control algorithms without the context
that influences such decisions. We have learned that using structural models
of systems can enable an automated reasoning and derivation of configuration
solutions that are optimized for the given system. For sufficiently complex
systems, automating the reasoning can save time and enable safer and more
optimized systems. Participants in our study could build a model of the sys-
tem in under 30 minutes. This enables significant time savings compared to
commissioning in the current practice, which takes between half a day and
a day to correctly configure individual products in the system. Furthermore,
as the participants reflected, structural awareness can support validation of
physical configuration of systems and prevent common mistakes in their as-
sembly.

11.7 Discussion
In this paper, we showed that virtual 3D models of industrial systems may
be easily built with a lightweight process by the use of augmented reality on
smartphones. The process enabled domain experts with various backgrounds
create models of a realistically complex system with objects that were hard
to reach, packed close to each other, placed in dark corners and with limited
spacing around the system. With minimal training (5 – 10 minutes), the par-
ticipants could complete models of the system in reasonable times (15 – 26
minutes). As discussions with domain experts have shown, models of systems
open opportunities for easier configuration, better communication, documen-
tation and validation of installations. Participant P6 predicted that they will
have a huge importance in the future: “In the future any structure/installation
will need to exist virtually also or it doesn’t exist!”. Additionally, geometric
models of spaces have long been deemed important for ubiquitous computing
in general [53]. A granular model as introduced in this paper could enable
smarter interaction with the IoT than currently used proximity-based mod-
els [53].

Projects within the Industry 4.0 vision have worked on supporting un-
trained workers in assembly of highly customized physical components [96].
However, systems composed of customized hardware components also require
customized software to integrate and control them. Similar to how smartphone
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ecosystems enable customization through software applications, Kortuem et
al. [141] argued for the need of software marketplaces enabling sharing IoT
applications. However, due to the heterogeneity of IoT and the dependen-
cies between physical and software components, software integration in IoT is
much more complex. We argue that the use of system models to validate phys-
ical constraints of systems expected by applications and automate the software
configuration could enable a do-it-yourself process that involves users with-
out prior training and alleviates some of the struggles with deploying IoT
systems [227]. By enabling modeling in augmented reality on smartphones,
without additional hardware (such as laser scanners), the approach is flexible
to model a wide range of properties in heterogeneous systems.

To support real-world validity of the approach, this work focused on an
industrial water treatment system. We argue that the presented approach
is also applicable in domains such as chemical [134] and liquor process in-
dustries [226] or manufacturing production lines [169]. Similar to the water
treatment domain, the computation provided by end-devices in the indus-
trial plants depends on their topologies. In order to support awareness of the
physical processes, the systems often provide virtual representations, Digital
Twins [206]. However, building the virtual representations is associated with a
high cost of modeling that takes a large portion of engineering effort in deliv-
ery projects [120, 126]. The presented approach could make building system
models more accessible for small to medium sized installations.

Our work focused on a dense system with components tightly assembled in
a small space. Supporting modeling of sparse systems in large buildings with
multiple storeys could provide additional challenges with using augmented
reality-based annotations that should be investigated in future work. We also
see future work in maintaining created models over time as systems change.
Updating existing models manually or detecting changes automatically could
enable an automated reconfiguration of systems.

11.8 Conclusions
This paper proposed a lightweight and flexible approach for modeling com-
plex industrial systems using augmented reality on smartphones. 16 domain
experts were involved in and successfully completed their tasks to model an
industrial system using the developed app. Their reflections and observation
have shown ways to improve placing annotations situated in industrial systems
and guide installers through the modeling process. The value of the models
to enable an easier and less error-prone software configuration was seen for
more complex systems involving multiple configurable components and rela-
tions between them. Several other uses of the models were suggested, such as
to validate the physical configurations of systems using domain knowledge.
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Abstract

Activity recognition is inherent to the vision of Internet-of-Things-
enabled smart environments and enables end-users to perform activi-
ties of interest and have their smart environments respond appropri-
ately. However as smart environments evolve and are expanded over
time, the effort that end-users and others put into training their activity
recognition models may be wasted, as those models degrade with these
evolutions. This paper works on the problem of transferring activity
recognition knowledge in the face of different maintenance or expansion
operations, such as replacing a sensor or expanding activity recognition
to a new room. We work with a novel sensing modality within smart
homes, multi-sensor packages, which provide an integrated package that
can sense a wide range of activities. Using a data collection from three
spaces and 16 activities, we show that the maintenance and expansion
operations have a varying effect on the performance of trained activity
recognition models and identify a set of factors that influence it. Due
to the large variance in performance of transferred models, we focus
our contribution on preventing the transfer of models that would per-
form suboptimally in the changed setting. We propose an algorithm
recommendation pipeline that makes use of meta-knowledge from pre-
vious maintenance operations to evaluate the transferability of different
model representations through several steps. By adapting to different
maintenance and expansion operations, the pipeline can save up to 53%
of the effort to retrain activity recognition and filter out 94% of transfers
with suboptimal performance. The adaptive choice of model represen-
tations improves upon using the same model representation by 0.14 F1
score on average. We discuss tradeoffs made in relation to coverage of
use cases and workload of the person performing the maintenance and
expansion operations.
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12.1 Introduction

There have been tremendous advances over the past decade in sensing within
indoor environments, such as homes and buildings, to turn them into “smarter”
structures. The motivation around these efforts have ranged from improving
comfort and productivity in the smart office space [24], to reducing building
energy usage [10], to enabling new experiences in a home [54, 80]. The recent
interest in voice as an interface, enabled by devices such as the Amazon Echo
and Google Home, have only served to accelerate this growth with a num-
ber of novel Internet-of-Things (IoT) sensors, devices, and appliances being
developed and brought to market.

To continue to support this vision of smart or IoT-enabled environments,
a key requirement is to be able to detect human activity accurately, for ex-
ample, what devices an occupant is using or what they are doing in the space
(e.g., watching TV, washing dishes, etc.). Typically, prior work in activity
recognition has proposed using sensors on the occupant’s device, such as a
smartphone [13, 157] or a smartwatch [38, 242], or distributing several simple
and single-channel sensors throughout the infrastructure [10, 159, 190], and
more recently by combining multiple sensing modalities [207]. However, recent
work by Laput et al. [147] shows that a single “Mites” sensor, can potentially
sense a wide variety of indoor activities, showing high accuracy in detecting
a number of common activities around a home. This concept of integrating
multiple sensors into a single easy-to-deploy package is catching on with var-
ious commercial options also becoming available [43, 125, 163]. The strong
appeal of such an integrated sensor package is the ease of maintenance and
use over time (number of devices to manage and batteries to change, ease
of fusing/analyzing data, etc.). In our work, we will explore the use of inte-
grated multi-sensor packages for supporting activity recognition, particularly
for maintenance and expansion activities.

However, despite the rich work conducted by the research community on
pervasive sensing and activity recognition, one critical aspect that has not
been studied is how practical these smart sensor deployments are over time,
i.e., when these sensors are deployed for months or even years, with changing
environmental conditions. Prior work has not looked at how the accuracy of
activity detection changes, as sensors get moved, replaced or even upgraded
with new versions. Common maintenance scenarios include replacing a sensor
with the same type or a new type of sensor, moving a sensor to a different lo-
cation in the same space, or some combination thereof. In contrast, expansion
scenarios include adding sensors to new locations to detect the same activities.

In this work, we show that consistent with prior work, detecting a set
of activities that a system has been specifically trained on, without making
any changes to sensor placement or expanding a deployment, indeed works
reasonably well with standard machine learning algorithms and approaches.
However, when these trained models are re-used during seemingly common
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maintenance and expansion tasks, like those mentioned above, the perfor-
mance and accuracy of activity detection drops significantly. Note that in
this work, while we do build and test a variety of models, our goal is not
to evaluate the accuracy of activity recognition across sensor platforms or
moved sensors, but instead to understand the impact of these maintenance
and expansion tasks on activity recognition. In particular, we observe large
variance in the accuracy for detecting activities from the original setting that
they were trained on, to different settings (new spaces, or different sensors),
depending on factors such as the underlying characteristics of the activity, the
proximity of the sensor and the activity, the sensor characteristics, and the
machine learning models employed. One approach to addressing the problem
of reduced accuracy is to simply train a new set of models for the mainte-
nance or expansion task being considered. However, retraining models for
anything beyond a handful of activities could be quite time consuming and
human effort-intensive, as new labeled training data needs to be collected for
each and every activity.

To address this challenge, we develop a novel approach for performing
transfer learning for activity recognition in IoT deployments, which takes into
account the practical maintenance and expansion tasks that will occur in
longer term deployments. We first highlight the various factors that affect
the accuracy of transferring machine learning models to new settings due to
maintenance and expansion, including the type of activity, sensor type, and
placement of sensors. Next, we propose a new meta-learning approach that
allows us to predict the performance of trained models when applied to these
new settings, based on a set of meta-features that include the classifier and
feature set used in a model, characteristics of the maintenance operation being
performed, and the performance of the model in the non-transfer case. This
prediction allows us to determine which activity recognition models are likely
to transfer well and which are not, and determine which model representations
(choice of classifier and feature set) are likely to perform well. We describe this
meta-learning approach in detail and demonstrate that this approach works
well in practice through a series of in-depth analyses.

We further show the trade off between our approach and having to retrain
a new set of activity recognizers for the target domain (i.e., new maintenance
or expansion setting). In particular, retraining classifiers requires a full set
of labeled data for each activity being transferred to the target domain, but
has improved coverage over the activities being transferred. In contrast, our
approach only requires labeled data for a minimal set of activities being trans-
ferred, but does not achieve full coverage.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this work.

• We present a set of four routine maintenance and expansion tasks in
an IoT environment, showing that these tasks make activity recognition
challenging and we highlight the factors that lead to significant decreases
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in overall performance as a result of these tasks. The four tasks we
consider are:

– Replacing a faulty sensor with a replica,

– Moving a sensor from one location to another within the same room,

– Replacing a faulty sensor or upgrading a sensor to a different sensor
type, and

– Expanding an IoT environment by placing a sensor in a previously
un-instrumented room to detect activities in that room.

• We propose a meta-learning based approach that can mitigate this de-
crease in activity recognition model performance when transferred to
target domains, such as when these routine maintenance or expansion
operations are performed. It does so by automatically building machine
learning models for activity recognition and predicting which of these
models are likely to transfer from a source domain on which they were
trained, to a target domain. In doing so, it prevents the negative trans-
fer of poorly performing models to the target domain, increasing overall
performance in the target domain.

• We evaluate our approach on multiple real world scenarios, utilizing
multiple sensor packages, and deployments in different environments.
We demonstrate that our approach saves significant training effort com-
pared to retraining activity recognizers for maintenance and expansion
operations. By adaptively choosing the algorithms and feature sets, our
meta-learning approach improves the performance of transferred models
over using the same model representations.

12.2 Related Work

We have grouped the related work that has inspired our research into two
categories. First, we describe the prior work in the area of transfer learning
and meta-learning, positioning and contrasting our work with them. Next, we
discuss the research in the general area of activity recognition in ubiquituous
computing environments, comparing and contrasting our work.

Transfer Learning

In general, transfer learning aims to reduce the effort to collect new training
data for a new machine learning problem, by reusing knowledge from other
problems [188]. Our problem of supporting the maintenance of activity recog-
nition models relates to transfer learning since we see the modified or expanded
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instrumented environments as a new problem and we aim to reuse knowledge
from training data from a previous installation.

Transfer learning deals with different changes in the source and target do-
mains. The domains might have a different feature space, marginal probability
distribution over the features or different tasks. In our problem of maintaining
and expanding IoT installations to support activity recognition, the different
domains have the same feature spaces. In the case of transfer across sensors
of the same type, the same sensor channels are present. In the case of transfer
across sensor boards, the intersection of the sensor channels can be used to
train models, thus the feature space does not change. On the other hand, the
marginal probability distribution over the features may be different due to
changes in the sensors, placements or rooms. With respect to tasks, both of
our domains use the same tasks – the activities that we want to recognize in
both domains – which implies a homogeneous transfer learning setting [188].

Relevant transfer learning approaches within this setting to correct for
shifts in marginal probability distributions can be grouped into the following
three categories:

1. Instance-based transfer learning, where training instances from one or
more source domains are transferred by reweighing them according to
differences in the target domain [59].

2. Asymmetrical feature-based transfer learning, that transforms the fea-
ture space of source domains using weights assigned based on data from
the target domain [72].

3. Symmetrical feature-based transfer learning, where a common latent
feature space between the two domains is discovered that reduces differ-
ences in the marginal distributions between domains [189].

Our proposed approach is related to symmetrical feature-based transfer
learning since we aim to reduce the feature spaces of models by predicting
sensor channels that provide domain-invariant features. However, our analy-
sis (Section 12.5) has shown that the maintenance and expansion operations
result in a wide variance in the performance of transferred models due to large
differences in the source and target domains. We argue that the variations
in performance of the transferred models make it difficult to deterministically
identify a single solution for improving the transfer for all activities, sensor
boards and changes in placements and spaces that would always result in ac-
ceptable performance. This has led us to consider another problem in transfer
learning, which is negative transfer.

Negative Transfer

When the source and target domains are not well related, any transferred
models will have a lower performance in the target domain. When information
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from the source domain is not only unhelpful, but also counter-productive, in
the target domain, this is referred to as negative transfer. Negative transfer
within transfer learning has not been widely researched [243]. Existing work
on negative transfer tends to work with measures of transferability that are
derived based on data from the source and target domains and is used to
evaluate the potential to transfer models from the source to the target domain.
We discuss three proposed approaches in more detail.

Eaton et al. [83] proposed to train logistic regression models for source and
target domains. The performance of the trained models across domains was
then compared and used to construct a graph with transferability measures.
The graph was used to derive a transfer function to determine the parameters
that may be transferred from the source domains to the target. Seah et al. [212]
proposed a framework that aligns the conditional distributions of source and
target domains. It pseudo-labels unlabeled target data based on a limited
amount of labeled data from the target domain. Source data that does not
align with the pseudo-labeled target data is removed. Ge et al. [102] present
an approach that assigns weights to source domains based on how related they
are to the target domain. It clusters source and target data and propagates
labels from limited labeled target data across the clusters. The sources are
weighted and evaluated by comparing the source and target clusters.

However, as pointed out by Weiss et al. [243], it is inherently difficult to de-
fine robust measurements for negative transfer that can relate the source and
target domains. The three proposed approaches just presented all make use of
limited labeled data from the target domain, as will our proposed approach.
Since our contribution is focused on supporting maintenance and expansion
operations, we propose to make use of information about these performed op-
erations to assess the transferability of models. As we explain next, instead
of assessing transferability based on limited labeled data from the target do-
main, we use meta-learning to predict the transferability of models based on
properties of maintenance operations.

Using Meta-learning to Support Transfer Learning

Meta-learning enables machine learning systems to adapt with experience [152].
The experience is usually extracted from previous learning episodes. In this
work, we are interested in one specific case of meta-learning, called algorithm
recommendation. The goal of algorithm recommendation is to predict an
algorithm suitable for a specific problem under study [152]. Algorithm rec-
ommendation has been applied for selecting or weighting algorithms across
various datasets, however the recommended models have largely been applied
in non-transfer settings [152].

Recently, Félix et al. [92] proposed that meta-learning and transfer learning
can support each other. They proposed a method that uses meta-learning for
source selection (finding the best source problem for addressing the new target
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problem) and transfer learning for adapting the selected source model to the
transfer domain. However, the method has not been fully implemented and
evaluated in their current work.

Researchers have applied meta-learning to learn model transformations on
source tasks that can be transferred to target tasks [11]. They have also ap-
plied meta-learning to learn and transfer a parameter function for text classi-
fication [81]. Furthermore, meta-features, used in algorithm recommendation,
have been applied for computation of similarity between datasets in transfer
learning [41].

In this work, we propose a new meta-learning approach that uses meta-
knowledge from previous transfers in sensor maintenance and expansion opera-
tions to assess and recommend transferable models. In contrast with past work
on algorithm recommendation, our approach learns from meta-knowledge ac-
quired during evaluations of models transferred across domains.

Summary

In summary, the problem we are focusing on is a transfer learning problem,
where the source and target domains differ in their marginal probability distri-
butions over features caused by changes due to maintenance operations. This
paper proposes an approach that can be classified as homogeneous feature-
based transfer learning with symmetric feature transformation. Our approach
aims to reduce the differences in marginal probability distributions over fea-
tures by selecting a common latent feature space. However, compared to
feature-based transfer learning approaches, it also applies meta-learning, pro-
viding an ability to select from a set of algorithms and an ability to terminate
to prevent negative transfer, which we found important in our experiments.

While many transfer learning approaches aim to correct differences in
marginal distributions using labeled or unlabeled data from the target do-
main, our approach also uses previous experience from related maintenance
operations in a meta-learning setting. Using previous experience from main-
tenance operations gives us an ability to predict the performance of transfer
based on features of maintenance operations instead of using data from target
domain. Predicting the performance of transfer is a novel way to address neg-
ative transfer. It provides an alternative to existing approaches for negative
transfer that aim to assign a transferability weight based on labeled target
data, which is often insufficient to get a true class distribution [243]. Our
approach does make use of minimal amounts of labeled data from the target
domain, but it is used as a secondary step to support meta-learning.
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Maintenance and Transfer of Sensor-based Activity
Recognition Models

We now discuss related work in the maintenance of sensor-based activity recog-
nition systems within smart homes and activity recognition in general. We
also discuss existing work on the expansion of activity recognition systems
through transfer learning.

Maintenance and Expansion of Activity Recognition in Smart
Homes

Much of the work in supporting maintenance of activity recognition within
smart homes has focused on detecting sensor failures. For example, researchers
have enabled detection of non-fail-stop failures such as dislodged or blocked
sensors [177, 247], assessments of whether maintenance visits are necessary [135]
and adaptation of an activity recognition system assuming redundant sensors
are available, in the face of sensor failures [139]. However, such maintenance
operations differ from the operations we have identified. We do not assume
redundant sensors in installations and work with the case of adapting activ-
ity recognition models after a faulty general-purpose sensor was replaced or
upgraded.

Much of the related work on expansion of activity recognition in smart
environments has focused on expanding activity recognition to new smart
homes. While approaches for transfer learning have been used to support this,
the methods applied are less applicable to our domain as we now explain.

The related work has used multiple single-purpose sensors, e.g., motion,
light, item presence or contact sensors that observe single types of events.
Due to this focus, each activity recognition model was trained using multiple
sensors dispersed throughout smart environments. Transferring such models
across smart environments meant that the feature spaces of the models for the
source and target environments had to be mapped out [61, 93, 201, 223, 233].
We avoid this particular problem since we assume the use of multi-purpose
sensors that provide similar and known features in the source and target
environments. Instead of training models on the events from multiple sensors
in a smart environment, our activity recognition models are trained on sensor
channels coming from the same sensor device, which means that we do not
need to map features to multiple locations in the house. Instead, our work
focuses particularly on the changes to the marginal probability distributions
of domains with the same feature space.

Furthermore, our use of general purpose sensors is not compatible with the
work by Rashidi et al [201] that aims to map activities across smart homes
based on their properties (e.g., durations, locations). The feature space for
activity recognition are not necessarily represented by discrete and dispersed
events but continuous sensor signal values from a single location. The ap-
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proach taken by Kasteren et al. [233] transferred model parameters for tran-
sitions (temporal events) between activities and did not take into account the
transfer of labeled data, while our approach does not capture the temporal
relations between events but focuses on the reuse of labeled data. It is left to
future work to see whether these two approaches can be combined.

Adapting for Changes in Wearable Activity Recognition

The wearable computing community has also dealt with adapting for change
in activity recognition, primarily due to changes in the location of wearables
due to slippage or replacement of sensors. Methods for self-healing recognition
models that account for shifts in feature distributions have been proposed.

Some of the related work has proposed to self-calibrate models using data
from the target domain (moved sensor or replaced sensor). Forster et al. [95]
proposed online self-calibration by adjusting the decision boundaries of near-
est class center classifiers. Chavarriaga et al. [60] proposed to adapt classi-
fiers for shifts in feature distributions using online learning and expectation-
maximization. Lester et al. [154] used a larger training set of multiple different
sensor locations to enable testing on any of those locations. Morales et al. [176]
used feature representation transfer learning by retraining deep learning mod-
els to account for transfer of wearable activity recognition models between
users, modalities and sensor locations.

We argue that the displacement of wearable sensors provides a different
case from the displacement of general-purpose sensors within the smart home.
Such wearable sensors provide a smaller range of sensor channels (mostly in-
ertial sensors) and capture different types of activities. For instance, due to
the use of sensor channels that capture different facets of the environment
and provide different transferability across longer distances, displacement of
general-purpose sensors in smart homes has a varying effect on different types
of features of transferred models and this needs to be supported using a dif-
ferent mechanism.

Summary

Multi-sensor packages are becoming increasingly available and popular due to
lower costs and ease of installation. However, they provide a novel modality
that has not been studied in transfer learning for activity recognition. We
argue that our use of multi-sensor packages is particularly challenging due
to the wider range of sensor channels and modalities they provide as well
as the different activities they support. They require a different choice of
transfer learning methods than binary sensors dispersed around smart homes,
and maintenance operations in smart homes have different effects on activity
recognition than shifts of wearable sensors on the human body. As such,
we also see a contribution in the analysis of the effect of maintenance and
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expansion operations on the transfer of activity recognition models. We now
describe the experiments we conducted to explore transfer learning for these
operations.

12.3 Experimental Setup and Data Collection

To address the gap in support for easier performance of maintenance and
expansion tasks, we conducted a large data collection study. We collected
labeled samples of activities that enable comparison of the source and target
domain across different types of sensors, activities, different placements of
sensors and layouts of spaces.

In this work, we build on the work by Laput et al. [147], who evaluated the
usefulness of passive multi-sensor packages for activity recognition in smart
homes. For our experimentation, we selected three such sensor packages out
of five tested initially based on their reliability, usefulness and performance:

1. Mites. This sensor board [147] (see Figure 12.1(a)) features nine discrete
sensors with the ability to capture twelve unique sensor dimensions. Dif-
ferent sensors onboard are sampled at different sampling rates, specif-
ically, temperature, humidity, pressure, light intensity, magnetometer,
Wifi RSSI, GridEye and PIR motion sensors are sampled at 10Hz. All
three axes of a 3-D accelerometer are sampled at 4 kHz, a microphone
at 17 kHz, and an EMI sensor at 500 kHz. The sensor, instead of trans-
mitting raw data, provides an additional ability to featurize all the data
on the sensor. For the low frequency sensors which are sampled at 10Hz,
the Mites compute seven statistical features: min, max, range, average,
sum, standard deviation, and centroid on a rolling one second buffer.
For the high frequency sensors, like the EMI, Accelerometer and the
Microphone, every 100ms the Mites compute a real FFT (Fast Fourier
Transform) on a rolling 256-point buffer for each sensor, along with the
same statistical features as the other sensors. Thus, for the low fre-
quency sensors the Mites transmits (over WiFi) 7 statistical features
and for the high frequency sensors the Mites transmit 135 features (128
FFT bins + 7 statistical features).

2. Matrix.one Creator. The Matrix one creator [163] (see Figure 12.1(c))
is a Raspberry Pi Hat/Shield. This sensor board incorporates different
sensors like an accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, humidity, tem-
perature, pressure and 8-channel microphone array. This also provides
the raw stream of data for all the sensors except for the microphone.
The microphone sensor is sampled at 16kHz and we featurize the raw
stream data on the Raspberry Pi with similar statistical information as
the Mites at a frequency of 10Hz to be consistent.
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(a) Mites (b) Bosch XDK (c) Matrix.one Creator

Figure 12.1: Different ubiquitous sensor boards used in our data collection
experiment.

3. Bosch XDK. The Bosch XDK [43] (see Figure 12.1(b)) is a WiFi- and
Bluetooth-enabled sensor board that provides eight different sensors: ac-
celerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, microphone, humidity, temper-
ature, pressure and light. Since the sensor firmware does not support
onboard featurization, we transmit the raw stream sensor data to the
backend at a rate of 10 Hz and calculate statistical features.

Physical Settings

To constrain the kinds of instrumented physical spaces we were considering
in this initial work that still supported a wide variety of activities, we chose
to work with kitchens on our campus (located across multiple buildings). We
choose 3 similar kitchens on campus as shown in Figure 12.2. The red circles
in each floor plan represents the 3 different placements of the sensors in each
kitchen (labeled as A, B, C). The blue/green circles represent the locations of
the 16 different activities we collected data on in each kitchen for each sensor
placement.

Activity Settings

As part of our data collection, we identified a wide variety of common activities
that we performed in our 3 kitchens. We separated the activities into “Long”
and “Short” activities. Long activities are carried out over a period of 6
minutes (e.g., microwave running etc) and Short activities are demonstrated
30 times (e.g., Knocking on a door). To allow for more variability in the
data collection and to reduce the likelihood of overfitting models to our data,
we conducted these activities at two different times of the day (long-duration
activities for 3 minutes each, and short-duration activities for 15 instances
each). We performed these activities and collected sensor data when the
kitchens were not being used by others.
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(a) Synergy Kitchen

(b) Scott-Hall Kitchen

(c) Robotics Kitchen

Figure 12.2: Floor plan of 3 different Kitchen spaces on our campus: Synergy,
Scott-Hall and Robotics. The red circles represent the 3 placements of the
deployed sensors in each of these spaces, and the blue/green circles represent
the 16 different activities we used in our experiments.
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The collected activities are listed below. Their numbers correspond to the
blue circles in the floor plans (see Figure 12.2), indicating the location where
each activity was performed in each of the three kitchens.

• Long activities. From each activity, 6 minute demonstrations were recorded
in two separate 3-minute blocks.

0. Null/No Event: No activity is performed during this period.

1. Washing Dishes: Wash plates and cups in the kitchen sink for 3
minutes

2. Microwave: Set the Microwave power level to 50% or level 5 and
run for 3 minutes.

3. Coffee: Brew coffee on the Keurig coffee machine available in each
kitchen. The coffee machine takes 30–45 secs to brew a coffee, so
we brewed 4–6 coffees over each 3 minute period.

4. Kettle: Fill a kettle with water and bring it to a boil for 3 minutes.

5. Vacuum cleaning: Run a floor vacuum for 3 minutes.

6. Blender running: Run a blender continuously for 3 minutes.

7. Alarm: Play an alarm sound on a laptop for 3 minutes.

8. Chopping food: Chopping vegetables with a knife on a cutting
board for 3 minutes.

9. Conversation: Have two people hold a conversation for 3 minutes.

• Short activities. We recorded each of our short activities a total of
30 times, broken in two blocks of 15 instances each. Unlike the long
activities, the short activities each have durations of a few seconds.

10. Microwave door opened.

11. Microwave door closed.

12. Microwave button press.

13. Cupboard door opened.

14. Cupboard door closed.

15. Knocking on a door.

16. Soap dispensed.
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Data Collection Iterations

Our data collection consisted of several iterations performed in three kitchens.
Each iteration of the data collection took about 5 hours to perform, including
the setup and demonstration of the long and short activities. To collect data
after changes in placement of sensors and their replacement with replicas,
we performed 2 different iterations in the Synergy kitchen. In each of the
iterations we rotated the placement of sensors in each location clockwise. So
for example: We collected data from all 3 sensors (Mite, Matrix, XDK) placed
at “A” in the Synergy kitchen (see Figure 12.2(a)) in the first iteration, then
moved the sensors to “B” for the second iteration, and then to “C” for the
final iteration. This process provides us with diverse data which allows us
to analyze different maintenance and expansion scenarios. The total data
collection performance time was approximately 40 hours.

All the data from the sensor boards were sent to our backend server over
MQTT, a message queuing protocol, where the data was stored in CSV files.
We used this stored data for our activity recognition modeling and transfer
learning experiments.

12.4 Models for Activity Recognition

This section introduces the machine learning pipeline we use for training and
testing the various activity recognition models discussed in the paper. Here,
we first evaluate the performance of models trained using the pipeline with-
out considering any maintenance or expansion operations (i.e., no transfer
learning). We then outline the experiments we conducted to investigate the
performance of the ML models upon transfer between different sensors and
between different locations.

Pipeline for Training and Testing the Models

Our machine learning pipeline takes as input raw multi-channel data from a
single sensor board. We used a common sampling rate of 10 Hz for all the
sensor boards we evaluated. These sensor reports, generated every 100ms, are
then aggregated into windows of length 1 second, i.e., 10 reports in each win-
dow. The length of 1s was chosen in order to provide a common representation
that fits both short events (e.g., opening/closing a door) and gives enough in-
formation to represent longer running activities (e.g., microwave in operation).
A common window length was sought in order to enable a responsive system
that is able to identify activities within a given window of time and to extract
features that build on windows with constant length (e.g., number of peaks in
signal). We argue that although a more optimized choice of windowing could
be possible, it is not the focus in this paper and the current choice enables
good performance both for short and long activities (as we show later in this
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section). For short activities, only one repetition was included per window
and aligned manually with the start of the window.

We calculated a set of features from each window, using an existing Python
package, tsfresh1. The package calculates a large number of time series fea-
tures, such as mean or kurtosis. The features were calculated based on sensor
streams provided by the sensor boards. For each sensor stream, 216 features
were extracted using tsfresh. Additionally, through on-board featurization,
the Mite sensor provided signals in the frequency domain using Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT). Due to the large number of such signals (128 for micro-
phone and 384 for accelerometer), we extracted only 8 features using tsfresh
for each FFT value. We experimented with models built using features ex-
tracted from different subsets of sensor channels provided by the sensors. In
this paper, we discuss models built using the following combinations of sensor
channels:

1. all of the below,

2. accelerometer (X, Y, Z) and magnetometer (X, Y, Z),

3. accelerometer (X, Y, Z) and microphone,

4. microphone,

5. environmental sensors (pressure, temperature, humidity),

6. EMI and motion sensor.

As described in Section 12.3, there are differences in the sensor streams
and on-board featurization capabilities that the sensors provide. Therefore,
models were trained with different feature spaces according to the sensors
used. When testing without transfer, or transferring models to different sen-
sors of the same make, the feature spaces did not have to change and all
available sensor streams for the given sensors were used. However, in order
to enable transfer across sensor boards, the intersection of features that could
be extracted from the source and target sensor boards was used by the mod-
els. Therefore, transfer of models from Mites to XDKs didn’t make use of
any FFT features or channels like EMI provided by Mites since they were
not available from XDKs. Since the intersections of features between sensor
boards were known and models were retrained to use the intersection before
being transferred across sensor boards, the feature space did not have to be
changed during transfer.

Each sensor stream is scaled independently using a standard scalar. Thus,
means and variances of the features are calculated for each sensor and place-
ment and used to normalize the data. Our tests showed that scaling data from

1http://tsfresh.readthedocs.io

http://tsfresh.readthedocs.io
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each sensor placement independently enables the activity recognition models
to transfer better across the datasets than when using common scaling pa-
rameters.

After normalizing the data, the pipeline imputes any missing values and
uses the data to train or test classifiers. We considered training both bi-
nary classifiers for each of the 16 activities (e.g., microwave_running and mi-
crowave_not_running) and a single multi-class classifier across all activities
(e.g., 17 classes for the 16 activities and 1 no_activity). Our analysis showed
large differences in how activities perform after transfer and a need to transfer
models for individual activities separately. Therefore, in this paper, we work
with binary classifiers that each recognize individual activities. The follow-
ing learning algorithms are considered in this paper: SVM (support vector
machine) with linear kernel, Random Forest with 10 estimators, and Logistic
Regression. All three are commonly used to perform activity recognition, but
have differing assumptions that may impact their ability to support transfer
learning in our setting. Since SVM has performed the best across our transfer
and non-transfer tests, we will use it when discussing only one algorithm.

Finally, we argue that the described pipeline builds on standard compo-
nents used for activity recognition in smart environments. Despite being a
new library for feature extraction, tsfresh has already been applied for activ-
ity recognition from timeseries data [40] and evaluated against alternatives for
classification using timeseries data from sensors [62]. We make use of algo-
rithms that have commonly been used for activity recognition [148]. The used
sensing modality (i.e., multi-sensor package) has been shown to be successful
for the targeted activities [147]. In the following subsection, we demonstrate
the performance of models using this pipeline, without transfer in our data
collection.

Performance of the Models

This next section analyses the performance of the trained activity recognition
models. Figure 12.3 shows the results from models trained to detect the
activities described earlier. Once again, these models involved no transfer
learning, but were simply models trained using sensor data from the installed
sensors (Mite, Matrix and XDK) in three locations in each kitchen. To obtain
these results, each dataset was split into 2

3 training and 1
3 testing set. An

SVM with a linear kernel was used as the classifier and features were extracted
from all available sensor channels on each of the sensor boards. The results
were cross-validated using a repeated random sub-sampling validation (a.k.a.
Monte Carlo cross-validation), where three random training and test splits
were evaluated and the results were averaged.

Figure 12.3 shows the F1 score performance of the models for selected
activities. As the Figure suggests, there are three factors that affect the per-
formance:
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Figure 12.3: F1 score of models based on the placement (within the kitchen)
using three different sensor boards, for various activities they were trained
on. For this base case (non-transfer) the Mites have the best performance for
almost all of the activities we tested in the different placements, as compared
to the Matrix or XDK.

1. Type of sensor board used,

2. Activity being captured,

3. Placement of the sensor within the room.

From the sensor boards we tested, we consistently observe much better
performance from the Mites sensors. This can be explained by the wider range
of sensor channels that the Mites provide and additional statistical and FFT
features that they compute on-board. Since Mites show the best performance
as compared to the Matrix and the XDK for even these non-transfer tests,
which is arguably the simplest setting, we only use them for further analysis
of the transfer-learning cases.

The rows of the heatmap in Figure 12.3 suggest that the activities are
recognized with varying success. Activities that provide a more discernible
profile (e.g., vacuum cleaning due to its loudness) tend to be recognized with
a higher F1 score than activities that are more difficult to discern from noise
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given the available sensor channels (e.g., coffee brewing which blends into the
background more easily).

Furthermore, the columns of the heatmap suggest that the placement of
sensors within the room affects the resulting performance of some activities.
Sensors in closer proximity to sources of events, such as washing dishes or
chopping food, perform better than sensors further away from the sources.
This relates essentially to the signal-to-noise ratio during the demonstrations
of activities in the different parts of the room.

Finally, we note that although the performance of the models to capture
the activities could be further improved, our goal in this paper is not to
achieve perfect performance. Since we are interested in the relative impact of
maintenance and expansion operations on the models, we view the results as
sufficient for our purpose.

12.5 Analysis of Effects of Maintenance and
Expansion Operations

This section investigates the effects of various maintenance and expansion
operations in IoT environments on the performance of models and discusses
the key factors that influence them. The following maintenance operations
are considered:

1. Replacing sensors with their replicas. A basic maintenance scenario in
a smart home or other IoT environment is replacing devices with their
replicas in case they break down. In this case, the user gets a new sensing
device of the same make and model and places it in a similar location
as the previous device.

2. Moving a sensor to another location within the same room. Over time,
the utilization of spaces may change, which may require changes in the
placement of sensors within a space.

3. Placing a sensor in a previously uninstrumented room. Having trained
models for activity recognition in one room, a building manager or occu-
pant may want to extend the activity recognition set-up to a new room
by simply adding a new sensor to that room.

4. Replacing a faulty sensor or upgrading a sensor to a different sensor
type. When replacing a broken or outdated sensor, users may choose to
upgrade their sensor boards to newer versions or to sensor boards from
different manufacturers. We assume that the new sensor is placed in the
same place as the previous one.

To enable an in-depth investigation of their effects, we ran an exhaustive
set of tests that use the described pipeline to test the transfer of models across
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all available training and testing combinations of locations and sensors in our
data collection. For each of the training and testing domains, tests were exe-
cuted using three different classifiers and six combinations of sensor channels
as features that were discussed in the previous section. Using different clas-
sifiers, we aimed to test how their differing assumptions impact their ability
to support transfer learning in our setting. Our goal was also to see whether
particular sensors or groups of sensors enabled better transfer of models for
our maintenance and expansion use cases.

The tests used training data from a source domain and testing data from a
target domain. No training data was used from the target domain. Each test
was executed three times and the extracted statistics were averaged. This
amounted to approximately 750,000 tests. Predicted labels from each test
were stored for further analysis.

The following two sections build on these experiments and discuss the
relevant findings. First, we will discuss the effect of maintenance operations
using models trained with all features available on the sensor boards and using
an SVM as the classifier. Next, the impact of different classifiers and feature
sets on the performance of models after transfer will be discussed.

Effect of Sensor Maintenance and Expansion Operations on
the Performance of Models

Figure 12.4 gives an overview of the average performance of models trans-
ferred in different maintenance operations. One can clearly see that the per-
formance degrades more as operations become more complex from left to right.
In such operations, the performance of models is affected by larger changes
in marginal distributions over their features due to changes in the domains.
The performance decrease differs among activities—some more discernible ac-
tivities, such as “Alarm” or “Vacuum cleaning”, retain much more of their
performance compared to activities such as “Coffee” or “Kettle”. However,
the heatmap shows results averaged across all placements and spaces and as
we discuss in the rest of this section, there are several patterns that can be
seen when looking closer at the results.

Signal-to-noise ratio. The change in performance varies based on the orig-
inal placement of the sensors. Notably, models trained closer to the source of
activity, transfer well when the sensor is replaced in that same location. This
relates to the potential of different sensor placements for capturing the kitchen
activities. As illustrated by the “running blender” activity in Figure 12.5, the
placements result in a different signal-to-noise ratio for capturing the activi-
ties. When the sensor board is replaced with a replica, minor variations in the
manufacturing process, changes in the calibration, orientation of the sensor or
changes in the environment may add to this noise. We argue that the models
closer to the activity source can perform better in the face of these changes
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Figure 12.4: Average performance of models in F1 score when transferred in
maintenance and expansion operations. The operations are sorted from left
to right based on their complexity and effect on the performance.
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Figure 12.5: Accelerometer data from Mites shown in three different locations
around the “Synergy” room. The placements are ordered from left to right
based on their proximity to the blender. The accelerometer X-axis values for
the “Null” activity are quite different at different placements (“B” at -̃0.5 and
“C” at -̃1.5) due to slightly different orientations of the sensors in the locations.

and retain their performance, since the difference between the noise and the
signal is large enough for them to still be discernible.

Change in proximity of source and target placements to activity.
The change in distance with respect to the source of captured activities after
moving sensors to different placements has an asymmetrical impact on the
transfer. Transferring to a placement further away from the activity results in
a large decrease in the performance of the models, whereas transfer towards
the activity shows a relatively smaller decrease in the performance, and in
some cases we see a retention of the model performance. The intuition that
explains the larger performance penalty when transferring away from an ac-
tivity is that models trained closer to the activity can pick up on a larger set
of characteristics of the activity and can use a wider range of sensor channels
that do not transfer well over long ranges (e.g., accelerometer data). When
transferred away from the activity, the same set of characteristics and sensor
channels are less useful. When transferred towards the activity, the models
are trained on characteristics and sensor channels that tend to also be us-
able closer to the activity. On the other hand, they are missing out on the
additional characteristics and sensor channels in the target domain and thus
do not achieve the performance of models trained and tested in the target
domain.

Differences across rooms. We observed that the performance of models
transferred across rooms is more unpredictable than transfer within rooms.
This may be due to potentially different properties of the rooms. They may
contain different background noise, e.g., a noisy ice machine. The rooms may
also provide different resources that the captured activities depend on, e.g.,
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Figure 12.6: Transfer across sensor boards in the same placement. Activities
that can be recognized well by both sensor boards (e.g., washing dishes by
the placement B) show good performance after transfer. However, the perfor-
mance drops significantly if the sensor boards are not successful in capturing
the activity themselves.

the microwave may be quieter or closing the cupboard door may be more
dampened in one room than in the other.

Differences between types of sensor boards The heterogeneity of the
available sensors across manufacturers and their properties make transfer
across sensor boards particularly challenging. There are noticeable differences
in how the sensor signals from the tested sensor boards capture activities,
even after scaling for normalization. Microphone signals may differ in how
responsive they are to different frequencies and noise levels. Accelerometer
signals can react to vibrations using a different scale of values. The sen-
sor boards also have different properties in how well they capture activities
happening further away. Due to these differences among sensor boards, the
majority of tested activity recognition models resulted in low performance
when transferred across sensor boards. Nevertheless, several types of activ-
ity recognition models show good performance when transferred across sensor
boards. Such models tended to capture more easily discernible activities (e.g.,
washing dishes, chopping food, blender running) and tended to use sensors
in close proximity to the activities. Figure 12.6 shows that for placements in
close proximity to the activities, the transfer can result in performance close
to the potential performance of the sensor boards without transfer.

Impact of Classifier and Feature Set Choice on the
Performance of Different Transfer Cases

This section shows that classifiers and feature sets that achieve the best per-
formance in tests without transfer often differ from those that perform the
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Figure 12.7: Distribution of F1 scores for different transfer scenarios based on
the classifier used. The shape of the distributions suggests different properties
and applicability of the classifiers.

best after transfer to different domains. Because of changes in the source and
target domains, the assumptions that the models make based on data from
the source domain may no longer be true for the target domain. This means
that preprocessing steps, such as feature selection, performed based on the
source domain may not fit for the target domain.

Further, we show that by omitting features from certain sensor channels
and using different classifiers, we can eliminate some of the incorrect assump-
tions made by training the models on the source domain without the need for
using training data from the target domain to fit the models.

Performance of classifiers on transfer. Our experiments have shown
that the tested classifiers performed differently under the maintenance and
expansion operations. This can be observed based on the distribution of test
results shown in Figure 12.7. Since classifiers have different biases and make
different assumptions about their input data, we would expect that their ap-
plicability to support transfer differs, as these results show. Models trained
using the Random Forest classifier seem to overfit on the source domain since
they achieve the best performance when not transferred, however they drop
below the other model types upon transfer. SVM is able to achieve higher
performance on non-transfer tests and transfer tests to replica sensors and
different placements than Logistic Regression. On the other transfer tests
(different rooms and different sensor boards), SVM and Logistic Regression
achieve comparable performance.

Performance of sensor channels on transfer. Differences in perfor-
mance of sensor channels according to maintenance and expansion operations
can be seen in Figure 12.8. It shows that when training and testing models on
the same domain, using the full set of sensor channels generally results in bet-
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Figure 12.8: Heatmaps showing frequency of which sensor channels enabled
the best performing models for the analysed activities under different main-
tenance operations. The darker the color, the lower the frequency; the lighter
the color, the higher the frequency of a sensor channel resulting in the best
performing model.

ter performance than using subsets of them. Since the domain doesn’t change,
assumptions made on the sensor channels during training should hold in the
testing phase. As domains change due to maintenance operations, subsets of
sensor channels achieve better performance.

Reach and directionality of sensor channels. The change in placement
of sensors often means that some sensor channels that were useful in the
previous placement are no longer useful in the new placement. For instance,
vibrations from a blender captured by the accelerometer sensor close to the
machine are no longer possible to capture at the other end of the room. On
the other hand, signals from activities captured by other sensor channels,
such as the microphone, travel better over longer distances. This shows that
sensor channels have different properties in terms of the range of activities that
they can capture. Other differences in the performance may come from the
directionality of some sensor channels. For instance, the Grid-EYE infrared
array sensor available on Mites can detect changes in the temperature directly
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Figure 12.9: Accelerometer data from the different sensor boards captured at
the same time at the same location/placement. Dataset for each sensor was
scaled individually. The charts show differences in how the sensor boards cap-
ture the “Blender running” activity compared to nothing happening (“Null”).

in front of it when the kettle is boiling water. However, it is not able to do
so when not facing the kettle. Similarly the motion sensor may be shielded in
certain locations. We also note that when adding a new sensor to a new room,
the sensor can both be placed in a location that resembles the placement in
a similar room or in a widely different placement. Since the sensor may end
up in a placement very similar to the source placement, this differentiates the
case from transfer to changed placements in the same room.

Omitting incompatible sensor channels across sensor boards. Mod-
els transferred across sensor boards show less clear patterns in the success
rate of sensor channels. We argue that the lack of a trend in the performance
results is caused by the different behavior of sensor channels across sensor
boards as shown in Figure 12.9. Since some of the sensor channels may cap-
ture activities less well, omitting their features from the models can provide a
better performance on transfer. Figure 12.10 supports this by showing trans-
fer results for the “blender running” activity trained on the XDK board using
different sensor channels. It shows varying performance of the sensor channels
based on the type of the targeted sensor board.

12.6 Pipeline for Recommendation of Models to
Transfer

The previous section showed that there are a number of factors that influence
the performance of transfer learning, with some of them having a more drastic
effect than others. We showed that performance varies based on the charac-
teristics of the maintenance operations and based on the classifiers and feature
sets used to train the activity recognition models. We argue that variations
in performance of the transferred models make it difficult to deterministically
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Figure 12.10: Performance of models for the “blender running” activity trained
on an XDK sensor board after transfer to Matrix and Mite sensor boards. The
performance of models differs based on which sensor channels were used and
the target sensor board used in the transfer.

identify a single solution for improving the transfer for all activities, sensor
boards and changes in placements and spaces.

However, based on the intuition behind the results introduced in the previ-
ous sections, we propose that the performance of models after transfer may be
predicted given information about the transfer. Predicting the performance of
models after transfer makes it possible to decide whether to transfer a certain
model or not and what features and classifiers to use to train it with only a
fraction of the training data from the target domain that would be required
for training brand new models for the target domain.

This section introduces a novel pipeline for evaluating the transfer of activ-
ity recognition models under maintenance operations in a smart home setting.
Using the pipeline, we aim to provide a generalizable process that only requires
a small fraction of training data from the target domain that would otherwise
be required to train new models. This proposed process:

1. Creates a large number of models that use different classifiers and feature
sets to detect an activity for the non-transfer case.

2. Eliminates the subset of models that are predicted to perform poorly
when transferred to the target domain.

3. Chooses a model representation (classifier and feature set) that is pre-
dicted to achieve the best performance in the target domain.

To achieve these goals, we propose a pipeline that makes use of our previous
experience in transfer of models for maintenance and expansion operations.
In order to ensure a relatively high performance of transferred models, the
pipeline can request users to retrain activities that would transfer with low
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performance. To train the pipeline to decide when to transfer or not, we
had to choose a minimum acceptable performance of the transferred models.
The related work [209] has used accuracy of 80% as acceptable performance
for activity recognition. Due to the use of binary classifiers and an uneven
positive and negative class distribution, we found it more useful to measure
performance using F1 score as a metric. Related work on transfer learning
in smart homes [233] worked with F1 performance in the range of 0.4 to
0.7. To attain an acceptable performance after transfer, we decided to set
an aggressive F1 score of 0.75 as the targeted lower bound for performance
of transferred models. We argue that in cases where the transferred activity
recognition models are predicted to perform worse than 0.75, the user may
gain potentially significant improvement in the performance of the activity
recognition by retraining the models on the targeted domain anew.

The pipeline consists of several steps that are shown in Figure 12.11. The
rest of this section discusses the individual steps in more detail.

Initial Prediction of Transferability of Activities

The initial step aims to decide whether the pipeline should attempt to transfer
any given activity or request that users retrain them on the target domain.
Requesting users to retrain activities that are unlikely to transfer well, provides
us with training data that can be used to evaluate the transferability of models
for the remaining activities. Thus, by rejecting some activities early, the
pipeline aims to acquire labeled training data from the target domain that
can be used to assess the fitness of models for other activities for the domain.

As we noted before, our goal is to enable transfer of models with a min-
imal amount of data from the target domain. By leveraging labeled data
from the target domain that do not represent the activity being transferred,
we can significantly reduce the amount of labeled data that needs to be col-
lected. Take as an example, an IoT-enabled environment where you have 50
different activities being recognized. If a building manager were to create a
new IoT environment (e.g., room) where you wanted to recognize the same 50
activities, the obvious solution would be to collect new training data for the
new environment and train a new set of 50 classifiers, essentially replicating
the amount of work performed in creating the initial classifiers in the original
room. Instead, by leveraging labeled data for a small number of activities,
we can save effort. The building manager can collect labeled data for a small
number of activities, say for activities 1 through 5. Then, for these activities
(1-5) for which there is labeled data, models can simply be retrained for the
target domain. But, for the remaining activities (6-50), target domain data
for activities 1 through 5 can serve as the negative examples for determining
their specificity (true negative rate). By taking this approach, we can reduce
the required amount of labeled data from the transfer domain by a factor of
10 (from 50 activities for retraining, down to 5) in our hypothetical example.
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Figure 12.11: Activity diagram showing steps of the proposed pipeline. The
pipeline starts by predicting initial transferability of activities for the main-
tenance operation. Activities that are unlikely to perform well after transfer
are suggested to be retrained by the user. Subsequently, different models with
various classifiers and feature sets are cross-validated on the source domain.
The pipeline further evaluates their specificity using samples from the target
domain belonging to activities that were suggested to be retrained in the first
step. Models are ranked using a trained meta-classifier and the one with the
highest rank and specificity is transferred. Thresholds are provided for each
step in order to eliminate models not fit for transfer. In case all models are
discarded after any of the steps, no models are recommended.
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To enable the initial prediction of transferability, the pipeline uses a meta-
classifier trained using experience from previous maintenance operations. The
previous experience was collected based on the performance of models trans-
ferred in other maintenance operations in our data collection. Performance of
the best performing model representations (classifier and feature set) for each
activity-maintenance operation is used to train the meta-classifier to predict
the best-case results. A threshold of 0.5 F1 score was chosen and a binary
classifier was trained to predict bad (< 0.5 F1 score) or good (≥ 0.5 F1 score)
performance of models. Two properties were considered when choosing the
threshold: recall of the pipeline measuring how many transfers with accept-
able performance were correctly identified as such and sufficient number of
retrained activities in order to evaluate other models. Our previous experi-
mentation showed that at least 4 retrained activities are necessary to evaluate
other models. We used a binary Random Forest classifier with the following
meta-features:

1. Type of the maintenance operation (i.e., change of placement, room,
sensor or sensor board).

2. Activity being transferred.

3. Types of source and target sensor boards.

4. F1 score performance of recognition for the activity on the source domain
using an SVM model with features from on all sensor channels.

Adaptively selecting activities to retrain had the welcome property that
more activities were chosen to be retrained for more complex operations (e.g.,
change of room, change of sensor boards). This meant that more training data
could be used to evaluate other transferable models in operations where it was
needed more. In our data collection consisting of 16 activities, this initial step
requested that an average of 4 activities be retrained when replacing sensors
with their replicas, 6 in placement and room changes and 8 when sensors are
replaced with different types of sensor boards.

Training and Testing Multiple Model Representations on the
Source Domain

This step trains multiple types of binary models for the targeted activity on
labeled samples from the source domain. The different models are trained
using different combinations of sensor channels and classifiers. We discussed
the sets of sensor channels and classifiers considered in our experiments in
Section 12.4. If there are m sensor channels and n classifiers being considered,
we will produce m x n models in this step. Since some of the models might not
be able to capture a given activity effectively (e.g., a model trained on iner-
tial sensors won’t recognize conversations), we cross-validate the models using
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labeled data from the source domain and reject ones that fall below our per-
formance threshold. We use repeated random sub-sampling cross-validation
(a.k.a. Monte Carlo cross-validation), where three random training and test
splits are evaluated and the results are averaged. We use the F1 score to
evaluate the performance and chose a threshold of 0.75 in our experiments.
This threshold was set in order to eliminate models that a user might consider
unreliable. We did not choose a higher threshold as our analysis showed that
some transfer operations might in fact improve the performance of models
(e.g., transferring a model for recognizing washing dishes from a sensor far
away from the sink to one closer to it).

Evaluate Specificity of Models on the Target Domain

This next step makes use of training data from the target domain acquired
from requesting retraining of some activities in the first step and uses it to
evaluate models trained in the second step. Thus, we propose to use samples
not belonging to the transferred activity and extract the true negative rate
of the models on the data. This enables us to identify and reject models
that leverage different background and ambient sensor values that would be
expected in the target domain, such as when transferring models across rooms
or sensor boards.

Once the specificity of each of the models on the target domain is calcu-
lated, models with specificity below a threshold are rejected. We intentionally
chose a high threshold of 0.95 in order to avoid confusion of predictions from
the transferred models with other activities (i.e., false positives), which would
result in an annoying user experience. Furthermore, our data has shown that
by setting the threshold at 0.95, we can eliminate a significant portion of
models with low F1 scores while keeping enough models with good recall.

Predict Performance of Models

In this step, we make use of meta knowledge from previous maintenance op-
erations to predict the performance of models on the target domain after
transfer.

In order to make use of information about the maintenance operations
(e.g., sensor boards used, maintenance operation, sensor channels), our cho-
sen meta-features differ from those frequently used in algorithm recommenda-
tion [202]. Such models tend to build on statistical or information-theoretic
features of the datasets, model-based descriptors or landmarks of the perfor-
mance of models on sub-tasks. To capture the identified patterns in the per-
formance of models after transfer, our meta-features also explicitly describe
the maintenance tasks being performed. Concretely, we use the following
meta-features to train the classifier:
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1. Type of the maintenance operation. This set of meta-features describes
the executed maintenance operation. In particular, they state if a replica
or the same sensor instance is being used, whether the placement or room
were changed and whether the type of the sensor board was changed.

2. Activity recognized by the model. As we have shown, the performance
of models after transfer in a large part depends on the activity being
recognized and its discernibility.

3. Types of source and target sensor boards. These meta-features give the
exact type of the sensor boards in the source and target domains.

4. Classifier being used and sensor channels that the features were extracted
from. These types of meta-features enable us to compare the perfor-
mance of multiple model representations.

5. F1 score of the model in the source domain. We found that the per-
formance of models after transfer (e.g., when replacing a sensor with
replica) depends on the ability of the model to capture the task in the
source domain.

6. Specificity of the model on the target domain. This is a landmarking
meta-feature that can give an indication about the performance of the
model on the target domain.

7. Number of training samples used to build the model. This is a simple
meta-feature often used in algorithm recommendation. It can give an
indication of the robustness of models to changes in the source and target
domains.

Although one could come up with additional meta-features that can pre-
dict the performance of the transfer, we tried to avoid meta-features that
would require complex user input to describe the maintenance and transfer
operations.

We used Random Forest as the classification algorithm. It is trained to
rank the performance of the transfer tests using the meta-features. The per-
formance rank is computed using the F1 score of the models after transfer,
which is translated into four meta-targets based on different intervals.

1. Rank 0 (rejection): F1 score within [0; 0.75).

2. Rank 1: F1 score within [0.75; 0.85).

3. Rank 2: F1 score within [0.85; 0.95).

4. Rank 3: F1 score within [0.95; 1.0].
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All models that are assigned rank 0 in testing are rejected and not further
considered for transfer to the target domain. Ranks 1 to 3 are used to sort
the models according to the predicted performance in the next step.

The upper bound for rank 0 (0.75) was chosen according to our expectation
for the reliability of transferred models, as argued at the beginning of this
section.

Choice and Transfer of a Single Model

In case one or more models were selected in the previous step, this final step
chooses one of them to transfer to the targeted domain. To do so, it chooses
a model with the highest rank as predicted in the previous step and highest
specificity on the target domain. Specificity was chosen as the second sorting
criterion since it also provides a measure of performance of the model on the
target domain.

12.7 Evaluation of the Proposed Pipeline
This subsection evaluates performance of the proposed recommendation pipeline.
We focus on two properties of the pipeline: coverage and performance. Cov-
erage relates to the number of activities that the pipeline recommends for
transfer in different maintenance operations and therefore the saved effort for
users who do not need to retrain those activities. The performance of the rec-
ommended models is compared against three different techniques (retraining,
using the same model representation and an oracle).

Training the Pipeline

To evaluate the pipeline, we make use of transfer results from maintenance
operations recorded in our data collection. In total, the following number of
maintenance and expansion operations were available to us: 3 replacements of
sensors with their replicas in Synergy kitchen, 18 changes of sensor placements
in three kitchens, 54 expansions of activity recognition across different com-
binations of placements between the three rooms and 52 instances of sensor
replacement with other types of sensor boards (short by two due to malfunc-
tioning Matrix sensor in one placement).

The proposed pipeline needs to be trained using previous experience from
maintenance operations. Therefore, some maintenance operations needed to
be used to train the pipeline for supporting other maintenance operations.
We decided to avoid randomized cross-validation techniques to evaluate the
pipeline, since a random choice of previous tests may provide an unfair advan-
tage in some cases. For instance, performance of transferring an SVM model
for washing dishes from location A to B, can suggest how transfer of a Random
Forest model for the same activity and locations performs.
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Table 12.1: Saved effort and coverage of investigated maintenance and ex-
pansion operations. The average number of activities transferred without
retraining is used to calculate the saved effort. To calculate saved effort in
minutes, the length of training for these activities is taken into account (6
minutes for long and 3 minutes for each short activity). Coverage is calcu-
lated as the average proportion of transferred activities to all activities that
could be captured in the given settings.

Operation Saved effort
(# act.)

Saved effort
(minutes)

Coverage

Sensor replacement with replica 7 out of 13 37 out of 62 53%
Change of sensor placement 6 out of 13 32 out of 62 49%
Expansion to new room 5 out of 12 26 out of 58 41%
Sensor board replacement 1 out of 6 8 out of 32 5%

Therefore, we used a repeated hold-out validation, where all experience
from related maintenance operations was left out from training data based
on tested operations. Thus, when testing replacements of sensors with their
replicas, all previous experience from tests of any activities and model repre-
sentations in the tested placements was left out. When testing performance
of changes in sensor placements, all previous experience related to transfer
between the tested placements was left out. In expansion to new rooms, pre-
vious experience from transfer tests between any placements (not just the
tested placements) across the targeted rooms was left out. Finally, when test-
ing transfer across different types of sensor boards, previous experience for
transfer across any sensor boards in the tested placement was left out.

Evaluation of Saved Effort and Coverage

This section evaluates the saved effort and amount of coverage in different
maintenance and expansion operations. Saved effort constitutes of activi-
ties that were transferred in the operations and therefore did not have to
be retrained by users. We further use the term coverage to talk about the
proportion of activities that the pipeline recommended for transfer out of all
activities that could potentially be recognized in the target domains. To de-
fine activities that could be recognized, we use the same threshold as before
for the acceptable performance of activity recognition models: 0.75 F1 score.
Therefore, to calculate coverage, we calculate the proportion of activities that
were recommended for transfer out of all activities that could be recognized
with acceptable performance in the target domain if they were retrained.

Table 12.1 shows the saved effort and coverage for each maintenance op-
eration. It shows the average number of transferred activities as well as their
training time that is saved by the transfer for different maintenance opera-
tions. The saved training time is calculated according to the length of training
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used in our data collection: 6 minutes for long activities and 3 minutes for
short activities (around 6 seconds per repetition).

Due to the differences among maintenance operations, we see a different
number of transferred activities according to the performed operation. As
the operations get more complex and result in worse performance of trans-
ferred models, the pipeline adapts and may not recommend any models for
certain activities. There are two common reasons why the pipeline might not
recommend any model for a maintenance operation:

1. None of the tested types of model representations can achieve an F1
score performance higher than the specified threshold.

2. The pipeline mistakenly failed to accept models that would actually
perform well on the target domain.

The pipeline aims to minimize rejecting transferable models for the second
reason while only rejecting models for the first reason. Therefore, the accu-
racy of the pipeline can be measured against the ground truth of whether the
activity models actually performed with F1 score above the threshold on the
target domain. In this evaluation, the pipeline achieves an accuracy of 0.88.
Therefore, for 88% of activities in maintenance operations it correctly identi-
fied whether any models should or should not be recommended for transfer.
We observed more false negative than false positive recommendations. The
proportion of correctly identified negative activity transfers in maintenance
operations (i.e., specificity) was 0.94, which was higher than the proportion
of correctly identified positive transfers (i.e., recall): 0.74.

Figure 12.12 shows per-activity coverage of models recommended by Our
pipeline compared to coverage of an Oracle pipeline that uses ground truth to
only choose models that perform with the targeted performance after trans-
fer. It shows that for most activities and maintenance operations, where the
Oracle technique identified transferable models, Our technique also provided
recommendations. On the other hand, for some activities such as “Microwave
button press” or “Vacuum cleaning”, Our technique failed to recommend any
models or recommended more models than the Oracle. We attribute the mis-
classified performance of the models to two reasons:

1. Bias of the pipeline. In some case, the meta-classifier could not dis-
tinguish between well and low performing transfer using the available
meta-features. For instance, for the transfer of “Blender running” across
rooms, Our method recommended models for all operations while the
Oracle shows that only 83% of them should have been recommended.
Improving the meta-features to provide more information about the
maintenance operation could improve these results.
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Figure 12.12: Proportion of activities (in %) that were transferred without
retraining (coverage) as recommended by Our technique and Oracle technique.
Oracle provides the ground truth that Our aims to approximate.
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2. Lack of training experience. In some cases, more training data from pre-
vious maintenance operations would improve performance of the pipeline.
For instance, for each maintenance operation dealing with replacement
of sensors with their replicas, our data collection provided experience
from only two other such maintenance operations that were performed
in quite different placements. Given training data from maintenance
operations in more similar placements, the coverage of recommended
models when replacing sensors with replicas could improve and better
reflect coverage of the Oracle.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that any activities that can be au-
tomatically transferred using our pipeline saves effort for a building man-
ager/sensor installer/occupant who would otherwise have to retrain all the
activities for the new environment. As shown in Table 12.1, Our technique
provides a coverage of 53%, 49%, 41% and 5% based on the maintenance
operations which is a significant reduction in the effort for the users.

Evaluation of Performance

We now investigate the performance of the models that are selected using
Our pipeline. First, we compare the performance of Our technique to the
performance of a Naive technique. The Naive technique always transfers all
models of activities using the same model representation (SVM classifier and
features from all sensor channels), without consideration of how they might
perform after transfer. The Naive technique achieves median F1 score of 0.32
(standard deviation 0.34) after transfer. The complete per-activity and per-
operation transfer performance of the Naive technique is shown in Figure 12.4.
On the other hand, Our technique achieves a median F1 score of 0.91 (SD
0.22). This huge difference shows the need for selective transfer of models
and choice of model representations (classifiers and feature sets) to use on
transfer. On the other hand, avoiding the transfer of models that result in poor
performance on the target domain leads to a lower coverage of the supported
maintenance operations as discussed in the previous subsection.

We further compare the performance of Our technique to three other
techniques only for activities and maintenance operations that the pipeline
provided recommendations for. By considering only maintenance operations
where the pipeline provided recommendations, we can compare the choice
of model representations chosen by each technique. We compare the perfor-
mance of recommended models using Our technique to the following three
techniques:

1. Retraining. In this case we consider the potential performance of activity
recognition if the user retrained the targeted activities on the target
domain. Models trained using SVM and all sensor channels are used.
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Table 12.2: Average performance loss in F1 score of Our technique compared
to three other techniques.

Operation Retraining Same model Oracle
Sensor replacement with replica 0.04 -0.08 0.03
Change of sensor placement 0.09 -0.16 0.06
Expansion to new room 0.17 -0.16 0.08
Sensor board replacement 0.17 -0.01 0.09
Combined 0.14 -0.14 0.07

2. Same model. This case considers transfer of models that always use the
same model representation—SVM classifier and all sensor channels.

3. Oracle. This technique evaluates performance of all available model rep-
resentations using all labeled data from the target domain and chooses
the one with the best performance.

Table 12.2 shows the performance loss of Our technique compared to the
other 3 techniques for different maintenance operations. On average, it shows
a decrease in performance of 0.14 F1 score compared to Retraining, an im-
provement of 0.14 F1 score compared to Same model and a decrease of 0.07
compared to an Oracle. However, the performance is not consistent across
maintenance operations. As operations become more complex, the perfor-
mance compared to Retraining decreases more. We see two reasons for this
behavior:

1. Differences between domains. As discussed in Section 12.5, some oper-
ations cause a larger change in the distributions of data from different
sensor channels. For instance, when moving a sensor to another place
within a room, the vibrations sensed using an accelerometer will change
more than when replacing the sensor with a replica in the same place.
Therefore, some models cannot achieve the same performance as re-
training for the domains. Using additional recalibration or methods for
domain adaptation to further adapt models for the target domain could
help with this problem.

2. Unpredictability of some operations. Some operations are more unpre-
dictable than other. As discussed in Section 12.5, when adding a sensor
to a new room, the target room may be more or less different from the
source room. Similarly, placements within rooms may have different
effects on the performance after transfer, based on their proximity to
recognized activities. In such operations, the pipeline mis-classifies the
performance of models more commonly in operations than in “Sensor re-
placement with replica” or “Sensor board replacement”. As mentioned
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Figure 12.13: Performance of models transferred using Our technique (above)
and their performance loss compared to Retraining (below) for individual ac-
tivities.

when discussing coverage, adding more descriptive meta-features to de-
crease the bias of the pipeline or collecting more previous experience to
train it could help with this problem.

Figure 12.13 shows the performance of models recommended by Our tech-
nique after transfer as well as the performance loss compared to Retraining
for individual activities. One can see that the performance differs based on
the activities and types of maintenance operations. This can further be seen
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in the performance distribution of transferred models shown on the left side of
Figure 12.14. The distribution shows that more complex operations provide
longer and thicker tails with low-performing models. In the case of trans-
fer across rooms, we observe a number of outliers that perform much worse
than the rest of transferred models. As discussed above, transfer to unknown
rooms can be unpredictable. This is illustrated by the activity “Cupboard
door opened” in Figure 12.13, which was negatively affected by differences in
resources (types of cupboards) in the source and target rooms. On the other
hand, the distribution of models transferred across different sensor boards,
shown in Figure 12.14, contains fewer outliers (the tail is shorter). It is more
predictable since replaced sensor boards don’t change placements and the ef-
fect of sensor board changes can be learned from previous experience in other
placements and rooms. However, the median performance is lower (0.8 F1
score) and closer to the lowest threshold for acceptable performance (0.75 F1
score) that the pipeline aims to achieve. Thus, in the transfer across sensor
boards, we see fewer high-performing models due to the vast differences be-
tween the source and target domains but also fewer outliers with performance
close to a 0 F1 score thanks to the predictability of the transfer.

Overall, Our technique achieves a median F1 score of 0.98 (SD 0.1) when
replacing a sensor with its replica, 0.96 (SD 0.19) when moving sensor within
a room 0.87 (SD 0.24) when adding a sensor to a new room and 0.8 (SD 0.12)
when replacing a sensor with a different sensor board. Across all operations,
Our technique achieves a median F1 score of 0.91 (SD 0.22), which is an
improvement over the Same model with 0.82 (SD 0.3) and aims to approximate
the Oracle with 0.97 (SD 0.12) (see performance distribution on the right side
of Figure 12.14).

Illustrative Examples

To illustrate how beneficial the pipeline is in supporting different maintenance
operations, we give concrete examples of transfer results for selected cases from
our experiments. To select the individual cases, we sorted all cases by their
coverage and chose the median case for each operation. Confusion matrices of
the transferred activities are shown in Figure 12.15.

In the replica replacement case in placement C of the Synergy kitchen,
we see that 1 out of 5 short activities and 6 out of 9 long activities were
transferred. Short activities as well as long achieved an average F1 score of
0.97. When moving a sensor from placement A to B in the Synergy kitchen, 2
out of 7 short activities and 5 out of 9 long activities were transferred. Short
activities achieved an average F1 score of 0.94 and long 0.98. When extending
activity recognition trained in placement C in the Scott kitchen to placement
C in the Synergy kitchen, 1 out of 5 short activities and 5 out of 9 long
activities were transferred. Short activities achieved an average F1 score of
0.83 and long 0.92. When replacing an XDK with a Mite sensor in placement
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A: replica B: placement C: room D: sensor board
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Figure 12.14: Performance distribution for models recommended using Our
technique in different maintenance operations (left) and overall performance
distribution of models recommended using Our, Same model and Oracle tech-
niques (right).

C in Synergy kitchen, only 1 out of 9 long activities could be transferred. It
achieved an F1 score of 0.88.

Summary of Results

We have shown that the pipeline adapts to more complex scenarios by trans-
ferring a smaller number of activities. By selectively transferring models, it
vastly improves the performance of transferred models over a naive approach
that would result in an average performance of 0.32 F1 score after transfer.
Furthermore, the choice of different model representations (classifiers and fea-
ture sets) enables an improvement in performance of the transferred models
over using the same model representations by 0.14 F1 score on average. The
transferred models do suffer a performance loss compared to manual retrain-
ing in the target domain depending on the maintenance operation: by 0.04 F1
score in replacing sensors with replicas, 0.09 in change of placement, 0.17 in
change of rooms and 0.17 in change of sensor boards. The higher performance
loss in placement and room change compared to replica change is in part due
to the changes in source and target domains that are hard to predict. In such
cases, most models achieved a relatively good performance, however several
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Figure 12.15: Confusion matrices of activities recognized by transferred mod-
els recommended by the pipeline in selected maintenance operations. The
results illustrate that with the growing complexity of the maintenance opera-
tions, the number of recommended models reduce. However, the performance
of the activity recognition using the transferred models remains similar across
the maintenance operations.
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outliers with very low performance were transferred. The performance loss in
transfer across sensor boards is more predictable and although models trans-
ferred have a generally lower performance due to the vast differences between
domains, we do not observe outliers with very low performance (close to 0 F1
score). We argued that the performance could be improved by reducing the
bias in the pipeline with more descriptive meta-features and by using more
training experience.

In order to retain the performance of transferred models, certain activities
that would result in poor performance are not transferred and therefore need
to manually retrained on the target domain. The number of activities that
need be retrained is higher for more complex maintenance operations, such
as replacing sensors with different types of sensor boards. Nevertheless, the
pipeline enables the savings of significant effort for retraining. Concretely, the
median savings are: 37 out of 62 minutes are saved in changes with replicas,
32 out of 62 in placement change, 26 out of 58 in room expansion and 8 out
of 32 in sensor board changes.

12.8 Discussion

In this paper, we showed that various everyday maintenance and expansion
operations often have a negative effect on the performance of activity recog-
nition models trained using data from multi-sensor packages. We character-
ize this problem as one of transfer learning, where we take some knowledge
from a source domain (the environment before the maintenance or expansion
operation) to a target domain (the environment after the operation). We
also identified different factors that affect this transfer performance, such as
the properties of the activity being recognized (e.g., its discernibility against
background noise), changes in the calibration of sensors or behavior of sensor
boards, changes in the proximity of placements to the activity and changes
in the background noise and appliances when moving to new rooms. These
changes cause shifts in marginal probability distributions over features that
affect the performance of transferred models. Furthermore, we show that due
to these factors some of the assumptions made by models trained on the source
domain may no longer hold on the target domain, and by omitting features
from sensor channels that transfer poorly or choosing algorithms that pro-
vide different assumptions, we can correct some of the differences in marginal
distributions and improve the performance after transfer.

Our goal is to avoid having to retrain activity recognition classifiers for
the new transfer state, as this requires new data collection and (most likely)
manual annotation of that data to serve as activity labels for the retraining.
This would have to be done for every activity that is being transferred to
the new target domain. Instead, to enable the transfer of activity recognition
models for our diverse maintenance and expansion cases without the need for
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retraining all activities, we proposed a meta-learning approach. The approach
aims to avoid negative transfer of models with suboptimal performance, which
we identified as an important problem due to a large variation in the perfor-
mance of models after transfer in the diverse cases. To do so, it learns from
previous experience in maintenance operations to capture existing patterns in
how models performed after transfer in previous settings and predicts transfer
performance of different model representations in new settings. It consists
of several steps: early identification of activities to retrain, cross-validation
of multiple model representations on the source domain, evaluation of speci-
ficity of the models on the target domain using activities retrained in the first
step, prediction of the performance of the models after transfer using a rank-
ing meta-classifier and the choice of the best candidate to transfer based on
assigned rank and specificity. Models are rejected using thresholds and con-
ditions after each step and the pipeline may terminate at any step in case no
suitable models are identified.

Our evaluation showed that the pipeline provides good performance in
not transferring any models, when none of the tested models is able to reach
the desired performance (set by a threshold of 0.75 F1 score). Overall, the
approach resulted in models that had a true negative rate (i.e., specificity)
of 0.94, which is important because we saw a large number of cases where
no models could transfer with good performance. Also, as a result of this
high value, we saw a similar distribution in the performance of recommended
models across the different maintenance operations, even though, for instance,
models transferred across different rooms tend to provide lower performance
on the target domain than models transferred within rooms. This means
that fewer activity recognition models were recommended for transfer in the
more complex maintenance operations, but they maintained a high level of
performance.

However, our approach makes an important tradeoff in coverage that needs
to be considered. There were a number of cases where our approach recom-
mended no models for transfer; it rejected all proposed models as it did not
assess any of them as having high enough performance for the transfer domain
after a maintenance or expansion operation. This resulted in decreasing cov-
erage as the operations became more complex (down to 53% of activities in
replica maintenance cases, 49% of activities in placement change cases, 41%
of activities in expansion to new spaces cases, and to 5% of activities for re-
placing with/upgrading to a new sensor). In these cases, we argue that it
is better to ask the user to retrain the activity using training data from the
target domain than to transfer a model that would perform poorly on the
target domain. As there are still a large number of cases where our approach
recommends a high performing model, it will still save effort in retraining, just
not for every activity-maintenance operation combination.

We observed some bias of the meta-classifier used in the pipeline on the
tested cases. In certain cases, the provided meta-features did not allow it to
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capture all of the factors that influence the performance of models after trans-
fer. This resulted in it failing to recommend well-performing models in cases
where it could not distinguish from models that previously led to suboptimal
performance. We argue that its performance could be improved by adding
meta-features descriptive of factors that influence the transfer performance
that we identified in our analysis. For instance, meta-features that describe
the proximity of the source and target placements to the activity, differences
in the appliances when transferring across rooms, materials and other prop-
erties of the rooms, as well as information or characterizations of the sensor
boards or the activities, could enable the meta-classifier to better predict the
performance of models after transfer. This might reduce the number of false
negative predictions and improve the recall of the pipeline, which was 0.74 in
our tests. There is obviously a tradeoff to be made here regarding the extra
work that would be necessary to characterize the activities being performed
and the environments being maintained or expanded to, with the improved
activity recognition performance and likely, improved coverage. This extra
effort is still likely to be a reduction from that required to completely retrain
activity recognition models for the new target environments.

The evaluation of multiple model representations (different classifiers and
features based on different combinations of sensor channels) by the pipeline
improved the overall F1 score performance of the recommended models com-
pared to using the same model representation by 0.14 on average. The recom-
mended models had a median F1 score of 0.91. This score provides only a loss
of 0.07 in F1 score on average compared to using the best available model rep-
resentation for transfer (only known to an Oracle, or if labeled training data
is available for the activity being transferred). The loss compared to retrain-
ing activities in the target setting anew depends on the type of maintenance
operation and ranges from 0.04 to 0.17 F1 score.

Our approach does not require additional effort from end-users compared
to retraining activity recognition. From the end-user point of view, they only
need to retrain a smaller set of activities that the pipeline did not transfer.
The overhead of the pipeline is mostly computational and relates to the need
to collect previous experience to train the meta-classifier used in the pipeline.
Collecting the training experience requires training data of activities from be-
fore and after the maintenance operations. In this paper, the used previous
experience consisted of our data collection from three rooms, each with three
different placements. We envision the system being deployed as part of a
multi-user Cloud-service enabling end-user programming of IoT environments
(consider the IFTTT2 service as an example). In such a system, the pro-
posed pipeline could be trained over time using data from situations where
users had to retrain activity recognition due to maintenance operations. By
crowd-sourcing the experience from maintenance operations, the system could

2https://ifttt.com

https://ifttt.com
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gradually improve its transfer learning capabilities with little or no experience
from maintenance operations at the start.

We argue that our meta-learning approach is generalizable since it does
not assume specific types of models. The pipeline can evaluate and recom-
mend models built using any classifiers and sensor channels. Other activity
recognition maintenance scenarios could be supported by adapting the meta-
features for the meta-classifier. We see potential for the improvement of the
generalizability of the pipeline to new activities and sensor boards by using
meta-features that describe the properties of the activities and sensor boards
instead of directly referring to them. This could enable the meta-classifier
to predict the performance of new activities and sensor boards after mainte-
nance operations without prior training with them. For activities, statistical
and information-theoretic meta-features [202] such as the signal-to-noise ratio
could be extracted. Sensor boards could be described using their properties or
by extracting similar statistical attributes from their data. Since we see this
as orthogonal to our research questions, we trained the meta-classifier using
explicit information. However, we see potential for future work to expand the
approach.

12.9 Future Work

In addition to the future work we described in the discussion, we feel that
there are a number of opportunities for further research. First, in terms
of limitations, we only captured data from a small number of people in a
small number of similar locations. The activities performed in these locations
were “performed” and not naturally occurring behaviors at the time of data
capture, and we made sure that multiple activities did not overlap each other.
While this is clearly a limitation of our data collection, these are issues that
commonly occur in “traditional” activity recognition data collections. They
can be addressed in future work, and the noise that results from more varied
and naturalistic settings can be considered by our proposed pipeline.

In this paper, we described four specific types of maintenance and expan-
sion operations. In the future, we would also like to consider further operations
such as adding the recognition of new activities to a room, a reconfiguration
of the room that impacts sensing channels (e.g., adding a large piece of fur-
niture), and adding additional sensors to a space. While we focused on using
a single multi-sensor package in each room in this work, it is certainly likely
that an occupant will add another IoT device that may have accessible sensor
streams that can be leveraged. In our follow-up work, we would like to inves-
tigate how our meta-learning pipeline can be used to support this and other
everyday maintenance and expansion operations.

Finally, we also recognize a further opportunity to improve the perfor-
mance of transferred models in the target domain. In our work, we did not
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make any changes to the models, but transferred them whole. In the future,
we could explore how to adapt these models to have improved performance
for the target domain. Domain adaptation with or without labeled target
data could be applied [59, 60, 72]. Alternatively, on-line learning could be
used to self-calibrate the transferred models using their own predictions with
high confidence values as ground truth, as proposed by Forster et al. [95] for
wearable activity recognition. However, recalibration alone is not sufficient to
enable transfer. In some cases, as we have shown, transfer is not possible as
the domains are too different, or the performance in the non-transfer case is
too low. There is still a need to learn what models are likely to perform well
when transferred, so our proposed meta-learning pipeline is still required.

12.10 Conclusions

In this paper, we described the problem of supporting maintenance and expan-
sion of activity recognition using multi-purpose sensors in smart environments.
We characterize these operations as instances of transfer learning. We identi-
fied and investigated the effect of four maintenance and expansion operations
on the performance of models transferred within a data collection from three
kitchens and 16 activities. We demonstrated through our data analysis that
there is a large variance in the performance of transferred models depending
on factors of the transferred activities, sensors boards, sensor placements and
used machine learning models (classifiers and feature sets).

This led us to focus on the problem of preventing negative transfer within
transfer learning of the activity recognition models. We proposed a novel
algorithm recommendation pipeline that uses meta-knowledge from previous
maintenance operations to assess the transferability of models to the target
domain and recommend models that are expected to perform well. It evaluates
the performance of multiple types of model representations on the source do-
main, tests the specificity of the models on the target domain using a minimal
amount of labeled data and applies meta-learning to predict the performance
of models on the target domain. The pipeline identifies and discards 94%
of transfers in maintenance operations that exhibit suboptimal performance.
Despite the differences in complexity of the identified maintenance operations,
we achieve comparable performance of transferred models across them, with
a median F1 score of 0.91. The selection of model representation for each
transfer case enables us to improve the F1 score performance over using the
same model representation by 0.14 on average.

Due to the complexity of the problem, we highlight some trade offs that our
approach introduces. In particular, we trade coverage of transferred activities
within maintenance operations in favor of ensuring a high level of performance
of the transferred models. For the use cases that do not transfer, models will
have to be trained anew. However, any models that do transfer save signif-
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icant effort of collecting data and manually labeling those for each activity.
Another trade off introduced is for improving the recommendations that our
meta-learning pipeline makes. After evaluating the F1 score of the models in
the non-transfer case, any models not filtered out are further evaluated for
specificity. To perform this step, a building manager, will need to collect la-
beled data for a minimal set of activities in the target domain, to ensure that
the models for the remaining (larger set of) activities that were trained only
on the source domain are appropriate to transfer. To identify the initial set of
activities to collect data from, our pipeline rejects activities that are unlikely
to transfer well in the given setting. These early-rejected activities can then
be suggested to be retrained by the building manager, following which transfer
of the rest of the activities may be resumed.

We discussed several opportunities for future work. In order to decrease
the bias observed in the pipeline, we suggest using meta-features with more
descriptive power to capture the identified factors that influence the transfer
performance. Furthermore, we propose changes to the used meta-features
to capture reusable profiles and properties of activities and sensor boards in
order to enable the pipeline to adapt to new activities and sensor boards
without collecting prior knowledge. Finally, we suggest further calibration
and adaptation of the transferred models to be added to the pipeline.
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